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Introduction
The 2010 Annual Review Meeting on Outdoor and Indoor Air Pollution Research in the UK, the
thirteenth in this series of meetings, was held on 13-14 April 2010 at Cranfield University and
was once again hosted by the Institute of Environment and Health (IEH) on behalf of the
Department of Health (DH) and the Health Protection Agency (HPA). The principal objective of
the meeting was to facilitate the exchange of information between UK-based research groups
and between researchers and those involved in policy and regulatory development, but also to
take account of other international research, particularly that being carried out in Europe.
A main focus of this year‟s conference was airborne particulate matter, with a particular
emphasis on nanoparticles. The HPA Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture was presented by
Professor Erich Wichmann and was entitled „Relevance of ambient particle mass, number and
composition for human health‟. Invited keynote lectures were given by Professor Frank Kelly
(MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health), Professor Roy Harrison (University of
Birmingham) and Professor Terry Tetley (Imperial College London).
This report of the meeting provides the available abstracts of papers presented in the five main
sessions, together with notes of discussions. In addition to the 22 oral presentations over the
two day meeting, a further 19 poster papers were displayed and discussed. Poster sessions
involved an author of each poster giving a short oral presentation to the conference and then
being available for further discussion with delegates during a designated „poster viewing
period‟. Available abstracts of posters are also included in these proceedings. In a few
instances, for example because the presentations included preliminary or as yet unpublished
information, it has not been possible to include the abstract in this report. PowerPoint
presentations of most of the oral papers are available on the IEH website.
The proceedings of all recent previous meetings have been published (IEH, 2000, 2002,
2004a/b, 2005, 2007, 2008 and 2009) and are available to download from the website. The
meeting opened with a welcome from Professor Robert Maynard CBE of the HPA, who
acknowledged the continuing support from the Department of Health for research into the
health effects of air pollutants.1

1

The proceedings of all previous meetings published by IEH are available for download at:
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/health/researchareas/environmenthealth/ieh/page21031.html
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1 Exposure and Health Effects (I)
1.1 Presentations
1.1a Assessment of exposure to airborne particulate
matter
Roy M Harrison
Division of Environmental Health & Risk Management, School of Geography, Earth & Environmental
Sciences, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham

Introduction
By far the greatest volume of information relevant to human exposure to airborne particulate matter
derives from the data collected by fixed point monitors within the various networks. In comparison,
collecting information on personal exposures is both time consuming and expensive and therefore the
question frequently arises as to how well data from fixed outdoor monitoring sites reflect personal
exposures. A key area in which this question arises is in relation to epidemiological studies. This paper
will examine some of the key questions in relation to personal exposures, and particularly those driven
by the requirements of epidemiological studies. Results from representative investigations will be used
to illustrate the concepts involved.

Airborne Particle Exposures
Sources of exposure
Surveys from a number of countries have shown that on average adult members of the general public
spend around 90% of their time indoors. This includes time spent commuting using various forms of
enclosed transport, but for the vast majority of people, the major part of their time is spent in the home
followed by the workplace, the latter being typically, but not exclusively indoors. Consequently, while
outdoor fixed point measurements may well represent exposures out-of-doors within an area close to the
air monitor, indoor exposures may differ substantially. This is because indoor air contains outdoor
pollutants modified by infiltration and deposition within the building, as well as pollutants generated
from indoor sources. Personal exposures are best measured using personal samplers which ideally
should be worn on the body with the inlet in the breathing zone of the subject. In practice, these are
more difficult to use than samplers contained in briefcases or bags carried by the subjects which are often
used in preference. Harrison et al. (2002) showed that for a person indoors in a room with a well mixed
atmosphere, a fixed monitor well represents exposures measured with personal samplers. There is,
however, one caveat concerning personal sampling of particulate matter which relates to the ―personal
cloud‖. This comprises particles generated from the body and clothing of the subject. They are mainly
coarse (> 2.5 µm) in size and of the order of 20 µg m-3 in concentration. Work in the EXPOLIS study
showed them to be mainly comprised of mineral material although there may be fragments of clothing
fibres etc.
2
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Use of fixed monitor data in epidemiological studies
The question inevitably arises of how well do fixed point measurements, as used in epidemiological
studies reflect actual personal exposures? To address this question requires one first of all to separate the
two main kinds of epidemiological study used to elucidate the impacts of airborne particle exposure.
Time series studies relate day-to-day changes in fixed site outdoor concentrations to day-to-day changes
in morbidity and mortality, often lagging the health outcome by one or more days after the exposure
concentration. The success of such studies requires that exposure changes from day-to-day are correlated
with the measured outdoor concentrations. This premise has been tested in a number of personal
exposure studies in which, for example, the exposures of 25 individual subjects are measured on 30
consecutive days. If the entire dataset is pooled and the correlation determined between measured
personal exposure and concentration at a central fixed point monitor, the relationship is generally found
to be rather weak (r2 of around 0.2 for PM10). If, however, the correlations are calculated individually for
each subject so as to generate 25 separate correlation coefficients, the relationships are much stronger
with a median r2 value of approx. 0.5 for PM10. This indicates that for each individual subject the
changes in outdoor concentration are determining around 50% of the variance in personal exposure. The
closeness of this relationship is lost when data from all subjects are pooled, because whilst given
individuals may have rather common daily patterns of behaviour such that the exposures which derive
from non-outdoor sources are similar from day-to-day, there is substantial inter-individual variation in
such exposures which leads to much greater variation in the pooled dataset than in the individual subject
datasets.
In the case of the cohort studies such as the Six Cities Study and ACS study, the analysis depends upon
exposure differences for the subjects deriving from their point of residence as reflected by a ―local‖ fixed
point monitor. The key question in this case is whether the exposure gradients between subjects living in
different cities are accurately reflected by the fixed site monitors. This is likely to vary appreciably from
one study to another, but data from the RUIPIOH study reported below gives some insights into this
question.

Results from the RUPIOH study
The EU-funded multi-centre RUPIOH (Relationship between Ultrafine and Fine Particulate Matter in
Indoor and Outdoor Air and Respiratory Health) study was designed to assess spatial variability and
indoor-outdoor relationships of particulate matter relevant for epidemiological studies. It also examined
the effects of airborne particle exposures upon the respiratory health of volunteer subjects with preexisting respiratory disease. The study took place in four cities, Helsinki, Athens, Amsterdam and
Birmingham and focussed on five particle metrics, PM10, PM2.5, PMcoarse, particle number concentration
and soot (measured by optical absorbance; details are given in Puustinen et al. (2007). In Birmingham,
the central monitor was in a suburban area in the south of the city with subjects located typically in
suburban residential areas within about 20 kilometres of the central monitor. Average particle counts
measured outside of the subjects homes were of similar magnitude to those measured at the central
monitoring site. In the case of Helsinki, the central monitor very considerably exceeded the average
outdoor residential concentration for particle number, largely because the subjects were spread widely
with many of them well outside the city. In the case of Amsterdam, however, the average residential
outdoor concentration exceeded that at the central site largely because many of the subjects lived close to
heavily trafficked highways. The other metrics showed relatively modest gradients between the central
site and the average residential outdoor concentrations. This gives some confidence that other than for
3
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particle number concentration, a central site may be fairly representative of residential outdoor
concentrations for subjects spread over a considerable geographic area.
The RUPIOH study also examined correlations between 24 hour average central site and residential
outdoor concentrations. These were rather high for all metrics, generally exceeding 0.8, and in some
cases exceeding 0.9 correlation coefficient. This finding gives support to the time series methodology
for epidemiology in demonstrating that day-to-day changes in central site concentrations are reflected in
concentrations measured at residential locations.
Indoor concentrations were also measured in RUPIOH for PM2.5, particle number, sulphate and soot.
Correlations with central site concentrations were highest for sulphate followed by soot. In the case of
sulphate, mean values of correlation coefficient generally exceeded 0.9 (Hoek et al., 2008) reflecting the
well known relative uniformity of sulphate concentrations in the atmosphere, the very high
indoor/outdoor ratios for sulphate because of its predominant presence in the accumulation mode of
particles, and the lack of significant indoor sources or sinks for sulphate. The soot metric is generally
taken to be largely representative of diesel emissions and is therefore less homogenous than the
secondary pollutant sulphate. Consequently, it is not surprising that correlation coefficients for soot
between indoor and central site locations are all above 0.6, and mostly equal to or above 0.8.
Correlations were lower for PM2.5 especially in Athens (approx. 0.4) with Birmingham showing a
correlation coefficient between indoor and central site concentrations of 0.55. This is largely reflective
of the presence of indoor sources of PM2.5. In the case of particle number count, there is a very strong
attenuation of the nanoparticles which comprise the majority of particle number count during infiltration
of air into the home and there are also very significant sources within the home. As a consequence, the
correlation coefficient between central site and residential indoor concentrations for particle number
concentration was much lower than for the other metrics, ranging from 0.16 in Birmingham to 0.45 in
Athens, where natural ventilation of buildings is much more effective for a large part of the year. When
the correlations between indoor and central site outdoor concentrations were examined for relationships
to proximity to traffic and indoor sources, no consistent pattern between the cities was found. In
Birmingham, the strongest correlation was for non-smoking urban background homes in the case of both
PM2.5 and particle number.
The RUPIOH datasets were used to test the hypothesis that the relationship between both central site and
outdoor residential and central site of indoor residential concentrations decreased with distance between
the central site and the point of residence. In general terms, that premise was borne out by the data for
PM10, PM2.5 and particle number count, although the relationship between the r2 value and the distance
between the subjects home and the central site showed considerable scatter.

Conclusions
The main conclusions to be drawn from the above are as follows:
Central site concentrations were broadly similar to residential outdoor concentrations for the
majority of metrics with the strong exception of particle number count where the relationship
differed substantially from city to city.
The correlation between daily concentrations of particles at the central site and outdoors at the
residential locations was generally rather strong.
The correlation between central site outdoor concentration and residential indoor concentration was
rather weaker, but especially strong for sulphate and very weak for particle number count.
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When examined on an individual subject basis, the correlation between day-to-day changes in
central site PM10 or PM2.5 is quite strongly correlated with directly measured personal exposure. If,
however, many individuals are pooled into the same analysis, the relationship between central site
concentration and personal exposure becomes rather weak.
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1.1b The effect of commuter route choice on the
particulate exposure of an urban cyclist
Alison S. Tomlin1, Alex Sutton1, James Tate2
1 Energy and Resources Research Institute, SPEME, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK
2 Institute of Transport Studies, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK

Background and objectives
With cycling becoming an ever more popular form of commuting and exercise, it is important to
understand the exposure of cyclists to airborne pollutants. This is especially critical as cyclists do not
create pollution, but may suffer from increased exposure to pollutants due to cycling in close proximity
to motor vehicles over extended journey times (Kaur et al., 2006). Both short and long term exposure to
particles can be significant in terms of health impacts (COMEAP, 1998, AQEG, 2005). Repeated short
term exposures have been linked to increases in hospital admissions (Vedal, 1997) and are commonly
experienced by commuters along major roads as demonstrated in this and previous (Kaur et al., 2006,
2007) studies. The development of low exposure routes may encourage people to commute by bicycle
instead of motor vehicle, thus reducing overall emissions. Previous studies of traffic related pollutants
within urban areas suggest strong spatial variability in concentrations over short distances (Tomlin et al.,
2009, Kaur et al., 2009). Hence it may be possible to explore lower exposure routes for pedestrians and
cyclists through urban areas. This work therefore aims to assess the influence of commuter route choice
on cyclist exposure to particle number concentrations within the City of Leeds, UK, with a view to
suggesting low exposure options.

Study description
The objective of the report is to determine whether a change in route of commute could lead to a
decrease in overall journey exposure of a cyclist to particle numbers. The three routes chosen represent
journeys from a high population suburb in Leeds, UK, to the University via
a major arterial road (the Otley Rd route)
minor roads (the Hyde Park route) and
a mostly off-road route along public bridleways.
Commutes were carried out during morning and evening rush hours during week days with a total of 20
return journeys for each route during the period Dec 2009-Feb 2010. The overall return journey time
varied from 15-27 minutes since the non arterial routes were generally longer in overall length. High
resolution measurements of particle number concentration (PNC) experienced by the cyclist on each
return journey were determined using data collected from a PTrak CPC3007 personal sampler at 1 s
resolution. The sample head was located at head height and sample tube losses due to diffusion were
estimated from a calibration procedure to be less than 10 %. Corrections for diffusion losses have
therefore not been made. Average journey exposures were calculated for each route across all sample
days. Wind speed corrected exposures also accounted for differences in dispersion conditions across the
study period, since several previous studies have indicated a strong influence of wind speed on local
PNC (Charron & Harrison, 2003, Agus et al., 2007). Simultaneous GPS readings at 1 s and video footage
of the route from a helmet camera were also obtained to aid the identification of spatial hot spots and
their possible causes. 5m average PNC exposure along each route was calculated and is shown as an
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overlaid map. Achieving reduction in exposures requires that the causes of peaks are known. Local
traffic conditions for PNC exceeding the 95th percentile were therefore determined for each journey
using the video footage with the aim of highlighting hot spot causes.

Results and discussion
Overall journey exposure
Table 1 shows the journey average exposures in terms of total PNC for each route and the wind-speed
corrected values. A substantial reduction in exposure occurs for the mainly off-road route compared to
the two other routes, suggesting that the separation of the cyclist from local vehicular traffic routes has a
beneficial impact on exposure. The Otley Rd route has a slightly lower exposure than the minor road
route despite Otley Rd carrying the highest traffic numbers. This is due to extended overall journey times
along the Hyde Park route since the average PNCs along the route are one third lower than for Otley Rd.
Average PNCs are higher for the Hyde Park route than the off-road route due to vehicle congestion
caused by ―rat running‖ along minor roads. The bridleway section of the off road route has an average
PNC of only 1.2 x 104 cm-3 which could be classed as an urban background level.
Table 1 Average Route Exposure, PNC and Journey Duration
Route

Overall Return
Journey Exposure
(N cm-3)

Wind Speed
Corrected Exposure
(N cm-2 s-1)

Average
Concentration for
Journey, PNC cm-3)

Journey Duration
(Minutes)

Otley Road

2.96 x 107

6.41 x 109

6.4 x 104

15.42

3.39 x 10

7

6.87 x 10

9

4.1 x 10

4

27.51

1.83 x 10

7

4.50 x 10

9

2.4 x 10

4

25.68

Hyde Park
Off-road

An interesting question is whether static pollutant measurements can provide estimates of human
exposure of people moving through the urban area, since they are more commonly obtained. The average
PNC along the Otley Rd route (6.4 x 104 cm-3) is only slightly higher than static PNCs obtained by
Lingard et al. (2006) during the morning rush hour outside the University (5 x 104 cm-3) and the rush
hour average of 6.1 x 104 cm-3 obtained close to the main Headingley intersection for the current study
duration. Lingard suggested that total PNC was dominated by particles <100 nm in diameter which
accounted for 89–93% of the total. This suggests that cyclist exposure through Leeds will be dominated
by ultra-fine particles (UFP). Agus et al. (2007) measured a roadside average PNC of 6.42 x 104 cm-3
along Narborough Rd in Leicester, again comparable with the present study. There have been few studies
assessing total journey exposure for cyclists to PNC within urban areas. Kaur & Nieuwenhuijsen (2009)
quote an average exposure of 9.4 x 104 cm-3 for cyclists within the Marylebone Rd area of London. This
is unsurprisingly higher than the current study since this is a heavily congested area of London with
mostly street canyon topologies (Tomlin et al., 2009).
Identification of hot-spots and their causes
Figure 1 demonstrates an exposure map for the three routes across Leeds and illustrates particular regions
of exposure hot spots. The map represents a 5m spatial average across all journeys for each route. Otley
Rd experiences the highest concentrations, particularly in regions close to intersections controlled by
traffic signals. The Otley Rd route also passes through a built up area which could be classified as an
urban street canyon. In this region, during periods with a significant wind component perpendicular to
the street axis, a skimming flow regime with the possible recirculation of pollutants is expected (Boddy
et al., 2005, Dobre et al., 2005, Tomlin et al., 2009). An additional question perhaps should be
addressed, which is whether a typical cyclist would be prepared to extend their journey time in order to
7
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reduce their exposure to pollutants. In this case, extending journey times through minor roads does not
improve exposure because significant congestion exists, causing in places, concentrations which are
comparable with the arterial Otley Rd. The mapped concentrations show many regions of hot-spots even
for the minor roads. Video footage relating to the 95th percentile peaks in PNC was analysed to determine
their causes. Table 2 and Figure 2 show that the main causes of peak concentrations are moving and
stationary congestion and passing through traffic intersections, in line with Kaur et al. (2006). Vehicles
passing the cyclist in uncongested regions cause a small percentage of the peaks but much less than
vehicles inhibited by congestion. In common with the study of Kaur et al. (2006) there were a high
percentage of events where no visible cause was obvious from the video. Possible causes of such events
may be more distant sources which are not visible, but are dispersed towards the cyclist by turbulent
transport processes.
Table 2: Causes of Peaks in Exposure across All Routes
Cause

Count

Percentage

Stationary Congestion
Moving Congestion
Major Junction
Private Car
Taxi
Light Goods Vehicle
Heavy Goods Vehicle
Bus
No Obvious Local Source
CPC Error

457
1050
651
385
18
76
16
55
1347
29

11.2
25.7
15.9
9.4
0.4
1.9
0.4
1.3
33
0.7
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1.1c An investigation of the effects of long term
exposure to air pollution on cardiorespiratory
morbidity in a large population cohort – a progress
report
1. Richard W Atkinson1, H Ross Anderson1, Derek G Cook1, Iain Carey1, Jon Stedman2
1. Division of Community Health Sciences, St. Georges, University of London
2. AEA Technology plc

Background and Objectives
Exposure to outdoor air pollution has been associated with death and hospitalisations from both
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. Epidemiological evidence for these associations has come from
both long term and short term exposure studies. The former have focused upon death as the health
outcome and these have been extensively reviewed and reanalysed (COMEAP 2010). These temporalspatial studies exemplified by the analysis of the American Cancer Society data (Pope et al., 2002)
correlate death rates with air pollution measures taking into account individual risk factors. They tend to
report larger estimates for the effects of air pollution than those derived from short term exposure studies.
This may reflect the fact that longitudinal studies account for health effects derived from both long and
short term exposures to air pollution (Kunzli et al., 2001).
Whilst the most important health endpoint is premature mortality there also remains the possibility that
there is a substantial burden on both individuals and health care services from chronic and short term
disease morbidity arising from long term exposure to air pollution. Few studies have examined these
possible associations. Such studies require large, validated longitudinal records of patient medical
histories to investigate the evidence for associations and also to identify the population groups most
sensitive to air pollution.
The General Practice Research Database (GPRD) in the UK is a computerised database of anonymised,
longitudinal medical records from primary care. It contains demographic information (gender, age, sex
and practice location and a community level marker of deprivation), clinical information (diagnoses,
symptoms, procedures and medical history), treatment, prescriptions and immunisation details as well as
lifestyle information such as BMI, weight, smoking and alcohol consumption for registered patients. The
database covers 432 practices across the UK covering 4.6% of the population. The GPRD is managed by
the GPRD group within the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), the UK‘s
medicines and devices regulator. The data are widely used for academic research with some 500+
academic articles published. The data have also been used for epidemiological research (Lawrenson et
al., 1999). From 2001 these data are linked to hospital episodes statistics detailing specialty, urgency
and nature of the referral (and also to mortality data), the linkage being achieved via NHS number. For
patients registered with consenting practices it is also possible to link other variables (via postcode)
including environmental risk factors.
As part of their contract with Defra, the Atomic Energy Authority (AEA) produce modelled annual air
pollution concentrations on a fine spatial scale. These concentrations are derived from emission estimates
provided by the UK National Atmospheric Emission Inventory and are distributed across 1x1 km grid
squares covering the whole of the UK. Annual mean concentrations at these locations are then calculated
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by summing the estimated concentrations for pollutant-specific components, for example, distant sources
(characterised by rural background concentrations, interpolated from rural measurements); point sources
(calculated using an air dispersion model) and local area sources (calculated using a kernel based air
dispersion model). Details of the modelling methodology have been published in full elsewhere (Ketnt
et al., 2007). The availability of these pollution data at a fine spatial scale and their linkage to GPRD
data by postcode provides an opportunity to study associations between air pollution and health
incorporating individual confounding factors.
Modelled annual mean pollution estimates for the UK are available for the following pollutants:
particulate matter with a diameter of 10 microns or less (PM10) for the years 1994-2006, PM2.5 for 20022006, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) from 1994 to 2006, carbon monoxide (CO) from
2001 to 2006 and ozone (O3) between 1994 and 2005.
The aim of this study is to estimate, using Cox proportional hazards models, associations between
exposure to a range of outdoor air pollutants and first diagnosis of cardiorespiratory disease by the GP
and first hospital admission adjusting for individual level and spatial confounders.
The project is funded by the Department of Health for three years from April 2009.

Study Description
The use of patient data in the GPRD is governed by Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA). The Agency requires that ethical approval both for data access (Multiple Research
Ethics Committee - MREC) and data linkage (NIGB) is obtained prior to access to GPRD data. Linking
data to environmental metrics could, under certain circumstances, compromise patient anonymity.
Therefore a complex procedure of data manipulation and coding was designed to meet both the project‘s
requirements and to satisfy the NIGB committee. Both approvals (MREC and NIGB) were obtained in
2009.
The use of GPRD data for research also requires scientific approval from the Independent Scientific
Advisory Committee (ISAC). A full plan of investigation, including the project background, scope and
aims, outcomes and data coding, statistical methodology and presentation and dissemination of results, is
required for submission to the committee. This document was prepared, submitted to the committee and
approved in August 2009.
The key elements of the study are:
1) retrospective cohort study
2) study population: subjects aged 40 years and over, fully registered for at least a year with a
GP practice between 1994 and 2004
3) incident IHD and COPD as diagnosed by GP and hospital admission
4) modelled annual mean pollution estimates for grid code (a selection of postcodes) for: PM10,
PM2.5, NO2, CO, SO2 and O3
5) time dependent Cox proportional-hazards regression analysis
Research studies using GPRD data are usually based upon a sample from the full database. In this study,
however, the full (linked) database (in excess of 2 million records) will be used. A random sample of
100,000 patients from practices in England who had agreed to data linkage was extracted by GPRD and
sent to SGUL. This sample is currently being used by the project team for familiarisation with the
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GPRD data and to determine operational definitions for study variables. These include definitions of
outcomes and key confounders such as BMI and smoking. These variables will then be coded using the
full GPRD and the linked to the air pollution metrics for statistical analysis.
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Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (2009) Long term exposure to air pollution: effect on mortality
Kent, A. J., Grice, S. E., et al. (2007). UK air quality modelling for annual reporting 2005 on ambient air quality
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1.1d The role of particulate air pollution in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
Terry Tetley
Lung Cell Biology
Section of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
National Heart & Lung Institute, Imperial College London.

COPD is a significant cause of illness and death worldwide and is predicted to be the 5 th leading burden
of disease in 2020. It costs billions of pounds/year to treat. Most of those with COPD are tobacco
smokers, although only 15-25% of tobacco smokers have clinically relevant/diagnosed COPD.
Consequently, much of the research into the mechanisms leading to COPD has focussed on the effects of
tobacco smoke. However, there is some evidence to suggest that a small but significant proportion of
COPD is due to other noxious compounds including air pollution, such as traffic emissions, occupational
or domestic exposure to airborne dusts and chemicals, and products of burning coal and biomass for
cooking and heating. In an environment that contains pollutants from mixed sources, the role of the latter
in the induction and severity of COPD is unclear. Do air pollutants other than cigarette smoke cause
COPD? Or do they simply aggravate existing COPD?
Although air pollution consists of a number of gases and organic and inorganic material, the focus of this
presentation is particulate air pollution and COPD. There is evidence that acute exposure to increased
levels of ambient respirable particulate matter (PM), below 10 µm aerodynamic diameter (PM10)
exacerbates COPD, with reduced lung function and increased hospital admissions. Numerous recent
studies associate particulate air pollution with increased risk of developing COPD and its severity. More
controversial is the evidence that PM10 or PM2.5 might cause COPD. For example, studies describing
development of COPD in non-smoking women exposed to biomass smoke, and small airways
remodelling in never smokers from Mexico City, who live in areas with high PM. Some studies suggest
that exposure of children to high levels of PM10 in biomass smoke or in ambient air interferes with lung
growth and predisposes to development of COPD in adulthood. And although it is well known that
smokers lungs are full of black deposits derived from cigarette smoke, recent studies have shown
aggregates of ultrafine, <2.5 µm aggregates of carbonaceous material in sputum macrophages from
children and within the airway wall of non-smokers, which resemble those in urban PM.
There are a number of pathological processes involved in the development of COPD. There is increased
inflammation, involving lumenal macrophages and neutrophils, with increased tissue macrophages and
CD8+ (cytotoxic) T-cells. A significant body of work implicates an increase in the proteolytic burden
within the lung, as well as increased oxidative stress. Proteases and reactive oxygen species can
markedly influence the levels and activity of antiproteases, cytokines and chemokines, growth factors
and other important mediators of inflammation and repair. A combination of proteases and reactive
oxygen species (from both the active inflammatory cells and the cigarette smoke itself), also induces
structural tissue damage and apoptosis of epithelial and endothelial cells, whilst cytotoxic CD8+ T cells
contribute to increased apoptosis in small airways. Although alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency is
known to predispose individuals to the development of emphysema due to inadequate inhibition of
neutrophil elastase, recent evidence indicates that it is also critically important in preventing apoptotic
cell death, highlighting another role for AAT in COPD. It is believed that in those who develop COPD,
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there might be inadequate repair, as occurs in emphysema, or abnormal repair, laying down of fibrotic
tissue, as seen in the small airways.
What is not clear is whether COPD will develop, via similar pathogenic mechanisms, as a result of
increased PM10, in the absence of other triggers of COPD. Although in vitro and in vivo studies show
cell and tissue responses to PM and diesel exhaust similar to those induced by cigarette smoke, it remains
unclear exactly what contribution such responses make to causing COPD.

Further reading:
Grigg J Particulate matter exposure in children. Relevance to COPD. Proc Am Thorac Soc 2009; 6:564-569
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease. Updated, 2009
Ko FWS, Hui DSC. Outdoor air pollution: impact on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients. Curr Opin
Pulm Med 2009; 15:150-157
Ling SH, van Eeden SF. Particulate matter air pollution exposure: role in the development and exacerbation of
COPD. Int J COPD 2009; 4:233-243
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1.2 Discussion
Invited keynote presentation
The invited keynote presentation “Assessment of exposure to airborne particulate matter“ was
given by Roy Harrison. The discussion session opened with comments on how the findings
presented may be affected by seasonality and if there might be larger coefficients of variation in
the summer months compared to winter months due to factors such as windows being opened
for greater lengths of time. Whilst there was not enough evidence to make a clear statement
based on the individual data set, collated data from the literature showed the presence of
seasonal variation when comparing indoor and outdoor air. There was discussion of the likely
differences in the chemical composition of particles in indoor and outdoor air; it was noted that
variations in origin would certainly result in compositional differences (e.g. particles produced
by cooking indoors would be different from those from vehicle exhaust), and also that the
coarser fraction of outdoor particles do not readily penetrate indoors.
Additional comments addressed the fate of particles following inhalation. It was noted that
whilst airborne particles were considered not to change when inhaled into the lung, absorption
would occur at different rates and would also be affected by the composition of the particles
and their physicochemical properties. It was generally agreed that the properties of particles
within any gaseous mixture required characterisation, and that much work was currently
ongoing to address this issue as it posed many difficulties when discussing particles in a
collective manner.
Research Presentations
The first research presentation was by Alison Tomlin and was on „The effect of commuter route
choice on the particulate exposure of an urban cyclist‟. Particulate measurements made along
three different routes between the same two points showed that the route selected had a
significant effect on the individual‟s exposure. This was followed by a presentation entitled „An
investigation of the effects of long term exposure to air pollution on cardio-respiratory morbidity
in a large population cohort‟ and was given by Richard Atkinson. This was a progress report on
a 3 year study funded by the DH which will investigate incidences of disease as recorded on
the GPRD (a primary care database). During discussion, comment was made that there was a
need to be aware of likely inaccuracies in the database, for example regarding smoking habits,
and that diseases such as asthma may occur before they are diagnosed and hence recorded
on the database.
The third and final presentation in this section was given by Anna Molter2 and was entitled
„Measuring children‟s exposure to air pollution – validation of a microenvironmental model
through personal monitoring‟. This study involved monitoring three micro-environments of
participants in the Manchester Asthma and Allergy Study birth cohort. There was discussion
about the correlation between concentrations of nitrogen dioxide measured by personal
monitors and fixed site urban monitors and if/how these differences were noted in other studies.

2

Abstract not available
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Invited Keynote Presentation
Terry Tetley‟s presentation was on „The role of particulate air pollution in chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease‟. COPD covers a range of disorders, the clinical symptoms of which are
reduction in FEV1 or FVC. Ozone, nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide, PM10, PM2.5 and ultrafine
particles are all implicated in COPD and they certainly exacerbate it, but it is unclear if they
cause it. Macrophages are the first line of defence, but inhaled particles can by-pass them. The
mechanism by which particles access the interstitium is unknown but is being investigated. The
interaction and reactivity of air pollution particles with macrophages is similar to that seen with
tobacco smoke.
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1.3 Posters
1.3a Characterisation of urban particulate matter in
Edinburgh
Mark Hammonds, Mathew Heal
School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh

Background and objectives
Carbonaceous components contribute a significant fraction to particulate matter (PM) composition at
roadside sites (between 1 m of the kerbside of a busy road and the back of the pavement) and urban
background sites (a location distanced from sources and therefore broadly representative of city-wide
background conditions) in the UK (AQEG, 2005). Since carbonaceous components are abundant in
urban PM, and they have potential negative impacts upon human health, it will be this fraction that is
studied in this project, in order to contribute understanding both to its exact nature and origin.

Study description
Samples of PM10 (particulate matter with a diameter less than 10 µg m-3) were collected from an urban
background site in Edinburgh (St Leonard's; OS Grid Reference: NT263731) using a Partisol 2025
gravimetric sampler (July 2008 to December 2009). PM10 was also collected from a roadside location
(Summerhall; OS Grid Reference: NT262725) using a Partisol 2025 (September 2009 to December
2009). These localities provided PM that is representative of suburban background air compared with a
roadside site, which would be more directly influenced by traffic-related emissions.
Gravimetric PM10 concentration (µg m-3), and an estimate of black carbon (BC) concentration (µg m-3),
were determined for each daily filter sample by, respectively, weighing the filter, and by converting the
measured filter reflectance value using assumptions about BC optical properties.
Filters from the Partisol monitor at St Leonard‘s (October to December 2009) were extracted with
distilled water (18 MΩ), subjected to 30 min sonication, and the water filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe
filter to remove insoluble compounds. The aqueous extracts were analysed on a TOC-Analyser and the
water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) concentration (µg m-3) was determined.
Raman spectra of PM10, collected on 1 January 2009 (High: 38 µg m-3; [BC] 3.5 µg m-3) and 11 January
2009 (Low: 3 µg m-3; [BC] 0.3 µg m-3), were recorded using a laser wavelength of λ0 = 514 nm, 50×
magnification, and a fully focused laser beam.

Results and discussion
The two Partisols were set up at different locations: one urban background; the other roadside. The
particulate pollution levels at the roadside site would be expected to be higher due to emissions from
vehicle exhausts and re-suspension of road dust. The PM10 concentrations at both sites were actually
similar (Figure 1). There is a good linear agreement at both sites (r2 = 0.78), suggesting that when PM10
is high at one site it is high at the other (and vice versa). Direct traffic emissions don't appear to have a
large impact on the PM10 concentration, although the levels at the roadside site are marginally higher (as
shown by the major axis slope of 1.08 and intercept of 1.05).
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Figure 1 Comparison of daily PM10 and BC concentrations from the Partisol monitors at the
Summerhall and St Leonard's sites

There is a noticeable difference between the BC concentrations at the St Leonard's and Summerhall sites
(Figure 1). Again, there is a good linear agreement (r2 = 0.88), which shows that the general trend in BC
concentration is being followed regardless of location. However, the levels of BC were higher at the
roadside site (major axis slope of 1.60 and intercept of 0.23), which indicates that direct traffic emissions
were responsible for the difference.
WSOC concentration has no strong linear correlation with either PM10 or BC concentrations (r2 = 0.52
and r2 = 0.48, respectively), but there is a tendency for WSOC to increase with increasing PM10 or BC, as
shown by the major axis lines in Figure 2. Over the period of measurement, WSOC is shown, on
average, to be ~ 6 % of PM10 and ~ 50 % of BC.
Based on experimental observations and theoretical calculations, up to five bands corresponding to
different vibration modes of crystalline, or molecular, structures have been suggested to account for the
observed Raman spectra of soot and related carbonaceous materials (Sadezky et al., 2005). For the
samples collected on 1 and 11 January 2009 at St Leonard‘s, these bands were determined by curve
fitting with WiRE 2.0 software (Renishaw, UK) using a combination of four Lorentzian-shaped G, D1,
D2, and D4 bands at about 1580, 1350, 1620, and 1200 cm-1, respectively, with a Gaussian-shaped D3
band at about 1500 cm-1. The goodness-of-fit was indicated by the χ2 value (which is equal to one for an
ideal fit). Only results with χ2 < 2 were used for this analysis.
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Figure 2 Comparison of daily WSOC concentrations against PM 10 and BC at St Leonard's

The fitting procedure was repeated six times, and the mean values and standard deviations of the D1 full
widths at half maximum (FWHM, cm-1) were calculated (Figure 3). Increasing D1 FWHM indicates a
decreasing degree of graphitisation in the carbonaceous materials being investigated. The PM collected
on 1 January 2009 had relatively high PM10 and BC concentrations. Two of the spots from this sample
have low D1 FWHM values. This indicates the presence of carbonaceous material with a higher degree
of structural order compared to the PM sample from 11 January 2009, which had relatively low PM10 and
BC concentrations. However, there isn‘t enough data, currently, to show that a higher degree of
graphitisation is associated with high BC (or PM10) at this site.

Conclusions
Road traffic emissions have a more noticeable effect on BC concentrations than on PM 10 at the sites
investigated in Edinburgh.
WSOC accounted for ~ 6 % of PM10, and ~ 50 % of BC, at the urban background location.
Raman microscopy can be used to indicate the degree of structural order in the carbonaceous materials
present in PM. Further analysis is required before any conclusions can be made about the samples
collected in Edinburgh.
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Figure 3 Full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the D1 band for aerosol particle samples
collected on 1 and 11 January 2009 (mean values ± standard deviations)

Future work
PM10 will continue to be collected at St Leonard‘s and Summerhall, and the level of BC present will be
monitored. Further chemical analysis will be undertaken on these PM10 samples. For example, Raman
microscopy, WSOC analysis, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry.
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1.3b Application of 14C analyses to source
apportionment of carbonaceous particulate matter
in the UK
Mathew Heal,1 Philip Naysmith,2 Gordon Cook,2 Sheng Xu,2 Teresa Raventós Duran,3 Roy Harrison3
1

School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, UK
Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre (SUERC), East Kilbride, UK
3
Division of Environmental Health & Risk Management, University of Birmingham, UK
Correspondence: m.heal@.ed.ac.uk
2

Background and objectives
The carbonaceous component comprises a substantial fraction of airborne particulate matter (PM) but is
hard to characterise. An important issue in both scientific and policy terms is the relative contributions of
anthropogenic and biogenic sources to this carbonaceous component. Radiocarbon (14C) is an ideal tracer
for distinguishing between fossil and contemporary carbon since the latter contains 14C at known
concentration whereas the former contains none. The very low amounts of 14C present require
determination by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). In this work, samples of PM 2.5 were collected at
an urban background location in Birmingham, UK, and the fossil/contemporary split determined in the
TC, and in the OC and EC fractions. Mass balance permits a top-down apportionment of sources of PM2.5
carbon.

Study description
24-hour samples of PM2.5 were collected onto quartz filters by hi-vol sampler at an urban background site
in Birmingham during periods between July 2007 and May 2008. A sub-set of these samples was subject
to two-stage sequential combustion to CO2 (340 °C for 20 min and 850 °C for 4 h), to give a
methodologically-defined split between OC and EC (Figure 1), similar to the approach of Szidat et al.
(2006), followed by graphitisation and 14C quantification using the SUERC AMS. The fraction modern
(fM) values attained from these analyses were divided by 1.08 to yield the fraction of contemporary
carbon (fc). Parallel filter portions were analysed for TC, OC and EC by a Sunset Analyser following the
IMPROVE protocol. NIST 1649a urban dust was used as standard reference material.

Results and discussion
A few samples showed 14C enrichment in excess of current background levels. The reason for this is not
known but the null results of rigorous methodological checks implicate enrichment inherent to the
collected material rather than contamination during handling. Excluding these samples from further
analyses, the values for fraction contemporary total carbon, fc(TC), ranged from 0.27 – 0.66 (n = 26) with
mean 0.50. There was no seasonality to the data. However, fc(TC) was positively associated with the
SOC/TC ratio (Figure 2) – where SOC was determined by the method of linear regression of OC on EC
(Figure 3) – and high values of both fc(TC) and SOC/TC were associated with samples collected on days
with slower air masses arising from the east and south from continental regions.
In all samples fc(EC) < fc(OC), consistent with an interpretation of greater fossil fuel contribution to the
more soot-like carbon.
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Figure 4 Schematic of 14C determination in TC, OC and EC of samples of PM 2.5.
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Figure 2 Fraction contemporary carbon in TC versus SOC/TC ratio for samples with different airmass back trajectories arriving in Birmingham. From Heal et al. (2010).
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N.B. there Heal
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Figure 3 Assigning the split of individual sample OC into POC and SOC. From
et al. (2010).
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Example source attribution calculation for sample of 22nd Feb 2008
The measured data for this sample were EC = 0.59 g m-3, OC = 1.47 g m-3, fc(TC) = 0.543, fc(OC) =
0.733 and fc(EC) = 0.064. The contemporary/fossil concentration split for the EC component can be
assigned directly from the 14C data:
ECbiomass = 0.064

0.59 = 0.038 g m-3 and

Assume the OC is comprised:

ECfossil = 0.55 g m-3

OCtotal = OCfossil + OCbiomass + OCbiogenic

Here, OCbiogenic is SOC formed from biogenic VOC oxidation, OCbiomass is POC from combustion of
biofuels/biomass and OCfossil is most likely POC but could include SOC from fossil-derived VOC. The
OCfossil concentration is calculated directly from the 14C data:
OCfossil = (1 - 0.733)

1.47 = 0.39 g m-3

The concentration of OCbiomass can be estimated using an assumed (OC/EC)biomass primary emission ratio.
A value of 5 is used here (Chow et al., 2004):
OCbiomass = 0.038

5 = 0.19 g m-3

Finally the OCbiogenic concentration is derived by mass balance of contemporary OC:
OCbiogenic = (0.733

1.47) - 0.19 = 0.89 g m-3

The mean % apportionment across all 26 samples into the five sources of elemental and organic carbon
described above is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Average % source apportionment in n = 26 samples of PM2.5. OCbiogenic is SOC formed
from biogenic VOC oxidation, OCbiomass is POC from combustion of biofuels/ biomass and OCfossil
is both POC and any SOC from fossil-derived VOC. From Heal et al. (2010).
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The mean proportion of ~50% of carbon in UK urban PM2.5 of contemporary origin is in line with recent
findings from continental Europe and the US, e.g. Szidat et al. (2006), Schichtel et al. (2008), Szidat et
al. (2009), which report similarly high proportions.

Conclusions
This study has shown that a substantive proportion of UK urban background PM2.5 carbon is of
contemporary origin. The majority of this contemporary carbon is likely biogenic SOC, although a
proportion has been assigned as contemporary POC from anthropogenic combustion of biofuel/biomass.
The study confirms the ubiquitous presence of background biogenic SOC, particularly for air masses
passing over land.
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1.3c Black smoke and sulphur dioxide
concentrations in Great Britain from the 1960s to
1990s
Anna Hansell, Chloe Morris, Danielle Vienneau, John Gulliver, Ka Young Lee, David Briggs
All at MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, Imperial College London, except John Gulliver at the
University of the West of Scotland

Background and objectives
The UK has extensive data relevant to estimating historic air pollution concentrations, including a long
running national network of black smoke and SO2 monitoring stations and information on historical
emissions, land use and meteorological variables.
The aim of the Wellcome Trust funded Chronic Health Effects of Smoke and Sulphur dioxide in the UK
(CHESS-UK) project was to generate a retrospective time series of annual average black smoke (BS) and
SO2 concentrations for Great Britain, from 1955-1990s, as a basis for exposure assessment, that can be
applied to existing British cohort studies. To do this, different GIS methodologies were being employed.
This abstract relates to methodology employed and under development to estimate historical spatial
distributions of BS and SO2 concentrations for key years across the study period (1961, 1971, 1981,
1991).

Study description
Monitored BS and SO2 levels from the Smoke and Sulphur Dioxide National Survey comprising 3100
monitoring stations in operation over the time period were used as a set of core data. Ordinary kriging of
monitored annual BS concentrations for sample years (1962, 1971, 1981 and 1991), including data from
stations with concentrations available for >=75% of days in the year. Kriging models were developed
using 75% of the data with remaining data reserved for validation.
Additional GIS methods evaluated were regression-based methods and affinity zone stratification. A
range of relevant input data was investigated and a small-area database of geo-referenced data across the
time series was compiled as a basis for air pollution modelling. Data included emission maps (generated
with AEA Technology Ltd for 1961, 1971, 1981 and 1991) and proxies for emissions (e.g. land cover,
road traffic, industrial emission sources), information on environmental factors that might influence
dispersion of the air pollutants (e.g. topography, meteorology) and information on population distribution
and population characteristics that might act to determine exposures to ambient air pollution.
Additional historical datasets identified for use in modelling or comparisons were lichen surveys and
smoke control areas (related to domestic fuel use).
The 'best performing' methods were selected and used to produce 1 km grid air pollution maps of Great
Britain for each of the target years (1962, 1971, 1981 and 1991) to develop individual exposure estimates
for participants in the UK Longitudinal Survey and interpolation to intervening years was assessed.

Results
Kriging models worked well for 1962 and 1971 (r2 0.6 and 0.6, RMSE 49.3 and 18.8) but were less
reliable for later years (r2 0.5 and 0.4, RMSE 7.8 and 6.6) when monitoring station numbers fell from
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around 700 to less than 200. Highest concentrations were consistently observed in northern England
(Liverpool, Manchester and Tyneside), with lowest values in Scotland and the South-West. BS
concentrations declined markedly over time with 90th percentile values falling from 270 μg/m3 in 1962
to 25 μg/m3 in 1991. However, error maps indicated that kriging did not perform well in areas without
monitoring stations and therefore were judged not to be useful for estimating population exposures.
The best performing models selected to estimate population exposures were land use regression models,
which worked well for the 1960s and 1970s, especially for SO2, but less well in the 1980s. However, it
was not possible to build a model for the 1990s using land use regression. Work is ongoing using other
techniques to model air pollution in the 1990s.

Conclusions and Discussion
Historical population air pollution exposure estimates for black smoke and SO2 have been developed for
Great Britain for the 1960s-1980s using land use regression techniques. It has proved difficult to model
exposures in the 1990s because of the reduced number of monitoring stations against which modelled
concentrations can be validated. The changing nature of emissions sources in the 1980s and 1990s also
contribute to difficulties in modelling exposures in these years as compared with earlier years when coal
burning was the major source of particulate air pollution and SO2 (or more accurately air acidity).
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2 Nanotoxicity
2.1 Presentations
2.1a Nanoparticles and atherosclerosis: resolving the
paradox
J. Raftis1, K. Donaldson1, D.E. Newby2, N.L. Mills2 and R. Duffin1
1
Centre for Inflammation Research, The Queen’s Medical Research Institute, The University of Edinburgh,
Scotland.
2
Centre for Cardiovascular Science, The Queen’s Medical Research Institute, The University of Edinburgh,
Scotland.

Exposure to ambient ultrafine particles is associated with adverse cardiovascular events. Platelet
activation and thrombosis are critical determinants of clinical outcome following atheromatous plaque
rupture. Engineered nanoparticles are being developed to facilitate imaging of atherosclerotic plaques
and deliver therapies to unstable plaques. Paradoxically, such particles might share properties with
combustion-derived nanoparticles, thought to be responsible for the adverse cardiovascular effects of air
pollution. To assess the relative risks of engineered nanoparticles for use in medical imaging compared
to their potential benefits for patients, we need a better understanding of the properties that determine
their pro-thrombotic potential, interactions with cellular elements of the blood and the endothelium andpotential for systemic translocation and particokinetics once blood-borne.
Our study intends to address these issues and seeks to assess the fate of injected medical nanoparticles
and their potential for interaction with elements of the blood and cardiovascular system and
atherosclerotic plaques. To date we have shown that nanoparticles co-localise with platelets and
monocytes ex-vivo and up-regulate the expression of cell activation markers depending on the surface
charge of the particle. We have also shown that certain particles can enhance the ability of platelets to
aggregate.
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2.1b Quantitative and kinetic measurements of
carbon nanotubes transport across pulmonary
epithelium using an isolated perfused rat lung
preparation
Ian Matthews, Mark Gumbleton, Clive Gregory
Cardiff University

Background and objectives
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered in 1991 and have many uses e.g. in composite materials that
offer extraordinary thermal, mechanical or electronic properties. They also find use in nano-electronics,
biochemical sensors and a new vista is opening in nanomedicine. Currently there is no occupational
exposure limit specific to carbon nanotubes and the permissible exposure limit for respirable synthetic
graphite (5 mg/m³) is frequently cited on material safety data sheets. It is known that nanoparticles can
enter the interstitium of the lung and may enter the blood stream. It is not known whether the same be
true for CNTs which have diameters of only a few nanometres but whose lengths may vary from about
200 nm to several µm. Currently there is also little information on environmental air concentrations but
in small scale production facilities these range from approximately 50 µg/m³ to 650 ug/m³ and there may
be greater potential for aerosol release in future large scale production facilities.
The aim of the study was to make quantitative measurements of transport of CNTs across pulmonary
epithelium using an isolated perfused rat lung preparation (IPRL). The ex-vivo approach was directed at
providing information more representative of response to real human occupational (or other) exposure.

Study description
Carbon Nanotubes investigated
Different types of single walled (SWCNT) and multiwalled (MWCNT) were used as shown in Table 1
below.
Table 1 Categories of CNTs used in experiments.
Type

Diameter

Length

Source

Notation

Single-walled

0.9 to 1.7 nm

0.2 to 2 μm

Thomas Schwann

Elicarb

Single-walled

1.2 to 1.5

2-5 μm

Sigma Aldrich

SA

Single-walled (Polyethylene
glycol functionalised)

4 to 5 nm

0.5 to 0.6 μm

Sigma Aldrich

SAP

Multiwalled

15 nm

1 – 5 μm

K. Donaldson

N tang 1

Multiwalled

10.4 nm

2- 20 μm

K. Donaldson

N tang 2
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The IPRL Model
The IPRL model comprises a rat lung suspended within a glass artificial thorax which is perfused via the
pulmonary artery using a physiological Krebs- Heinseleit buffer containing 4% albumin, providing
nutrient and oncotic support. The lung tissue is ventilated continuously by connecting a tracheal cannula
to a rodent ventilator that delivers atmospheric air via dosing port in the side of the glass thorax as shown
in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1 Schematic of IPRL system

A forced solution instillation is accomplished by the actuation of a propellant-only pressurised metered
dose inhaler connected to a dosing cartridge that contains a 0.1 ml solution of CNTS. When inserted fully
through the tracheal cannula the dosing cartridge comes to rest with its distal tip 1-2 mm from the first
lung bifurcation. 5.5 cm³ of propellant vapour (equivalent to 80% of the rat lung vital capacity) produces
an aerosol of CNTs and delivers >95% of the dosing solution to the peripheral lung airspaces of the
IPRL. A solution was prepared for IPRL dosing by addition of phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and sodium fluorescein at 0.4 mg/ml to an accurate weight
of CNTs. This was then serially diluted to produce aliquots of 0.1 ml containing 100 µg CNTs. Forced
instillations were performed in triplicate for each type of CNT as well as for a control instillation. The
IPRL was maintained for 90 minutes and the total volume of perfusate collected was frozen for
subsequent batch analysis.
Preparation of perfusate samples for CNT determination
Perfusate samples were thawed and, to concentrate any CNTs present, half of the total volume was
filtered using a 0.2 µm polycarbonate filter. Then 4 ml of PBS containing BSA (pre-filtered through a 0.2
µm syringe filter) was added to the polycarbonate filter to just cover the surface and the filter was then
frozen overnight at -80 C. Following this, each frozen filter was sonicated for 60 min at room
temperature to remove the particles from its surface. The resulting solutions were analysed by
nanoparticle tracking and also by Inductively Couple Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICPMS).
Measurement of total particle number by size in perfusate using Nanosight Technology
This recently developed laser-based technique utilises simultaneous tracking and analysis of trajectories
of individual particles moving under Brownian motion in a liquid when illuminated by a specially
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configured laser beam. The sample chamber is approximately 250 µl in volume and the sample is
introduced by syringe. A video typically of 20 – 60 seconds duration is taken (30 frames per second) of
the moving particles and the mean squared displacement determined for each particle. Using the stokesEinstein equation which describes diffusion under Brownian motion for particles of different sizes it is
possible to determine a size distribution plot and particle count.
Measurement by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICPMS)
Analyses were performed using a Thermo Elemental X Series 2 ICP-MS system and calibration was
carried out using a synthetic multi-element standard solution prepared from single element stock
standards.
Measurement of Lung Epithelial Integrity by Sodium Fluorescein
The permeability of the lung epithelial barrier was measured by the transport of a probe molecule i.e.
sodium fluorescein.
Total and viable cell counts in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
The lungs were lavaged twice using 1 ml of lavage fluid per 100 g of animal weight and the resulting
suspension was used to perform differential and total cell counts.

Results
Nanosight
Figure 2 shows the mean total particle number (TPN) (for particles >500 nm i.e. the smallest length of
CNT used) in perfusate for exposure with each type of CNT. The standard deviation of the TPN is large
even for the control exposure and particularly so for SAP and SA. The differences between dosed and
controlled experiment are therefore not statistically significant.
Figure 2 Counts for different categories of CNT in collected perfusate

Counts above 0.5 µm in perfusate collected
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Counts of CNTs in perfusate by ICPMS
SAP and SA CNTs contain carbon encapsulated Nickel (Ni) at a certified concentration for SAP (3.5%)
and higher for SA, which we have checked by ICPMS. Figures 3 and 4 show the variation in Ni
concentration for different masses of SAP and SA ‗spiked‘ into perfusate.. The detection limit for Ni by
ICPMS is 1 ng/ml which equates for SAP to somewhat less than 50 ng/ml of CNTs and for SA to a yet
lower concentration. Figure 5 shows the mean concentration of Ni in perfusate and control samples for
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SAP and SA. Which are below the detection limit for Ni. Thus if SAP and SA undergo translocation to
perfusate then it is at a concentration less than 50 ng/ml i.e. less than 0.1% of the dose instilled. The
other CNTs were analysed by ICPMS but no element gave a significant difference to the control when
examining spiked samples and it was therefore not possible to apply the procedure to determining levels
of these nanotubes.
Figure 3 Sigma-Aldrich PEG SWCNT (SAP) in perfusate.

Figure 4 Sigma-Aldrich SWCNT (SA) in perfusate.

Figure 5 Mean concentration of Nickel in perfusate solutions from control experiments and
dosed with SW (PEG) and SA
1
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Measurement of Lung epithelial permeability
The rate and extent of F-Na absorption from the airways of the IPRL into the recirculating perfusate was
decreased (p<0.05) in the presence of all CNTs. However, it was not possible to study the absorption of
F-Na in the presence of Elicarb CNTs because of CNT-induced lung toxicity. All other CNTs studied
showed at least a 20% reduction (p<0.05) in the extent of F-Na absorption compared to control IPRL
experiments in which F-Na was administered without CNTs.
Total And Viable Cell Counts In Bronchoalveolar Fluid
The cell recovery experiments showed that recovery is decreased by at least a factor of 3 following
exposure to each type of CNT compared to control. Further total cell recovery for the MWCNTs is
significantly less than for the SWCNT types. Following exposure to Elicarb, cell viability is only reduced
by about 20%. However, for all other CNT types there is a very marked reduction in cell viability
ranging from 40% for NT2 to as low as 60% for SAP.

Conclusions
For the two SWCNTs which were quantifiable by ICPMS through measurement of Nickel catalyst it can
be concluded that if translocation does occur then it is at a level less than 0.1% of the instilled dose (i.e
100ng). Determination of TPN above a cut-off 500 nm size by Nanoparticle Tracking demonstrated that
the inter-animal variation in TPN was large even for control experiments and so it was not possible to
determine if any translocation of CNTs occurred. Although the number of experiments performed was
small (3 per CNT type) there is an indication of a differential effect upon lung macrophages by CNT
type.

Discussion
The detection and counting of very low numbers of CNTs in biological fluids will require further
research into means of separating the CNTs from the biological molecules. We have found that ethyl
acetate added to perfusate is promising in this connection .Counts of CNTS extracted into ethyl acetate
will eliminate background interference from counts of biological molecules. In addition to counting by
Nanosight we have explored the use of Raman spectroscopy for the unambiguous identification of the
particles counted.
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2.1c Long fibre retention in the pleural space as the
basis of pleural pathology in exposure to long
nanotubes and other fibres
Ken Donaldson, Fiona Murphy, Rodger Duffin and Craig Poland
MRC Centre for Inflammation Research, University of Edinburgh.

In this DoH-funded studentship we have addressed pathogenicity of long and short multi-wall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNT) in relation to the unique hazard posed to the pleural mesothelium by asbestos.
Based on previous research using the peritoneal cavity, we adopted a hypothesis regarding the role of the
parietal pleura in the response to long fibres. There is persuasive evidence that a fraction of all deposited
particles reach the pleura and that a mechanism of particle clearance from the pleura exits, through
stomata in the parietal pleura. We therefore contend that injection into the pleural space is warranted as a
model that mimics the true translocation of a fraction of deposited CNT to the pleural space. Intrapleural
instillation can be affected quickly in non-anaesthetised mice using a very fine needle. We injected the
same panel of fibres used in the peritoneal cavity in the Poland studies (Poland et al Nature
Nanotechnology 2008), i.e. long and short amosite asbestos samples, two long nanotubes samples and
two short/tangled nanotubes samples and nanoparticulate carbon black as a graphene control. Following
injection, the pleural cavity was lavaged to determine the inflammatory response and the chest wall
examined by light and electron microscopy for evidence of inflammation and fibrosis. We found clear
evidence of length-related inflammation in the pleural space with both the long amosite and the two long
nanotubes samples causing inflammation while all the other short samples failed to elicit significant
inflammation. The retention of long fibres occurs at stomata on the parietal pleura that drain to the
mediastinal lymph nodes. Particles and short fibres that reach the pleural space exit through the stomata;
however, long fibres cannot negotiate the stomata and are retained there leading to inflammation and
pleural pathology including mesothelioma. Thoracoscopic data support the contention that, as would be
anticipated from the preceding, that the parietal pleura is the site of origin of pleural mesothelioma.
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2.1d Factors that may affect the nanotoxicology of
hard materials for surgical applications
Vijay Krishna Raghunathan1, Jon Lane1, Isaac Chang2, Steve Mann1, Sue Hawkins1, Sean Davis1, Charles
Patrick Case1
1. University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom.
2. University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom.

Study aims
Our main research question is to determine the characteristics of nanoparticles of surgical cobalt chrome
alloy that confer toxicity in human cells. This will allow the risks of the exposure to be better
characterised. This is relevant in view of the continued development of numerous different designs of
implants (from commercial pressures) and different patterns of wear that results from this. This process
will give rise to different sizes and characteristics of CoCr particles.
Our hypothesis therefore is that different characteristics of CoCr nanoparticles may influence cellular
behaviour and may cause a different biological and potentially clinical outcome. We therefore intend to
study this in the following way:
1) We will prepare CoCr nanoparticles from different methods (thermal plasma pin and plate
particles) and size (at least 30nm compared to 80nm).
2) We will determine the size, shape, surface area, surface chemistry and charge of the
particles.
3) We will expose human fibroblasts to these particles at different doses (noting the volume and
surface area).
4) We will measure cytogenetic damage with full chromosome painting (MFISH).
5) We will measure cell behaviour and organelle dynamics (mitochondria, endoplasmic
reticulum, golgi, cytoskeleton, chromosome segregation) using live cell imaging with
fluorescent markers. We will compare these changes with the localisation of the particles in
the cell using electron microscopy.
6) In this way we wish to determine the characteristics of nanoparticles that confer toxicity in
vitro.

Background
The external exposure of humans to nanoparticles from environmental pollution has been recognised as a
potential risk to cardiovascular health (Donaldson and Seaton, 2007). What is not so well appreciated is
that there is also an internal exposure to nanoparticles that occurs from the wear debris from metal-onmetal orthopaedic joint hip replacements. This internal surgical exposure is radically different from the
external exposure as it bypasses many of the body‘s natural defences, for example an uptake by
macrophages or contact with fluids in the airways before entering the body. Large numbers of
increasingly young patients are exposed. They may be exposed for up to 60 years after orthopaedic
surgery (Learmonth and Case, 2007). More than 300 000 metal-on-metal (cobalt chrome on cobalt
chrome) joint replacements have been inserted in the past 10 years. They generate approximately 6.7 x
1012 to 2.5 x 1014 particles (generally < 50 nm) in each patient every year (Keegan et al., 2007).
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The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency at the Department of Health has listed a
‗growing concern about the biological effects of metal wear debris generated from hip replacement
implants‘ and has stated ‗new evidence published recently suggests that metal wear debris is associated
with genotoxicity‘
(http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Safetyinformation/Generalsafetyinformationandadvice/Productspecificinformationandadvice/Orthopaedicimplants/Biologicaleffectsofmetalweardebrisgeneratedfromhip
implantsgenotoxicity/CON2024535).
The Committee on Mutagenicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment (COM)
for the Department of Health reviewed this literature which consisted of 14 papers, of which 9 were from
our laboratory (http://www.advisorybodies.doh.gov.uk/com/hip.htm).
They concluded ―that there was good evidence for an association between CoCr hip replacements and
increased genotoxicity in patients. The evidence for the increased genotoxicity observed and the
increased blood levels of chromium and cobalt, in patients with Co-Cr-on-Co-Cr hip replacements or CoCr on polyethylene hip replacements, gave rise to concern because this may present a potential risk of
carcinogenicity in humans‖. It is therefore essential that a specific study of nanotoxicology is undertaken
that meets the terms and conditions required for surgical exposure as well as environmental exposure.
Our previous work has shown that patients with worn CoCr-on-polyethylene (Doherty et al., 2001) or
with well functioning CoCr-on-CoCr implants show an increase of aneuploidy and chromosome
translocations in peripheral blood lymphocytes (Ladon et al., 2004). If the wear debris is extracted from
patients and presented to fibroblasts in culture there is also an increase of clastogenic (chromosome
breakage) and aneugenic (aneuploidy) damage (Daley et al. 2004,). If the synovial fluids are sampled
from a patient with a worn CoCr implant there is an increase in DNA damage (Davies et al., 2005). If
fibroblasts in culture are incubated with artificial micron particles of CoCr alloy there is an increase in
DNA damage, aneuploidy and chromosome translocations (Papageorgiou et al., 2007a). Finally if the
effects of nanoparticles and micron sized particles of CoCr alloy are compared there is greater DNA
damage, aneuploidy free radical formation dissolution of the particles inside cells and cytotoxicity after
exposure to the nanoparticles (Papageorgiou et al., 2007b).

Key findings
A] Characterisation of particles
Sizing on particles: The nominally differently sized Co/Cr particles, produced using a thermal plasma
method (20, 80, 100nm) or a pin on plate method (30nm), gave similar sized particles (ca. 200-250nm),
when dispersed in growth medium and measured using dynamic light scattering, although significantly
larger than that determined by TEM (20-80nm). Different ultrasonication methods (bath and probe), and
regimes (time and power input), did not significantly alter this size. After dispersion of particles in water
using ultrasonication, particles re-aggregate up to an hour after ultrasonication, whereas after dispersion
in growth medium the particles are essentially stable. It is probable that particulate aggregates exist in
dispersion, which are not broken up by the ultrasonic regimes used in this study, possibly because the
particles are fused.
The ionic strength in the growth medium is high (0.14 moldm-3) which tends to lead to particle
aggregation, but the particles dispersed in growth medium are approximately half the size of those
dispersed in water, so species absorbed at the particle surface such as amino acids and protein are
conferring charge and steric stabilisation to the particles. There is a balance of forces between
aggregation of particles (due to Van der Waals attractive forces) and dispersion of particles (due to
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electrostatic and steric repulsion), leading to a ‗preferred‘ size in this particular system i.e. Co/Cr
particles in growth medium, of ca. 200-250nm.
An increase in temperature from 25oC to 37oC (the latter being the temperature of the cell experiments)
did not affect the particle sizes as determined by dynamic light scattering. Sizing using centrifugal
sedimentation for the 80nm thermal plasma particles gave a size of 256nm, which corroborated that
determined by dynamic light scattering.
Surface charge/Zeta potential: When dispersed in growth medium, the Co/Cr particles and the control
latex particles were negatively charged and had similar zeta potentials (ca. -13mV), which indicates that
species absorbing onto the surface of the particles from the growth medium are probably controlling the
zeta potential, rather than the underlying surface chemistry of the particles themselves. The Co/Cr
thermal plasma particles had an isoelectric point at ca. pH6.9, and therefore were negatively charged at
the pH of the growth medium (pH7.3). The zeta potentials of 80nm thermal plasma particles in growth
medium and protein free growth medium were -13mV and -22mV respectively.
It is likely that the bovine serum albumin protein is absorbed at the particle surface, since the plane of
shear at which the zeta potential is measured has been displaced further from the particle surface by the
protein, thus resulting in a zeta potential of lower magnitude. The bovine serum albumin has an
isoelectric point at pH 5.1, and it is likely that it is contributing to the negative particle charge measured.
An increase in temperature from 25oC to 37oC did not affect the zeta potentials calculated from
electrophoretic mobilities.
Dissolution of metal ions from particles: CoCr particles were incubated in growth medium (at a dose
used for cytogenetic assays) for 24 h after which the particles were pelletted by centrifuging at 14,000
RPM for 20 min. Metal ion levels dissoluted into the supernatant growth medium was analysed. Thermal
plasma particles tended to release high concentrations of Co and Cr into the medium with increasing size
of the nanoparticles. Metal ions released from the Pin-on-plate particles on the other hand were
significantly lower. Co was the predominantly released metal.
B] Biological effects of particles
Cell viability: The viability of cells treated with latex beads was similar to that of untreated cells at all
time points. A dose dependent loss of viability was observed in cells treated with 20 and 34.8 nm CoCr
particles, determined by a loss of mitochondrial function (MTT) after 3 days. Dose dependent damage to
the cell membrane (LDH activity) was observed after 3 days in the 30 nm and 80 nm treated cells.
Production of ROS: CoCr nanoparticles induce an ‗all-or-none‘ response with reference to generation of
intracellular ROS after 2h followed by a dose-dependent production of intracellular ROS after 24h.
While inhibition of the membrane-bound complex (NADPH oxidase) eliminated the production of
intracellular ROS after 2h of exposures to NPs, inhibition of mitochondrial function significantly reduced
intracellular ROS after 24h exposures to NPs.
Incidence of micronuclei and misshapen nuclei: All CoCr nanoparticles increased the formation of
micronuclei and nuclear blebs with the 80 nm ThP and 30 nm PoP particles being the most significant.
While ROS was inhibited with MitoQ for 24 h, the number of micronuclei formed was significantly
reduced for the 30 nm PoP and 80 nm ThP particles with no change for the 20 nm and 34.8 nm ThP
particles. This suggests a role of the involvement of nanoparticle induced mitochondrial ROS in causing
genetic alterations. In addition, cells treated with CoCr nanoparticles (50 μm3/cell, 24 h) were observed
to have an elevated incidence of misshapen nuclei (contour ratio <0.7) with the 80 nm ThP and 30 nm
PoP having the most significant effect.
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Chromosomal aberrations: CoCr nanoparticles did not induce dose/size-dependent aberrations to the
chromosomes. All doses of all metal nanoparticles exhibited approximately 40-50% numerical
aberrations compared with <2 % within control cultures. 14% of all metaphase spreads appeared to be
‗clumped‘ with individual chromosomes difficult to separate or karyotype. There was no significant
difference between the incidence of simple and complex aneuploidy with both occurring within similar
numbers. Although no chromosomal translocations were observed, the relative incidence of
nuclear/chromosomal fragments was significant.
Alterations to cell organelles: All metallic NPs caused depolymerisation of α-tubulin, accompanied by
fragmentation of mitochondria with limited damage to actin and no damage to the golgi apparatus after 3
and 5 day exposures. Disruption to 8D1 positive Lamin B1 was observed in CoCr treated cells with
micronuclei and lobulated nuclei the incidence of which were significantly reduced in the presence of
MitoQ.

Results (incorporating relevance to policy)
Our results have demonstrated that CoCr nanoparticles induce genotoxicity mediated perhaps through
oxidative stress. However the underlying complicated machinery leading to genotoxicity has to be better
understood. There was correlation between the biological effects and the size (characterised by TEM) of
the various nanoparticles, but this was dependent critically on the biological test used. For example
micronuclei, MTT and LDH assays were related to particle size. Incontrast, ROS generation after 24 h
was dose dependent but not size dependent. In contrast still, cytogenetic abnormalities were neither dose
nor size dependent.
In addition, although the 20 nm ThP and 34.8 nm ThP would perhaps be assumed similar in size to the
30 nm PoP particles, the effects of 80 nm ThP rather are similar to the 30 nm PoP particles in terms of
the incidence of micronuclei and their protection from MitoQ. However, all particles possess a similar
hydrodynamic diameter when assessed by photo correlation spectroscopy. All particles are suggested to
have a similar charge and may be stabilised in the presence of foetal bovine serum in the growth medium
compared with water that promoted aggregation of the metal nanoparticles. There was lack of a
difference seen between the two methods of sonication on particle size. All these suggest the importance
of standardising methods to characterise and disperse particles for toxicity studies.

Conclusions
The study of CoCr nanoparticle exposure in humans has many advantages for our understanding of
nanotoxicology, when compared to other nanoparticle exposures. This is because the material is well
defined, relatively simple, is easily accessible and the effects of the exposure can be precisely monitored
at different time points after a surgical exposure. Their study can therefore make a useful contribution
both to science and orthopaedics.

Further research
Considering our current results, it can be said that:
1. It is imperative to quantify the intracellular dose/concentration of nanoparticles taken up
by cells.
2. The specific link between ROS, damage to lamin and incidence of aneuploidy has to be
further investigated.
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3. Oxidative stress has been implicated with aging of cells with concurrent alterations in
lamin. Further studies are required to investigate if nanoparticles cause premature aging
of cells.
An indication of dissemination plans
Results from this study have been presented at the 49th annual meeting of the American Society
of Cell Biology, San Diego, California, 05th-09th Dec 2009.
We look forward to publish the data in a relevant peer-reviewed journal.
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2.2 Discussion
DH Policy research programme - nanoparticles research seminar
Following a presentation from Rodger Duffin on “Nanoparticles and atherothrombosis: resolving
the paradox”, a number of technical questions were raised. It was clarified that the plaques
formed were associated with platelet malformation that stemmed from an inflammatory
environment, with creation of foam cells and plaque rupture which in turn caused damage to
the endothelium. However, whilst the platelet was considered to be involved at some point in
the inflammatory cascade, it was considered that the thrombotic effects induced by platelets
would be more significant. Another question concerned the likelihood of particles crossing from
the blood into plaques. It was considered that the presence of particles would be more likely to
induce a classical inflammatory cascade rather than the entry of particles causing plaque
formation directly.
Reference was made to the presentation by Terry Tetley, where some histological slides
appeared to show the presence of physical holes in the lung tissue. It was questioned how the
holes would have formed and whether they could have been caused by drag of particles during
tissue preparation (i.e. an artefact). There appeared to be a general lack of understanding as to
the mechanism of such hole formation in the lung tissue. A comment was made that the
appearance of holes may actually have been „bubbling‟ in the lung tissue; no additional
comments were made on whether the histological slides showed holes or “bubble” formation.
Furthermore, if the lung is already inflamed, the normal permeability state of the lung tissue
may be compromised and therefore may be affected by particle charge. The pneumonia model
was suggested as one that may be utilised to further investigate this issue. A separate
comment was that plaque formation may be a consequence of turbulence and high sheer
forces. The possibility of investigation of the sub-clavian system was suggested because,
unlike the femoral system, the sub-clavian system does not form atheromatous plaques.
The presentation given by Ian Matthews was entitled “Quantitative and kinetic measurements
of carbon nanotubes transport across pulmonary epithelium”. Queries from the audience
revealed that the level of deposition of carbon nanotubes (administered by a propellant-only
pressurised and metered dose inhaler) was approximately 80% beyond the cellular airway. The
possibility of this causing abnormal expansion of the lung tissues was mentioned, and it was
suggested that the isolated perfused rat lung model used may therefore not represent a normal
pattern of lung deposition. An additional comment with respect to multi-walled carbon
nanotubes was that the gaps between the concentric cylindrical components of the nanotubes
are thought to be too small for any (bio) chemical process to occur between them.
The talk on “Long fibre retention in the pleural space as the basis of pleural pathology in
exposure to long nanotubes and other fibres” by Ken Donaldson also led to some valuable
informative discussion. The mechanism by which long fibres reach the pleura was debated. It
was commented that there are no visceral stomata in the pleura of the lung and the movement
of particles from the lung to the pleural space was suggested to be via the blood, without lymph
flow being involved. There was some further discussion of the plausibility of this hypothesis,
with general assent that the mechanism was poorly understood. It was noted that in laboratory
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investigations in monkeys, carbon black has been observed in the pleural stomata and chest
wall in the form of black spots fifteen minutes after administration [route not stated]. A further
point was raised as to whether particular susceptibility with respect to particle accumulation in
the pleura was experienced by cystic fibrosis sufferers, since in these patients the pleural
profile presents differently from normal healthy individuals. With regard to future experiments, it
was noted that care would be needed with respect to model selection as pleural thickness
varies considerably between species; pigs (and humans) have a thick pleura while laboratory
rodents have a thin pleura. Because rats have a distinctly different pleura from man, extreme
care must be applied to conclusions drawn from rat studies. A further comment questioned the
relevance of rat models at all in this area of work because the mechanism of how particles
cross the thin pleural membrane in rats may not be at all appropriate in man, where the pleural
membrane is much thicker.
The final presentation of this session was given by Vijay Krishna Raghunathan on “Factors that
may affect the nanotoxicology of hard materials for surgical applications”. Some technical
points were raised regarding the formation of oxides and how this may affect the materials used
in surgical procedures. Another point questioned how particles that form by abrasion drain
away, and whether the lymphatic system was involved. It was noted that large polyethylene
particles (studies using small particles are yet to be undertaken) are transferred into
reticuloendothelial cells via the lymph nodes, then travel up through the aorta before
accumulating in the liver and spleen. It was questioned whether metal particles could be
dissolved and be excreted from the body, for example via the kidney. It was stated that some
particles are known to be differentially released; e.g. cobalt is excreted while chromium is
retained.
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2.3 Posters
2.3a Cytotoxicity of diesel exhaust particles and
urban dust in DNA base excision repair proficient and
deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts
W. Mazlina Md Saad1, Rhoderick H. Elder2 and Andrew C. Povey1
1

School of Community Based Medicine, University of Manchester, M13 9PL 2School of Environment and Life
Sciences, University of Salford, M5 4WT

Background and objectives
Diesel Exhaust Particles (DEP) derived from automotive engines are a key source of fine particles
(PM<2.5 m) and consist of an inert carbon core, various mixtures of organic compounds (Ahn et al.,
2008) and soluble transition metals on their surfaces. DEP have been shown to cause DNA damage
including the formation of bulky DNA adducts, DNA base oxidation and base loss, and chromosomal
aberrations (Bao et al, 2007). Additionally, Muller et al. (2004) reported that oral administration of DEP
for 21 days to Big Blue rats induced significant increases in the levels of DNA strand breaks (comet
assay) and DNA adducts in lung. Exposure to DEP may also result in the generation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and the induction of ROS from inflammatory cells (neutrophils and macrophages) can in
turn cause oxidative damage to DNA in alveolar epithelial cells. This is considered a hallmark of
secondary genotoxicity that contributes to lung tumour formation (Dybdahl et al., 2004). Similarly,
inhalation of urban dust (UD) for 4 h in rats resulted in the production of macrophage inflammatory
protein-2 (MIP-2) and endothelin-1 by lavaged alveolar macrophages (Adamson, et al., 1999)1. Dermal
applications of UD has also been shown to increase levels of cytochrome P450 (CYP) 1A1 and 1B1
proteins (Courter, et al., 2007) and soluble metal ions of UD can be the main contributor to distal lung
cell injury and inflammation (Adamson, et al., 1999)2. Additionally, urban dust components are believed
to cause quinone formation that can lead to oxidative DNA damage (Musafia-Jeknic, et al., 2005). With
the exception of double-strand DNA breaks, oxidative DNA damage is primarily repaired by base
excision repair (BER) (Hedge et al., 2008). Removal of individual base lesions in BER is initiated by
DNA glycosylases that each act on a limited subset of chemically altered bases. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to examine the role of the DNA glycosylases, 8-oxoguanine glycosylase (Ogg1), and
endonuclease VIII (Nei)-like-1 (Neil1), which remove oxidatively damaged purines and pyrimidines
respectively from DNA and thus may modify the cytotoxicity induced by either DEP (NIST, SRM1650b)
or UD (NIST, SRM1649a)

Study Description
3-4,5 dimethylthiazol-2,5 diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) and clonogenic survival assays were
carried out on wildtype (Wt) control and two DNA glycosylase deficient mouse embryonic fibroblast
(MEF) cell lines, (i) Ogg1 knockout (Ogg1-/- ) and (ii) Neil1 knockout (Neil1-/-). Cells were grown in a
humidified atmosphere at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 3% O2. For the MTT assay, MEFs were treated with
several different concentrations (10, 50, 100, 150 and 250 µg /ml) of DEP and UD for 72 h. In initial
clonogenic survival assays, MEFs were grown for 2-3 weeks in the presence of DEP and UD at 10, 25,
100 and 250 µg/ml until colonies of more than 30 cells were observed in the control wells.
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Results
In all MEF cell lines, exposure to DEP and UD caused in general a dose-dependent increase in
cytotoxicity (Figure 1 & 2) and UD was more cytotoxic compared to DEP in BER deficient cell lines.
Ogg1-/- MEF cells were more resistant than Wt MEFs to DEP but no difference was observed for UD in
the MTT assay (Figure 1b &d) and initial results from the clonogenic assay suggest that a similar effect
of no differences were observed to DEP and UD between Ogg1-/- MEF cells and Wt MEF cells (Figure
2b & 2d).
There was evidence that the Neil1-/- MEF cell line was more resistant than the Wt MEF cell line to DEP
but not UD exposure in the MTT assay (Figure 1a & c). However, this was not observed in the
clonogenic assay.

Conclusions
Lack of DNA glycosylases may alter the cytotoxicity of DEP and UD but further work is required to
explore the effects of DNA repair deficiency in vitro and in vivo.

Discussion
Though there is considerable redundancy in the BER pathway, in that different DNA glycosylases can
remove the same type of DNA damage, these results suggest that the lack of a single DNA glycosylase
can alter PM induced toxicity especially at higher doses and that oxidative DNA damage removed by
OGG1 and NEIL1 may be important in PM induced toxicity. Further clonogenic assays are being carried
out at lower DEP and UD concentrations to confirm the initial (high dose) clonogenic results. If low
dose experiments confirm the high dose results, then the differences observed between the MTT and
clonogenic assays may reflect the nature of the individual assays.
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Figure 1: MTT survival curves for DEP and UD treatment of BER proficient and BER deficient
MEF cell lines. 1000 cells were plated and allowed to settle. After 72 h incubation, MTT reagent was
added to the wells and further incubated for 3 hours. The medium were removed and the cells lysed with
DMSO. Solubilised formazan was quantified by spectrophotometer at 590 nm. A. Wt and Ogg1-/- MEF
cells. B. Wt and Neil1-/- MEF cell lines C. Wt and Neil1-/- MEF cell lines D. Wt and Ogg1-/- MEF cell
lines. A and B survival curves of MEF cell lines treated with DEP and C and D survival curves of MEF
cell lines treated with UD. Error bars= SEM.1p<0.05 (Independent t-test).
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Figure 2
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Figure 2: Clonogenic survival curves for DEP and UD treatment of BER proficient and BER
deficient MEF cell lines. 100 cells/well were plated and allowed to settle for 24 h and then each MEF
cell line was treated with DEP and UD at 10, 25, 100 and 250 g/ml. The medium were removed after
10-14 days, once the control cells showed clones containing more than 30 cells. The clones were stained
with crystal violet and counted. The survival fraction was expressed as a fraction of untreated cells. A.
Wt and Neil1-/- MEF cell lines. B. Wt and Ogg1-/- MEF cell lines C. Wt and Neil1-/- MEF cell lines E. Wt
and Ogg1-/- MEF cell lines. A and B survival curves of MEF cell lines treated with DEP and C and D
survival curves of MEF cell lines treated with UD.
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2.3b In vitro hazard identification and
characterization of manufactured nanomaterials
throughout products life cycle
Adeel Irfan1, Sophia Sachse2, James Njuguna2, Kambiz Kayvantash2 and Huijun Zhu1
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Institute of Environment and health, 2Centre for Automotive Technology, Cranfield University, Bedfordshire,
MK43 0AL, UK

Nanomaterials provide a new avenue of progress into technological development. By manipulating
materials on the very basic atomic and molecular levels the property of a given material can be
specifically altered to suit the purpose of intended applications. However, nanomaterials e.g.
nanoparticles and nanolayers, have a more complex nature in physicochemical properties and surface
reactivity than their larger counterparts, causing concerns over their impact on human health as
advancing applications will lead to the exposure to these nanomaterials at various points in the materials
life time. This probability of exposure coupled with the lack of knowledge about nanomaterials release
and interaction with human cells fuels the need for research.
To study and highlight the toxic potential that nanomaterials may have, a holistic approach throughout
their life cycle, which includes nanomaterial production, transportation, final product application and
degradation, is considered to be essential (ISO 14040, 2006). To this end the European Commission has
funded the project – Nanomaterials related environmental pollution and health hazards throughout their
life cycle (NEPHH-228536 – 2, 2009-2012)1.. Special emphasis is given to lightweight structures
utilising silica family of nanomaterials intended for transport vehicles.
Mont-morillonite nanoclay (MMT) and SiO2 nanoparticles, have been received from different suppliers
and characterized for structure, zeta potential, dispensability and stability in water/culture media as these
parameters are important determinants of their toxicity potential. It has been shown by Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Figure 1) that the raw MMT
used for nanofoam have a clear layered structure with mean size of 20-50 nm. A potential of -40.96 mV
has been measured. They form agglomerates with mean size of 10-20 µm. After mechanical processing
the MMT in the nanofoam showed very complex physical structure, due to the intercalation with the
polymers in the nanofoam. These data suggest that MMT changes its physiochemical properties during
its life cycle.
The results from the Dispersion analysis (Figure 2) showed that the hydrodynamic size of the fumed SiO2
nanoparticles was between 70 and 200 nm with some rare larger aggregates around the 1-2 micron scale.
The diameter derived from the Dispersion analysis is much larger than 7 nm which was given by the
supplier, suggesting that aggregation has occurred to some extent. The analysis was also carried out on
the MMT, but proved that the MMT was too large to give accurate results.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated so far that under different manipulation conditions nanomaterials
change their physical properties; and they form aggregates, which need to be characterized in cell
culture medium and to be limited to a minimum when assessing the effect of size on nanoparticle
cytotoxicity.
1

http://www.biomedtalk.com/forumdisplay.php?f=630 access date: 23 March2010
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The characterization of the behavior of nanomaterials during their life cycle will serve as the basis for
assessing the effect that nanopartcle may have on biological systems. To reflect the potential contact site
of human with nanoparticles, future study will use cells originated from the skin and lungs as initial in
vitro models for identification and characterization of toxic manufactured nanomaterials. Further work
will also characterize the physiochemical properties and toxicity potential of nanoparticles released from
nanoproduct processing.
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Figure 1. Characterisation of nanostructured physiochemical properties.

a.SEM and TEM imagens of nanoMMT powder

MMT rich
phase

b. SEM image of a polyurethane-layered silicate foam (10 wt.% MMT)

c.SEM image of a Polyurethane-layered silicate foam (10% wt.% MMT)
after mechanical processing
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Figure 2 Dispersion analysis by Malvern nanosizer.

The intensity distribution indicates that the diameters of SiO2 nanoparticles are
approximately 100-200 nm, whereas the correlogram confirms that the results
are suitably reliable.
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2.3c Studies of particle and nanoparticle
aggregation: implications for human health
Michaela Kendall
European Centre for Environment and Human Health, Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry,
Knowledge Spa, Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro
m.kendall@ex.ac.uk or michaela_kendall@yahoo.co.uk

Background and objectives
The aggregation state of particles – including atmospheric particles (PM) and engineered nanoparticles
(ENPs) – influences biological fate because of the effect on particle size. Particle size strongly influences
toxicity; for example, in inhalation exposures, size determines deposition patterns in the lung, particle
clearance efficacy, translocation and cellular uptake. While PM is polydisperse (variable aggregation
state) and chemically complex, ENPs are manufactured monodisperse and chemically homogeneous. In
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), cell culture media and biological fluids however, insoluble ENPs may
become polydisperse depending on particle surface characteristics and media conditions. Different
aggregation status may therefore result in different toxicity and may explain some of the inter-lab
variability relating to PM and ENP toxicity. ENP-solution interfaces control aggregation, which reflects
both surface chemistry and solute conditions. Small interfacial differences alter rheological properties of
all particles to either promote or reduce aggregation, and this has been proposed to influence the human
health effects of PM and ENPs (Kendall et al, 2004). Three studies with human health relevance are
reported here to illustrate the relevance to human health.

Study description
Briefly, well-characterised particle types were with lung surfactant polymers (proteins), platelets and
A549 cell culture media and changes in the particle format over time to infer biological significance.
The project was based in Chemical Engineering at the University of Birmingham, where state-of-the-art
particle and NP characterisation techniques were available. Polymer (protein) materials were supplied by
Southampton University Medical School, and previously developed experimental methods were used
(Kendall et al, 2009). A list of particles used in these experiments is given in Table 1.
Table1 Particle and nanoparticles used in these experiments.
Particles

Polystyrene (Ps)

Amine (A-Ps)
Carboxylate (C-Ps)

Hydroxylate (H-Ps)
Sulphate (S-Ps)

Primary particle size
(nm)

Measured
particle size, dp
(nm)

81
231
465
91
241
85
215
489
196
210

81
231
465
91
241
85
215
489
196
210

Density

RI

(g/cm3)

1.05

1.59
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Polystyrene particle size was measured in nanopure water, saline, PBS or cell culture media (RPMI); size
was then also measured in suspensions of fibrinogen, SP-D or SP-A. Calculated surface area
concentrations based on the measured particle size were used as the ENP dose/concentration metric.
The platelet measurements were conducted in the Platelet Group of the Medical School, University of
Birmingham. Aggregation rates of washed platelets at 37°C were measured, using a light-based
aggregometer. The detailed methods are summarized in a M.Sc. thesis (Olushola, 2009). Plain
polystyrene and amine functionalized ENPs were added at a specific mass or surface concentration and
platelet aggregation was quantified.
A549 cells were cultured according to standard practice (Parveen, 2009). Polystyrene NPs were added to
serum free media overlying plated cells and aggregation was observed using optical microscopy. High
concentrations (75, 150 and 300 cm2/ml) were used to observe ENP behaviour.

Results
Polymers (Proteins)
The interaction of particle surfaces with three proteins (fibrinogen, SP-D and SP-A) changed the
suspension behaviour, and caused particles and ENPs to aggregate. Amine coated polystyrene particles
behaved differently than plain polystyrene particles (Kendall et al, 2009 and 2010a).
Platelets
Polystyrene particles (~500 nm) and NPs (~100 nm) stimulated and promoted aggregation of washed
platelets on a mass basis (Figure 1). At 30 µg/ml concentrations, polystyrene particles agglomerated
platelets faster than identical particles with an amine coat. The aggregation rate for amine coated
polystyrene showed a linear response and increased for smaller (~100 nm) particles
% aggregation in one minute
40
91 nm

495 nm
20 0

40

80

Mass concentration g/ml
Figure1 Particle stimulated aggregation of washed platelets at 30 µg/ml (left), and the linear
response for amine particles for two particle sizes (right). Based on Olushola 2009.

Cells
In cell culture, rapid aggregation (<1 hr) was observed0 at high concentrations of polystyrene ENPs using
optical microscopy. The individual ENPs aggregated in the media and approached cells as aggregates.
Aggregates were seen to attach to the cells and form fractal aggregates across cell boundaries. Cells
shrank on exposure to these NPs at 300 cm2/ml.
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Conclusions
These three studies demonstrate how ENPs become polydisperse in three measures of ENP effects. This
is caused by solute conditions and the sequestration of polymer molecules on the PM/NP surfaces, or
interactions with cell membranes. Aggregation should alter their bioavailability to - and effects on underlying cells. The key specific conclusions are:
•
•
•

Low concentrations of polymers and lipids (µg/ml) promoted aggregation of ENPs, in vitro.
Low concentrations of polystyrene ENPs (µg/ml) promoted aggregation of platelets, in vitro.
ENPs aggregated in cell culture prior to interaction with the cell. This depended on slight changes in
conditions, leading to potential variability in aggregation rate and cell response per vial.

This phenomenon is relevant for the study of the human health effects of ENPs and has been reported
elsewhere (Kendall, 2007; Lundqvist et al, 2008). Small differences at PM and ENP surfaces alter
adhesive and rheological properties to either promote or reduce aggregation, and this is proposed to have
consequence for human health (Kendall et al, 2004). The aggregation behaviour of viruses and particles
is extremely important in determining their effects, and the role of adhesion effects in biology and
toxicity is increasingly understood (Kendall et al, 2010b).
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3 Exposure and Health Effects (ll)
3.1 Presentations
3.1a HPA annual air pollution lecture: relevance of
ambient particle mass, number and composition for
human health – lessons from Germany
H.- Erich Wichmann1,2
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Background and objectives
Numerous epidemiological studies have documented adverse effects of particulate matter (PM) air
pollution on morbidity and mortality from respiratory and cardiovascular disease. As surrogate for
exposure most of the studies have used Total Suspended Particulates (TSP), the mass of particles smaller
than 10 μm (PM10) or 2.5 μm (PM 2.5). However, PM represents a complex mixture of ultrafine (UFP),
fine and coarse particles from a variety of sources, which relevance for human health is only in part
understood.
In the lecture, a review of investigations on exposure to PM and health effects of PM from Germany over
the last 25 years will be given.

Results
Ambient particles
Air pollution in Germany until 1990: (1) In Western Germany, air pollution became a major problem
in the 1960s. The main origin of pollution was classical steel and coal industry, especially in the Ruhr
area, characterized by high concentrations of (mainly coarse) PM as well as SO2. In the 1970s and 80s
the situation improved, and the concentrations of both pollutants decreased, paralleled by an increase of
NO2. (2) In Eastern Germany, classical pollution was even worse and lasted much longer than in the
west, due to nearly no control of emission and the use of sulphur-rich domestic coal. The situation
changed dramatically after German reunification in 1990, when air quality improved strongly and was
shifted from classical to modern western-type pollution.
Trend of ambient urban particle mass and number concentrations in Eastern Germany since 1990:
Changes of particle emissions in Eastern Germany during the 10 years from 1991 through 2000 provide a
quick motion picture of a development which lasted several decades in Western countries. Particle size
distribution shifted strongly towards smaller sizes. This was mainly due to a twofold increase of the
number concentration of 0.01–0.03 µm sized particles. In parallel, fine particle mass concentration
decreased by 75%. The ratio of UFP to TSP increased by more than 500%, indicating a dramatic change
in the size distribution of airborne particles. These decreased concentrations of SO2 and PM of larger size
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classes may have led to decreased particle scavenging and may be partially responsible for the observed
increases in ultrafine particles. Traffic-related changes, such as increased numbers of trucks and
increased use of diesel vehicles, were also associated with increased number concentrations of UFP.
(Ebelt et al 2001, Kreyling et al 2003)
Source apportionment of ambient fine particle size distribution in Erfurt: Data on particle size
distribution collected from 1997 to 2001 in Erfurt were used to investigate the sources of ambient PM by
positive matrix factorization. A total of 29,313 hourly averaged particle size distribution measurements
covering the size range of 0.01 to 3.0 µm were considered. Additional analyses were performed
including the correlations of factor contributions with gaseous pollutants (O3, NO, NO2, CO and SO2)
and particle composition data (sulfate, organic carbon and elemental carbon). Five factors representing
particles from airborne soil, ultrafine particles from local traffic, secondary aerosols from local fuel
combustion, particles from remote traffic sources, and secondary aerosols from multiple sources were
identified. (Yue et al. 2008)
Detailed characterization of PM at the measurement site Augsburg since 2005: (1) Since 2005 our
monitoring station is operating in Augsburg. It provides data for the physico-chemical characterization of
urban particles. Specifically, the volatile and non-volatile part of the particle size distribution and the
chemical composition of particles is measured. The modeling of the variation of particles over space and
time characterizes the role of different sources such as traffic or regionally transported particles as well
as the impact of meteorological conditions. PM concentration and particle size distribution between 3 nm
and 10 µm and particle length are continuously measured. (2) The particle density of PM 2.5 was
determined and its correlation with chemical composition and meteorological conditions was
investigated. A minimum in the morning and afternoon (about 1.5 g cm-3), and a maximum (near 1.8 g
cm-3) during midday was observed. The minima represent fresh primary aerosol emissions, which were
related to traffic soot particles with low density due to their agglomerate structure. The maximum is
likely due to increased secondary particle production and the presence of more aged particles with the
built-up of the convectively mixed boundary layer. Particle density has the potential to serve as a crude
tracer for chemical composition and atmospheric processing. (Pitz et al 2008a,b)
Short-term effects
Smog episodes in the Rhine-Ruhr Area until 1985: Compared to the smog episodes in London,
smaller but nevertheless important episodes occurred in Central Europe. In December 1952, no episode
has been reported for Germany, probably due to the fact that the industry was destroyed after the war no
source of air pollution comparable to London was available. This was different at the beginning of the
1960s when the German industry had been re-established. Therefore, the episode of 1962 occurred both
in London and at the Ruhr with comparable effects. Several smaller episodes were observed in the 1970s
and 1980s, until 1985 the last big episode took place in Central Europe: In January 1985 the Rhine-Ruhr
area was affected for 5 days. Health effects were investigated during the smog period and a control
period before and after the smog. During the episode, strong increases were found for (1) daily mortality,
(2) hospital admissions (for respiratory and cardiovascular causes, RC) (3) treatment of outpatients (RC)
and (4) ambulance transports (RC). Stronger effects were seen for cardiac endpoints compared to
respiratory endpoints. (Wichmann 2004 a,b)
Plasma viscosity, C reactive protein in Augsburg in 1985: A survey of 3,200 adults from Augsburg
was performed in 1984/85, including the smog episode of January 1985 (which here lasted for 13 days,
but with much lower concentrations compared to the Ruhr area). (1) Among the 324 persons who
provided blood during the episode, there was a statistically significant elevation in plasma viscosity as
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compared with 2,932 persons studied at other times. (2) A sample of 631 randomly selected men (aged
45 to 64 years and free of cardiovascular disease at entry) were evaluated in a 3-year follow-up that
examined relationships of air pollution to serum C-reactive protein (CRP) concentrations. CRP is a
sensitive marker of inflammation, tissue damage, and infections, with acute and chronic infections being
related to coronary events. During the 1985 air pollution episode the odds of abnormal increases in serum
C-reactive protein tripled; and increases in TSP levels were associated with elevated CRP concentrations.
(Peters et al. 1997a, 2001).
Mortality in Erfurt: (1) In Erfurt mortality data have been collected prospectively from 1995 to 1998.
Ultrafine particles (represented by particle number) showed stronger effects on total and
cardiopulmonary mortality than fine particles (represented by particle mass). (2) The aim of a second
study was to assess the improvement of air quality on daily mortality from 1991 to 2002. We again
observed an increased risk for an increase in UFP, but no consistent associations were observed for PM 10
and PM 2.5. In total, mortality associated with pollution was lower at the end of the 1990s than during the
1990s. (Wichmann et al. 2000a, Stölzel et al., 2007, Peters et al. 2009a, Breitner et al. 2009).
Respiratory effects of ultrafine particles in asthmatics: The association between fine and ultrafine
particles and respiratory health was studied in adults with a history of asthma in Erfurt. Twenty-seven
non-smoking asthmatics recorded their peak expiratory flow (PEF) and respiratory symptoms daily. The
size distribution of ambient particles in the range of 0.01 to 2.5 µm was determined with an aerosol
spectrometer during the winter season 1991-1992. The effects of the number of the ultrafine particles on
PEF were stronger than those of larger particles and PM10. (Peters et al. 1997b)
Effects of ambient source-specific particles in panels of cardiopulmonary patients: A panel of 56
male coronary artery disease patients participated in 12 clinical visits in Erfurt in winter 2000/2001. (1)
An increase in QT interval and a decrease in T wave amplitude were observed in association with trafficrelated particles exposure during 0-23h before the ECG recordings. (2) Also associations with heart rate
harmony as well as heart rate variability were observed. (3) Inflammatory markers increased in
association with both traffic-related particles and combustion-generated aerosols at different exposure
lags. (4) A similar panel study in 38 male patients with chronic pulmonary disease during winter
2001/2002 showed associations with changes in markers of inflammation and coagulation in these
patients. (Henneberger et al. 2005, Yue et al. 2007, Rückert et al. 2007, Hildebrandt et al. 2009)
Exposure to traffic and the onset of myocardial infarction: We conducted a case-crossover study on
about 700 cases of myocardial infarction in Augsburg from 1999 to 2001. Diaries on subjects' activities
during the four days preceding the onset of symptoms were collected. An association was found between
exposure to traffic and the onset of a myocardial infarction within one hour afterward. The time the
subjects spent in cars, on public transportation, or on motorcycles or bicycles was consistently linked
with an increase in the risk of myocardial infarction. (Peters et al. 2004)
Long-term effects
Improved air quality in reunified Germany and improved respiratory health in school children
1992-1999: The impact of the decline of TSP in Eastern Germany after reunification on the prevalence of
non-allergic respiratory disorders has been investigated in 7,600 children between 5 and 14 years of age,
which were examined for three times in 3 year intervals in three study areas. (1) A strong decline of
prevalence of bronchitis, sinusitis and frequent cold in parallel to the decline of TSP concentrations was
observed. (2) In lung function tests, an increase of FVC with decreasing TSP concentrations was found.
(Heinrich et al. 2002, Frye et al. 2003)
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Automobile traffic associated with mortality and morbidity in women 1985-2003 in the Ruhr Area:
We assessed whether long-term exposure to air pollution originating from motorized traffic and
industrial sources was associated with mortality in a cohort of women living in North Rhine-Westphalia.
Approximately 4800 women were followed for vital status for up to 20 years. Exposure to air pollution
was defined by distance to major roads and PM10 concentrations. (1) Elevated cardiopulmonary mortality
was associated with living within a 50-meter radius of a major road and with increased PM10
concentration. (2) In the same cohort, similar associations with exposure were found for increased
incidence of COPD and decreased lung function. (Gehring et al. 2006, Schikowski et al. 2007)
Traffic-related air pollution and health status in birth cohorts: In two birth cohorts, 9000 newborns
have been recruited in different areas of Germany from 1996 to 1998, and the relationship between
individual-based exposure to traffic-related air pollutants and health status has been analysed at different
ages. We assessed PM2.5, PM2.5absorbance (which depends on the blackness of PM2.5) and the distance to the
nearest main road. Increases in exposure were associated with (1) decreases in term birth weight, (2)
increased incidence of cough without infection and dry cough at night at age 2 years, (3) asthmatic
bronchitis, hay fever, eczema, and sensitization and (4) incidence of otitis media at age 4 and 6 years.
(Gehring et al. 2002, Brauer et al. 2006, Morgenstern et al. 2008)
Gene-Environment interaction: In the AIRGENE study we analysed repeated blood samples of 1000
myocardial infarction survivors from Augsburg and four further European cities and evaluated whether
genetic susceptibility modified the health impact of ambient particles. Fibrinogen genes modified the
fibrinogen response to PM10. The data suggest that susceptibility to ambient particulate matter may be
partly genetically determined by polymorphisms that alter early physiological responses such as
transcription of fibrinogen. (Peters et al. 2009b)

Discussion
Air pollution epidemiology in Germany shows consistent and still existing effects of PM on human
morbidity and mortality over the last 25 years. Especially we have tried to address the relevance of small
particle size, for which the epidemiological evidence from the international literature is less clear than for
fine particles. Therefore, let me close with a summary of the knowledge of adverse effects of UFP:
Relationship between exposure to ultrafine particles (UFP) and health effects: Toxicological studies
have provided evidence of the toxicity of ultrafine particles (UFP), but epidemiological evidence for
health effects of ultrafines is limited. Eleven European experts from the disciplines of epidemiology,
toxicology, and clinical medicine selected using a systematic peer-nomination procedure participated.
The likelihood of an independent causal relationship between increased UFP exposure and increased allcause mortality, hospital admissions for cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, aggravation of asthma
symptoms and lung function decrements was rated medium to high by most experts. Experts judged the
small database of epidemiological studies supplemented with experimental studies sufficient to quantify
effects of UFP on all-cause mortality and to a lesser extent hospital admissions. Substantial differences in
the estimated UFP health effect and its uncertainty were found between experts. The lack of studies on
long-term exposure to UFP was rated as the most important source of uncertainty. (Wichmann et al.
2000b, Ibald-Mulli et al. 2002, Knol et al. 2009, Hoek et al. 2010)
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Background and objectives
The methods recommended nationally to quantify the effects of short-term variations in particulate
matter (PM) concentrations on respiratory and cardio-vascular health were first developed by the
Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP). They have subsequently been used by
the Interdepartmental Group on Costs and Benefits (IGCB) to assess the health benefits of policy
measures in the Air Quality Strategy (IGCB, 2007; Stedman et al., 2007). These methods are based on
modelled outdoor concentrations in 1km grid squares, and the resident population in each square. They
do not consider the variation in outdoor concentrations due to proximity to roads, indoor exposure at
home or exposure in non-residential locations. All of these factors influence the personal exposures of
the resident individuals within each grid square. These personal, exposures are more likely to be related
to health outcomes, but there is evidence from direct measurements of personal exposure in the UK that
these are poorly predicted by modelled or measured outdoor concentrations (e.g. Lai et al., 2004; Molter
et al. 2010). These limitations could lead to inaccurate estimates of the benefits of policy interventions to
reduce exposure to traffic-related air pollutants.
Recently, the concept of using the Population Exposure Frequency Distribution (PEFD), which describes
the frequency distribution of personal exposures within a population, has been developed to assess the
benefits of different transport-related policy measures within a city (Ashmore et al., 2005). However, no
evaluation has been made to date of whether estimates of health benefits based on modelled PEFDs
differ from those derived using the methods developed by COMEAP and IGCB.
The aim of this study was to provide a structured comparison of estimates of the health benefits of
reductions in outdoor PM10 concentrations obtained using the existing national methods applied by IGCB
with those obtained using PEFDs. The study did not aim to present a new method to replace the current
ICGB method, but rather to assess if a method based on modelled personal exposure provided different
results.

Study description
The study was based in one UK city (Leicester). The first stage of the analysis was to create a GIS
database which included population data and both the background and roadside concentration fields
which are used in national evaluations (Stedman et al., 2007), and also the underlying datasets for
application of the PEFD method for Leicester. The probabilistic INDAIR model (Dimitroulopoulou et
al., 2006) was used to simulate the micro-environmental concentrations in residences, and in offices,
schools, shops, and in transport. The INDAIR model was run using the outdoor concentrations for the
background and roadside locations. Time-activity location profiles for four population groups (elderly,
children, office workers and home-workers), describing the time spent in the different micro60
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environments simulated by INDAIR, were linked to location data for Leicester. This allowed us to
simulate the frequency distribution of personal exposures, by allocating individuals between different
micro-environments and in roadside and background locations over the course of the day.
Health benefits were quantified for children, the elderly and all ages, considering effects on all cause
mortality and respiratory hospital admissions. Risk coefficients, which are summarised in Table 1, were
based on the recommendations of COMEAP (Department of Health, 1998) and an assessment of more
recent studies (e.g. Katsouyanni et al., 2001; Atkinson et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2004). Health
benefits were estimated by expressing risk coefficients on the basis of modelled population mean
personal exposure rather than modelled background outdoor concentrations.
This approach led to estimates of the health burden associated with current levels of PM 10 that were
identical using the two methods. However, policy interventions that affect personal exposure and
background concentrations differently can lead to different estimates of health benefits using the two
methods. For the purposes of this study, we quantified the benefits of a policy intervention which
reduced PM10 concentrations alongside major roads in the city by 1 µg m-3, with a resultant reduction of
urban background concentrations by 0.33 µg m-3.

Results
Table 2 provides a comparison of the health benefits of a 1 µg m-3 reduction in roadside concentrations
estimated using the PEFD and IGCB methods. Those estimated using the PEFD methods were
approximately twice those estimated using the IGCB method, although in absolute terms the benefits
calculated for Leicester were small. The uncertainties in the modelling of personal exposures, and a lack
of measurements of personal exposure for model validation, mean that true size of any difference
between the two methods may differ from that estimated in this study.
The modelled reduction in mean personal exposure was greater for children than for adults. This led to
the difference between the IGCB and PEFD methods being greater for effects on children than for effects
on the elderly. Hence, the use of PEFD methods, in contrast to the IGCB methods, can lead to different
estimates of health benefits for different groups of the population as a result of differences in exposure,
as well as a result in differences in the relevant risk coefficient. The inclusion of a greater number of road
links with elevated concentrations increased the difference in estimates of exposure, and thus health
benefits, between the two methods to approximately a factor of three, compared with a factor of two
(data not shown).
There was a seasonal variation in the relationship between outdoor concentrations and modelled personal
exposure. The notional policy intervention reduced modelled personal exposure more in summer, when
there is greater penetration of PM10 into indoor environments and more time is spent outdoors. However,
seasonal differences in health benefits were not quantified in this study.

Conclusions and Discussion
The results of this study suggest that the health benefits of the modelled reduction in roadside PM 10
concentrations in Leicester are greater using the PEFD approach than using the IGCB approach. This
result has implications for national policy, as it suggests that the current IGCB methods may lead to
national estimates of health benefits that under-estimate the benefits of policy interventions to reduce
PM10 levels.
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However, this study only considered one UK city. We cannot be certain that the findings can be scaled
up to a national level. Further studies, using a wider range of cities, would be needed before any
adjustment of national estimates was considered. These need to include large cities such as London, in
which the range of personal exposures may be significantly greater than in Leicester.
Furthermore, there are uncertainties in the exposure model used and there is a lack of personal exposure
data for model validation. Therefore, this study cannot provide an adequate basis for any changes in
national policy evaluation. Rather, the results of this study may be considered, alongside other
uncertainties, when evaluating results obtained using the current IGCB methods.
It is also possible that the size of the difference between the PEFD and IGCB methods could be greater
for other impacts than the health risks from short-term exposure to PM10, based on time-series studies.
The national health impacts of long-term exposure to particles are greater, and the analysis undertaken in
this study needs to be extended to consider the effects of longer-term personal exposure. The spatial and
micro-environmental variations in exposure are also likely to be greater for other traffic-generated
pollutants than for PM10.
Furthermore, the study only considered a simple scenario of a constant reduction in PM 10 concentrations
on all road links. In practice, the reduction in concentrations caused by measures focussed on reducing
traffic emissions is likely to be greater on links with greater traffic densities. More detailed analysis
based on more specific policy scenarios, could provide the basis for evaluation of local air quality
management schemes based on personal exposure rather than pollution concentrations.
Overall, the results of this limited study suggest that more detailed research to evaluate the benefit of
policy interventions in terns of personal exposure would be worthwhile, although this also needs to be
supported by more primary measurement and modelling studies to validate the use of population-based
personal exposure models, including the PEFD approach, for this purpose.
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Table 1. Summary of age groups, effects, base rates of prevalence, and effect coefficients
(expressed as % change per 10 µg m-3) used in this study.
Age group

Health outcome

Base rate per 100,000

All age
Elderly (65+)
All age

All cause mortality
All cause mortality
Respiratory hospital
admissions
Respiratory hospital
admissions
Respiratory hospital
admissions

900
4702
1040

Effect coefficient
and range
0.75 (0.2-0.85)
0.7 (0.5-1.0)
0.8 (0.5-1.1)

2371

0.7 (0.2-1.3)

265 (asthma only)

1.56 (0.67-2.45)

Elderly (60+)
Children (0-14)
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Table 2. Comparison of the reduction in number of cases (expressed in absolute terms and, in
brackets, as a percentage of all cases associated with PM 10) resulting from a uniform 1 µg m-3
reduction in roadside concentrations, using the IGCB method and using the PEFD method.
Effect

IGCB method

PEFD method

Elderly all cause mortality
All age all cause mortality
Elderly respiratory admissions
All age respiratory admissions
Children respiratory admissions

0.53 (1.35%)
0.81 (1.37%)
0.27 (1.37%)
1.00 (1.37%)
0.66 (1.37%)

1.00 (2.56%)
1.68 (2.84%)
0.50 (2.54%)
2.22 (3.04%)
1.40 (2.90%)
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3.1c A study of the concentration-response
relationship for the effects of ozone on health – a
progress report
Richard W Atkinson1, Dahai Yu1, H Ross Anderson1, Ben Armstrong2, Sam Pattenden2, Paul Wilkinson2, Ruth
Doherty3
1. Division of Community Health Sciences, St. Georges, University of London
2. Department of Public Health and Policy, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
3. School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh

Background and Objectives
Exposure to ambient outdoor ozone concentrations have been linked with all cause and cause specific
deaths and emergency admission to hospital with respiratory disease although there is little evidence for
an association between daily ozone levels and cardiovascular hospital admissions (COMEAP/2002/9a;
COMEAP 2006). A recent time series analysis of the large NMMAPS database (Bell et al., 2005)
concluded that the health effects of short term exposure to ozone were observable at concentrations far
below US and international standards. The European equivalent, the APHEA (Air Pollution and Health:
a European Approach) study included ozone in its analysis of daily mortality in 23 cities and reported
evidence for a linear concentration response function for all cause mortality during summer months when
ozone levels are at their highest (Gryparis et al., 2004). A similar finding was reported in a recent study
of summer ozone exposure and mortality in 15 conurbations in the UK (Pattenden et al. 2009). This
raises concern over whether or not there is a threshold in the relationship between ozone and health, i.e.
ozone is detrimental to human health only above a certain value. The existence of a threshold and its
value is fundamental to health impact assessment calculations.
Despite the large number of epidemiological time series studies of the health effects of short term
exposure to ozone relatively few have set out to systematically address the evidence for thresholds for
different outcomes and diseases (Bell et al., 2006) and whether these effects are modified by time of year
(season) or confounded by co-exposure to other air pollutants. Furthermore, it is possible, as found for
fine particles, that the effect estimates may vary over time as the air pollution mix changes and abatement
strategies take effect (Dominici et al., 2007). A final complication arises from the type of exposure
measurement used in ecological time series studies. Spatially aggregrated measurements can blur the
true concentration response relationships since within-city variation around the fixed monitors mean that
some of the population might be above and some below the threshold for health effects. Little work has
been undertaken in this important area of research that may have a significant impact on identification of
appropriate threshold values.
This time series study comprises two main objectives: 1) to carry out an ecological time series study of
daily counts of deaths in 5 urban and 5 rural centres and respiratory admissions in two urban centres
using pollution data from fixed site monitors; 2) to undertake a time stratified case series analysis of
mortality in England using daily modelled ozone concentrations at a fine spatial scale. In both cases the
impact of season on the ozone-health relationships as well as the possibility that the levels of other
pollutants might affect these relationships will be studied.
The project is funded by the Department of Health for two years from April 2009.
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Study Description
Daily time series of numbers of all-cause and cause specific deaths in 5 urban areas (Greater London,
West Midlands, Liverpool, Tyneside and Greater Manchester) between 1993 and 2006 have been
assembled together with daily concentrations of ozone, PM10, temperature and humidity. Similarly,
counts of deaths in 5 rural populations centred on rural ozone monitoring stations at High Muffles,
Harwell, Ladybower, Aston Hill and Yarner Wood have been compiled. Rural populations were defined
as places which lie outside Census Urban Areas and within sparsely and less sparsely populated areas
including small villages, hamlets and isolated dwellings. The five rural locations were chosen so as to
maximise the study population size (counts per day) and data completeness (ozone). For the spatial
analysis geo-referenced datasets of individual deaths for England and Wales have been assembled.
Modelled ozone estimates at a 5x5 km resolution required for the case series analyses have been
computed by the Edinburgh team. They have been derived from the EMEP4UK model (http://www.wrfmodel.org). These modelled ozone concentrations are available for five years, 2002-2006 inclusive.
The time stratified case series approach will be adopted for both sets of analyses (Farrington & Whitaker,
2006). Specifically, we will use the fixed-stratum method, with one-month strata for ecological analysis
and one-grid-month strata for the spatial analyses. This analysis effectively compares the pollution (and
weather) on each day of death with other days in the same month (or grid-month). As with more
conventional time series regression methods, they provide estimates of exposure-response allowing for
effects of weather and other potentially confounding time-varying variables. The primary difference is
that effects of season and other slowly-moving time factors are primarily controlled by design (matching
by month) rather than by explicit smooth functions of time. Conditional Poisson models will be used for
both the ecological and spatial analyses. We will also compare exposure distributions and estimates of
exposure-response relationships obtained in the city-wide aggregated analyses (for the periods 20022006) and the spatial analyses for the same geographical locations to inform further the usefulness or
otherwise of disaggregating the data spatially.
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3.1d Genotoxic effects of particulate matter from a
heavy duty diesel engine using diesel fuel and
minimally processed food grade rapeseed oil
Alex Charlton1 2, Amanda Lea-Langton1, Hu Li1, Gordon Andrews1, Alison Tomlin1 and Michael Routledge2
1. Energy and Resources Research Institute 2. Molecular Epidemiology Unit, Leeds Institute of Genetics, Health
and Therapeutics, University of Leeds, Leeds

Background and Objectives
Research Motivation
The UK government and the European Union (EU) have identified the development of renewable fuels
as being an important component in the drive to improve the carbon neutrality of traffic emissions
(Department for Transport, 2009). There is increasing usage of renewable biofuels within the EU, with
over one billion litres of biofuel being sold in the UK alone during 2008 (Department for Transport,
2009). Plant based oils such as rapeseed oil (RSO), coconut oil and sunflower oil are commonly used in
the production of biofuels. In order to improve their combustion characteristics they are often processed
through transesterification prior to use. Whilst transesterification can reduce some of the problems
associated with combustion of unprocessed oils, the process itself requires a significant energy input,
thereby reducing the net useful energy obtainable from the fuel. Previous work has demonstrated that a
diesel fuel (DF) additive package added to unprocessed RSO can significantly improve its combustion
characteristics through reducing ignition delay and improving combustion stability (Li et al., 2009),
thereby reducing the need for transesterification.
Previous research has indicated that the particles produced through the combustion of biofuels differ
from those produced by conventional diesel engines in terms of quantity, size, and chemistry (LeaLangton et al., 2008). Whilst the particulate component of DF exhaust emissions are known to be
cytotoxic, mutagenic, carcinogenic, damaging to the cardiovascular system and detrimental to the
respiratory immune system (Valavanidis et al., 2008), comparatively little is known about the toxic
potential of biofuel combustion particles. As a result of this a recent review argues that given the
increased usage of biofuels and the uncertain nature of the toxicity of the exhaust particulates they
produce, an increased understanding of their health implications is urgently required (Swanson et al.,
2007).

Objectives
The objectives of this study were to collect a) total suspended particle (TSP) and b) size segregated
samples of engine exhaust particulate material from a heavy duty diesel engine running on DF, RSO and
RSO with 800 ppm additive package (RSOAd) and to use the comet assay to determine the genotoxic
potential of these particles.

Study Description
Collection of Particulate Material
Particulate matter samples were collected from the exhaust of a 6 cylinder turbocharged, intercooled
Perkins Phaser Euro 2 direct injection engine. The exhaust system and sampling points are shown in
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Figure 1. Sampling was carried out down stream of the catalyst in order to provide a particulate sample
which reflected the particles released to the atmosphere during engine operation outside of the
laboratory. A constant engine condition of 47kW power output at 1500 RPM (~50% of the maximum
power output for this RPM) was used.
Table 1 – Fractionation of
particulate material collected
using Anderson impactors and
ELPI
Fraction

One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Min
particle
diameter
(µm)

Max particle
diameter (µm)

1
0.65
0.4
0.17
0.108

10
0.65
0.43
0.26
0.03

Figure 1 - Diagram showing engine
exhaust system and sampling points
for particle collectors

Dynamometer

Engine

Exhaust Line
Catalytic
Converter
Heated
sample line
(50°C)

Smoke
Meter

ELPI Anderson
Impactors

For the size segregated particle study samples of particles were collected onto aluminium foil using
Anderson cascade impactors which collected particles with an aerodynamic diameter between 0.43 and
10µm in diameter onto 8 stages, and an electrical low pressure impactor (ELPI) which collected particles
with an aerodynamic diameter between 0.03 and 10µm onto 13 stages. TSP samples were collected onto
glass fibre filters using a smoke meter (SM). Diameters throughout refer to D50% of collection stages
used
Extraction of Particulate Material
Not all stages of the Anderson impactors or the ELPI collected sufficient mass for comet assay analysis
so the decision was made to pool multiple stages together to form 5 fractions, which are detailed in Table
1. Particulate matter collected on aluminium impaction media was extracted by brushing the material
into deionised water using a fine tipped paint brush. The extracted material was then dried under
vacuum over night before being re-suspended in phosphate buffered saline to a concentration of
250µg/ml. To extract particulates from SM filters approximately the same procedure was followed, with
the modification that instead of brushing, filters were vortexed in deionised water for 60 seconds.
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Tissue Culture and Comet Assay
A549 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine
serum at 37ºC and 5% CO2. A549 cells were selected as they show a strong morphological similarity to
type II alveolar epithelial cells. Cells were challenged with 50µg/ml of particulate extract for 24 hours
before being used in the comet assay.
For the comet assay 60µl of cell solution (1x106 cells/ml) was added to 300µl 1% low melting point
agarose at 37°C. This solution was pipetted onto a microscope slide frosted with 1% type 1 agarose and
a cover slip was added to compress the solution. Slides were then submerged in 200 ml of lysis solution
(NaCl 2.5 M, EDTA 1.25 M, Tris 0.01 M, 1 % Sodium lauryl sulfate, 1% Triton-x100, and 10% DMSO,
pH 10), at 4 °C for one hour in the dark. The slides were then removed from the lysis solution and
placed in an electrophoresis tank where they were submerged in running buffer (NaOH 0.3 M, 1 ml 0.5
M EDTA solution / L ) pre chilled to 4 °C, and incubated in the dark for 40 minutes to permit DNA
unwinding. The slides then underwent electrophoresis at 23 V (285mA ±15mA) for 20 minutes in the
dark, after which they were transferred to 200 ml of neutralising buffer (0.4 M Tris, pH 7.5) and
incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. Slides were then stained with ethidum bromide (25 µg/ml)
before being visualised with an Olympus BX41 fluorescence microscope. Scoring was carried out using
Komet 5.5 software.

Results and Discussion
Engine collections
The mass measurement data collected from Anderson impactors indicated that the quantity of mass
collected was dependant on fuel type, with RSO generating 2.0ng of particulate material per litre of
sampled air, significantly more than the 1.1 and 1.0ng produced by DF and RSOAd respectively (Fig.2).
In order to collect particles with a diameter less than 430nm Anderson impactors were equipped with in
line glass fibre backup filters downstream of the impaction stages. However questions have been raised
regarding the efficiency with which
Figure 2 – Total particulate Mass collected by Anderson
these filters remove the smallest
and ELPI collectors during engine runs using DF, RSO and
particles from the airstream. The mass
RSOAd as fuel
data collected from the ELPI showed
Anderson Impactors and ELPI collectors
RSO producing a significantly larger
RSOAd (ELPI)
mass of particles than DF, but showed
RSOAd producing a similar mass of
RSO (ELPI)
particles to RSO.
When material
DF (ELPI)
>430nm is excluded, the pattern in the
ELPI data is similar to that in the
RSOAd (Anderson)
Anderson data with RSO producing a
RSO (Anderson)
significantly larger mass of particles
than the DF or RSOAd. This suggests
DF (Anderson)
that the reason for the difference
between the Anderson and ELPI data is
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
ng/m3 exhaust sampled
due to the presence of a large mass of
sub 430nm particles produced by the
combustion of RSOAd which cannot be detected using the Anderson impactors due to the limited
collection efficiency of the backup filters. Irrespective of fuel type the majority of particulate mass
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collected using size segregating techniques was found in the finest fractions. Over 60% of the particulate
mass collected by the Anderson impactors was found in stages with a D50% of 1µm or under. Likewise
over 80% of the particle mass collected using the ELPI were collected on stages with a D50% of 1µm or
under. The difference in these figures is most likely a result of the Anderson impactor‘s glass fibre
backup filters poor collection efficiency for fine particles.
Comet assay analysis
Analysis of SM filter extracts showed that particles produced from all fuel types induced significantly
greater levels of DNA damage than the unexposed negative control (P<0.005, Student‘s T Test). As
shown in Figure 3 diesel exhaust particles (DEP) induced the largest level of DNA damage of the particle
types examined (22.5% tail DNA) generating significantly more damage than RSO or RSOAd
(P<0.005). Despite RSO and RSOAd producing similar damage levels (14.9% and 12.5% respectively)
evidence of a statistically significant difference was observed (P<0.05). Whilst RSO exhaust particles
were found to be less genotoxic than DEP, RSO produced a larger mass of particulate material in the
engine exhaust, and as such the overall genotoxic consequences of RSO as a fuel are unclear. Analysis
of size fractionated samples of DEP showed that as particle diameter was reduced the level of DNA
damage increased (Fig. 4) with fraction 5 (particles sized 30-108nm) containing the smallest particles
inducing the largest levels of DNA damage (14.8% tail DNA), whereas the coarsest particles in fraction
1 (1-10µm) produced a much lower level of DNA damage (6.3% DNA damage). All fractions of DEP
examined showed higher levels of DNA damage than the negative control (3.1% tail DNA). Currently
studies examining the genotoxic effects of size segregated DEP are limited, however previous work
using the comet assay to examine size fractionated samples of urban particulate material from a road
junction with predominantly heavy diesel vehicle traffic has indicated a similar relationship between
particle size and DNA damage (Healey et al., 2005). However due to differences in comet scoring
methods a direct comparison of results is not possible. RSO fractions 2 – 4 induced similar levels of
DNA damage (7-7.5% tail DNA), whilst fraction 5, containing the smallest particles, induced a greater
level of damage (9.0%). This suggests that whilst size may be a factor in RSO exhaust particle
genotoxicity, the effect of particle size is less pronounced than in DEP. All fractions of RSO exhaust
particles generated greater DNA damage than the negative control. Results from size fractionated
samples correlate with TSP data indicating DEP to be a more potent genotoxin than RSO exhaust
particles.
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Figure 3 – Comet assay analysis of SM filter
extract
30

Figure 4 – Comet assay analysis of SM filter
extract

Comet assay analysis of SM filters
16
14

20
% Tail DNA

% Tail DNA

25

Comet assay analysIs of
size fractionated partIculate
samples

15
10
5
0
DEP

RSO

RSOAd

8
6
4
0

Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction -Ve
1
2
3
4
5
control

n=9 for

Diesel

DEP and RSOAd, n=8 for RSO

Conclusions

10

2

-Ve control

Error bars represent 1 standard deviation, n=9 for
DEP andbars
RSOAd,
n=8 for RSO1 standard deviation,
Error
represent

12

Rapeseed Oil

Error bars represent 1 standard deviation, for DEP n=2 for Fractions 1
to 4, n=1 for Fraction 5, for RSO n=3

The use of RSO or RSOAd produces a
larger mass of particulate exhaust material than DF
Irrespective of fuel type the majority of mass was generated in the finest fractions of the
particulate material
Whilst all TSP samples induced damage significantly above negative controls , DEP produced
significantly more DNA damage than RSO or RSOAd
DEP genotoxicity was shown to be dependant on particle size, whereas for RSO exhaust
particles the importance of size is less clear
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3.1e COMEAP, past, present and future
Authors names: Jon Ayres
Authors affiliations: Professor of Environmental and Respiratory Medicine, University of Birmingham and
Chair, COMEAP.

Overview
The Committee on Medical Effects of Air Pollutants was established in 1992, following on from the
group set up to consider the Medical Aspects of Air Pollution Episodes (MAAPE). Since that time its
role has been to produce state-of-the art reviews, statements on specific issues as they arise and provide
advice to the CMO and to ministers.
This presentation will review the work of COMEAP over the last 18 years and muse on what its role
might be for the future.
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3.2 Discussion
HPA annual air pollution research lecture
The HPA Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture “Relevance of ambient particle, mass, number
and composition for human health” was given by Erich Wichmann. The discussion session
opened with a comment on other factors that may contribute to pollution other than sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and total suspended particulates (TSP), which were the particular focus of the
presentation. It was considered that particles play a very important role and that, historically,
measured SO2 was used as an indicator of particles. In addition, as ultrafine particles are able
to reach the brain, imaging techniques were being used to try to identify particle loads in the
brain compared with other areas of the body, as the composition of particles may be most
relevant to health related effects. Furthermore, the compositions of fine and ultrafine particles
are thought to be of most importance, and for policy makers, in the absence of knowledge of
the full mechanisms involved, demonstration of a correlation between decreased concentration
with decreased effects is considered helpful. As much of the lecture presented traffic data and
concerned pollution from vehicles, a further comment questioned how the results may be
affected by different vehicles or the use of different fuel types. In reply, Prof Wichmann stated
that at the present time the data set was not complete enough to allow comparison of vehicle
types and that additional studies intend to investigate residential homes in heavily trafficked
areas.
Research Presentations
A number of discussion points were raised following the research presentation on the
“Quantification of health impacts of airborne particulates: comparing estimates based on
personal exposure and outdoor concentrations” by Mike Ashmore. In this study, the
INDAIR/EXPAIR modelling approaches were used, with risk coefficients drawn from the
literature based on UK/London/European data, so that the data obtained in Leicester could be
translated appropriately. Until the studies were completed, it was not possible to comment on
what the measured differences may amount to, but it was suggested that any such differences
would all be relative.
Richard Atkinson presented “A study of the concentration-response relationship for the effects
of ozone on health” which demonstrated a modelled linear relationship between mortality and
concentrations of ozone. During questions the speaker clarified that all deaths within a 60km
radius of rural ozone monitoring stations were considered using Office of National Statistics
(ONS) Data. Comments were made on the appearance of a much higher mortality rate in
urban as compared to rural areas, expressed as percentage of the population; it was noted,
however, that population density differences may have been a contributing factor to this
observation. Another point was that different population demographics may have impacted the
mortality rate, as well as the physical location of measured areas, i.e. areas at higher altitude
may be more affected by ozone than areas at lower altitude. Whilst it was acknowledged that
these were valid points that may affect the outcome, the data set was necessarily restricted to
that available from the ONS.
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The next presentation given by Alex Charlton was on the “Genotoxic effects of particulate
matter from a heavy duty diesel engine using diesel fuel and minimally processed food grade
rapeseed oil”. It was noted that alongside the rapeseed oil, an additive of unknown
composition [at the request of the additive manufacturer, the composition was kept confidential
to researchers] is required for the effective use of rapeseed oil in the tested engines, and this
was also investigated. In the presence of the additive, rapeseed oil led to a greater degree of
DNA damage than rapeseed oil alone, as evaluated by the COMET assay. The effects of the
additive alone had not been assessed, and it was commented that some additives have toxic
effects of their own. A further comment regarding the size of particles emitted was raised, as
smaller particles would be more likely to effectively intercalate with DNA. The relationship
between particle size and impact on DNA was not known, but the particles in this study were
known to be larger than 10µm.
COMEAP Presentation
A presentation on “COMEAP - past, present and future” was given by Jon Ayres, chairman of
COMEAP, who delivered a historic account of measures taken to manage clean air, such as
the Alkali Act, and the later Clean Air Act, moving through to the late 1980‟s with the „Six cities
study‟ and finally the initiation of COMEAP. A comment was made about the ongoing concerns
surrounding the use of biofuels and the possible implications of increased usage. Jon Ayres
commented on the dwindling expertise in the next generation of scientists that would be
available to continue the work of COMEAP. It was suggested that, as the problems facing the
UK may also be applicable to Europe as a whole, it may be possible to transfer the committee‟s
work to a Europe-wide body. Whilst this was a consideration, there was a concern that, as
COMEAP acted as an advisory body to the Chief Medical Officer, much of the work of
COMEAP was focused on the UK and therefore if a European body were to be utilised,
possible loss of national interest and focus may occur, with a consequent loss of ability to
influence policy on control of air pollution.
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3.3 Posters
3.3a Meta-analysis of short-term exposure timeseries studies of ambient particle sulphate on daily
mortality
Atkinson W Richard, Anderson H Ross & Simic-Lawson Milena.
St George’s, University of London

Background and objectives
Ambient particles rich in sulphate are created by atmospheric chemical reactions involving sulphur
dioxide emitted from the combustion of sulphur-rich fossil fuels. There is a resurgence of interest in their
health effects for two conflicting reasons: sulphate is both a marker for a mix of toxic pollutants and a
short-lived greenhouse pollutant which acts beneficially as a climate cooling agent. The aim of the
present study is to estimate the relative risks of daily mortality associated with short-term effect of
sulphate particles using published ecological time-series studies.

Study description
We conducted a meta-analysis of the published time series literature through systematic searching of
Medline, Embase, and Web of Science databases. Comprehensive search criteria using keywords for a
range of pollutants, health-related outcomes and daily time-series, were applied to publications indexed
up to May 15, 2009 with no constraints on language. Papers were assessed for relevance, methodological
validity and completeness. Only the most recent estimates from each city were selected to avoid doublecounting. Summary fixed and random effects estimates were calculated using standard technique (Der
Simonian & Laird, 1986) through metan procedure in STATA (Bradburn et al., 1998).

Results
Ten valid single-city studies of all-cause mortality related to sulphate were identified: eight from North
America and two from the EU (Figure 1). Five studies also provided estimates for cardiovascular
mortality and four for respiratory mortality. The mean sulphate concentration varied from 2.2 μg/m3 in
Montreal (Canada) to 8.7 μg/m3 in St Louis (USA). A random effects meta-analysis model estimated that
a 1 μg/m3 increment in sulphate is associated with 0.21% (CI 95% 0.11, 0.30) change in all causemortality; 0.09% (CI 95% -0.04, 0.21) in cardiovascular mortality and 0.37% (CI 95% -0.15, 0.90) in
respiratory mortality (results published within Smith et al, 2009). Three published multi-city estimates
for all-cause mortality were of similar magnitude (Figure 1). The effects are small, but applied to London
all-cause deaths statistics from 2006 (137.5/day), they imply that, on average, a unit increment in
sulphate was associated with 2 deaths/week.

Conclusions
The current study strengthens the existing evidence of harmful effects associated with ambient particle
sulphate at the levels measured by background air pollution monitors in North America and Europe.
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Discussion
The results will help inform abatement strategies for atmospheric pollution and climate change
mitigation. In terms of methodological improvement, preparations are under way to enhance metaanalysis by including multi-city estimates, adjusting for other air pollutants and for possible biases in
time-series study design analysis.
Figure 1 Percentage change in relative risks of all-cause daily mortality associated with 1 μg/m3
change in short-term exposure to ambient sulphate particles: published single-city and multi-city
estimates and meta-analysis of published single-city estimates.
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3.3b Project introduction - a study of the
concentration-response relationship for the effects of
ozone on health
Atkinson RW*, Armstrong B&, Anderson R*, Doherty R$, Wilkinson P£, Yu D*.
*Division of Community Health Sciences, St George’s, University of London
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Department of Public Health and Policy, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
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School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh
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Public & Environmental Health Research Unit, Department of Public Health & Policy, London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine

Background
Ozone is gas produced through a complex series of reactions involving the action of sunlight on nitrogen
dioxide and hydrocarbons. There is considerable evidence to suggest that ozone is harmful to human
health. Much of this evidence has come from ecological time series studies linking increases in daily
numbers of deaths and hospital admissions in a population with increases in average concentrations of
ozone the study population is exposed to. However, epidemiological evidence regarding the linearity of
this relationship is mixed. The existence or otherwise of a threshold in the relationship has important
implications for public health policy and subsequent regulation.

Aim
This project aims to investigate, in a systematic way, the nature of the relationships between short term
exposure to ozone and death and admission to hospital. Particularly, the study aims to examine the shape
of the concentration-response functions to assess the evidence for the existence of thresholds. Potential
confounding or effect modification by season, weather and other outdoor pollutants will be considered.

Study description
The project has two distinct components:
Part 1: An ecological time series study of daily counts of deaths in 5 urban (London, West Midlands,
Manchester, Tyneside, Liverpool) and 5 rural areas (to be chosen) and admissions in two urban centres
(London and West Midlands). Both all cause and cause specific mortality and respiratory admissions to
hospital will be investigated.
Part 2: It is possible that within-city exposure variation (used in Part 1) around fixed monitors may mask
true thresholds since some of the population might be above and some below the threshold for health
effects. A case crossover time series analysis of individual deaths in England using daily modelled ozone
concentrations at a fine spatial scale will be used therefore to assess evidence based upon individual
exposures.
The output will input directly to the assessment of the public health impact of increasing ozone exposure
and will bring new and comprehensive evidence that is directly relevant to the formulation of public
health policy.
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Progress
The project began in April 2009 and initial work has concentrated on data assembly and definition of
rural populations.
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3.3c Harmattan and dust storm; composition,
exposure and risk to human health
Fatima Sule Mohammed & Derrick Crump
IEH, Cranfield University

Background
In recent years the onset of the rainy season in most parts of the north-eastern semi arid region of Nigeria
has been characterized by heavy dust storms (smog-like), accompanied by greatly reduced visibility.
These storms leave behind heavy dust deposits, which settle on every available surface. This occurs most
often in the relatively dry and high temperature zones with low vegetation cover, such as the sub-Saharan
region. Also during winter, Harmattan (a characteristic north-east wind) associated with thick haze
because of the heavy particulate load in the air is observed. During the periods of these two ―events‖ men
and women, young and old are inflicted with running nose, catarrh, and other respiratory tract infections
like bronchial asthma, bronchial pneumonia, and various eye problems. Cases of typhoid fever and other
gastrointestinal (GIT) diseases also increase. This study will investigate the composition of airborne and
deposited dust during these two weather events as well as other sources of indoor particulates such as
cooking and re-suspension by sweeping. The information about the physical and chemical properties and
the potential for exposure will be used to assess the associated possible environmental and health
hazards.

Harmattan Dust
The Harmattan (dry dust-laden atmosphere), a cool, dry north-east trade wind, characteristically blows
across Nigeria between November and early March (winter) every year, and this is experienced in most
parts of West Africa (Dajab, 2006, He, et al., 2007).
Harmattan dust, (fine particle dust, typically 0.5 – 10 micrometers) is known to rise in the Sahara desert
and is carried south by winds from that area (Harris, 1967); storm activities in the Bilma and Faya
Largeau area in the Chad basin raise large amounts of dust into the atmosphere which is then carried
southwest into Nigeria by the predominant winds (Alfet, et al., 2000). For a greater part of the harmattan
period in Nigeria, the atmosphere often becomes heavily clouded with dust, causing poor visibility and
disruption to air-travel throughout the country, as well as causing a variety of domestic inconveniences
as a result of the layers of dust that envelope everything both indoors and outdoors that has to be cleaned
several times a day.

Dust Storm (Sand Storm)
Dust storm is a strong, turbulent wind carrying large clouds of dust. In a large storm, clouds of fine dust
may be raised to heights well over 10,000ft (3km) and carried for hundreds or thousands of miles
(Goudie, 2001). Regional hazes associated with dust storms have been reported more frequently over the
last decade, reducing visibility and causing poor air quality (Griffin, et al., 2002). The Saharan desert
produces more aeolian soil dust than any other world desert, thus Saharan dust has an important impact
on climatic processes, nutrient cycles, soil formation and sediment cycles.
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Impacts of Dust Storm on Health
Dust storm events are responsible for injecting huge amounts of mineral dusts into the atmosphere, by
some estimates as much as two billion metric tonnes annually (Griffin, 2002). The quantity of dust has
the potential to induce regional health impacts such as asthma out breaks, particularly in sensitive subpopulations like the elderly, infants and adolescents, and ecosystem responses such as red tides or
degradation of coral reefs due to infestation of foreign fungal or microbial populations. Saharan dust
transport is also responsible for critical heavy metal mineral deposition to the tropical Atlantic and may
have impacts on regional atmospheric chemistry via dust induced smog and heterogenous reactions
(Goudie et al., 2001). It has also been linked to increased incidence of paediatric asthma attacks in the
Caribbean. Since 1970, dust outbreaks have worsened due to prolonged periods of drought in Africa.
Dust events have been linked to a decline in the health of coral reefs across the Caribbean and Florida,
primarily since the 1970s (Amann, 1995).
Health effects of particulate matter are related to its size and composition. When inhaled a particle size of
less than 10 micrometer travels to deep parts of the lungs and may be deposited there, contributing to
respiratory illness, lung damage, and even premature death in sensitive individuals (USEPA, 2004b).
Humans breathe between 10 and 25m3 of air daily and any toxins present are also inhaled (Radojevic and
Bashkin, 2006).
The two weather events Harmmatan dust and Dust (sand) storms are associated with heavy dust that
easily penetrates and settles indoors. This happens due to the long time the dust stays in the atmosphere
and the types of buildings in north-east Nigeria allow easy penetration of outdoor air (and dust). The
habit of using biomass fuels like fire wood, dung, charcoal and kerosene in cooking are other potential
factors of increased levels of particles indoors. These high levels of indoor air pollution are associated
with increased health problems (Duncan et al, 2008).

Aims of the Study
This 3 year study intends to determine the nature and composition of particles in dust-storm and
Harmattan dust from Nigeria. This includes;o

Physical analysis of the dust particles

o

Elemental analysis

o

Microbiological analysis

o

Organic compound analysis e.g. VOCs and PAHs.

o

Comparative analyses with UK samples (standardization and validation of methods)

o

Exposure risk assessment informed by measurement of airborne and settled particulates
and personal exposure in Nigeria

o

Investigation of medical records data on hospital visits in relation to exposure to dust
particulates

o

Assess possible correlation between air quality, pollutants present and the environmental
health hazards observed.

o

Develop recommendations for minimising the environmental health impacts.
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Initial Investigations
Indoor and outdoor deposited dust has been collected from the Damaturu area in Yobe State in Nigeria.
The physical properties of the dust particles are being examined by scanning electron microscopy. Also
the fungi and bacteria present are being cultured and identified. Procedures will be developed for
determining airborne dust concentrations using particle counting instruments and collection using
impactors for subsequent laboratory tests of physical and chemical properties.
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4 Indoor Pollution
4.1 Presentations
4.1a Exposure to perfluoroalkyl compounds via air
and dust
Emma Goosey, Stuart Harrad and Mohamed Abou-Elwafa Abdallah
Division of Environmental Health and Risk Management,
School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences.
University of Birmingham, UK.

Background and Objectives
Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) have been manufactured for over 50 years. In the last decade
widespread contamination by these compounds has become apparent (Lohmann et al. 2007) with
transportation to the Arctic occurring via atmospheric and oceanic pathways (Lohmann et al. 2007;
Shoeib et al. 2006). The main cause for concern arises from perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), as these two compounds are the most commonly found compounds in
the environment (Midasch & Angerer, 2006). This legacy within the environment is caused by the
persistence of the compounds which is derived from the strength of the carbon-fluorine bond. These
properties allow PFOS and PFOA to resist chemical, biological and thermal degradation processes.
Exposure to PFCs has been identified in top predators, such as polar bears and seals (Bossi et al. 2005).
There is also great concern about the presence of PFCs in humans, because of their toxicity. PFCs in
humans have been shown to partition into proteins facilitating accumulation in the liver, kidneys, lungs
etc (Maestri et al. 2006). They have also been shown to interfere and reduce fertility in humans because
of their endocrine disrupting potential (Cui et al.2009; Potera 2009). Moreover, PFCs have been shown
to cross the placenta via the umbilical cord (Inoue et al. 2004). Studies on other mammalian species
have indicated PFC toxicity to the foetus producing developmental delays coupled with delayed physical
and mental development of neonates (Abbott et al. 2009).
The presence of PFCs in the environment are therefore a cause for concern for human health, as well as
wildlife. Since the identification in human blood (Olsen et al. 1999), PFCs have begun to be phased out
by voluntary and regulatory agreements.

Study Description
The objective is to quantify the potential indoor and outdoor exposure to 8 perfluoroalkyl compounds via
indoor and outdoor air, indoor dust, and outdoor suspended particulates from the UK. The aim is to
produce a comprehensive evaluation of adult and child exposures via non-dietary sources.
The eight PFCs quantified include sodium perfluoro-1-octanesulfonate (PFOS), perfluoro-n-octanoic
acid (PFOA), sodium perfluoro-1-hexanesulfonate (PFHxS), perfluoro-1-octanesulfonamide (FOSA), Nmethylperfluoro-1-octanesulfonamide (MeFOSA), ethyl-perfluorooctane sulphonamide (EtFOSA), 2-(N82
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methylperfluoro-1-octnaesulfonamido)-ethanol
octanesulfonamido)-ethanol (EtFOSE).

(MeFOSE)

and

2-(N-ethylperfluoro-1-

Floor dust samples were collected using nylon socks (25 µm weave), which were inserted into the nozzle
of a vacuum cleaner, behind the head. Samples were collected from carpeted rooms via vacuuming of a
1 m2 area for 2 mins. Dust samples collected from non-carpeted rooms were obtained from a 2 m2 area
over a period of 4 mins. Samples were sieved (<500 μm), homogenised, weighed and stored in sealed
glass containers, in darkness, at 4ºC prior to extraction.
The extraction method used was a modification of that by Kubwabo et al. 2005. The 0.1g of the dust
sample was extracted with 5 ml acetone via wrist action shaking (30 mins) and sonication (15 mins,
25˚C). The sample was then centrifuged, the supernatant removed and the solvent extraction repeated.
The two supernatants were combined and concentrated to 1 ml under nitrogen blow down. Water
acidified to pH 4 with methanoic acid (2%) was added to the sample, prior to loading onto a
preconditioned mixed mode WAX SPE cartridge. The compounds were eluted with methanol and a
0.1% ammonia solution, concentrated under nitrogen blow down and reconstituted in 150 μl of methanol.
Sample analysis was conducted using high performance liquid chromatography on a Shimadzu LC-20AB
and a Sciex API 2000 triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer from Applied Biosystems, with negative
electrospray ionization in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. The mobile phase solvents, 2 mM
ammonium acetate in water/methanol (9:1) (A) and methanol (B) were delivered at a flow rate of 200
µl/min. Sample aliquots of 50 μl were injected through a C18 Metasil 3 Basic column (2.1 mm i.d. x 150
mm x 3µm, Varian). Parameters were optimized for individual analytes monitoring the loss of SO 3F- for
sulfonates, [SO2N]- for PFOSA, [M-CO2H]- for PFOA, C3F7- for sulfonamides [CH3OO]- sulfonamidoethanols. Separation was achieved in 20 minutes under gradient conditions, with 80:20 H2O/methanol
initial mobile phase, ramped to 100% methanol in 10 min. held for 2 min. and reverted to initial
conditions in 7 min.
The exposure assessment was conducted using a Monte Carlo simulation which estimated the potential
daily dose received by adults and children from ingestion of dust and soil, inhalation of air, and dermal
uptake from dust and soil. The Monte Carlo simulation was used to simulate both average and high-end
(95th percentile) exposure scenarios (results are displayed in
Table 1).
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Results
Table 1 Estimates of Non-dietary exposure of UK adults and children to PFCs
Compound

Mean Exposure
(ng kg bw-1 day-1)
Adult
Child

95th Percentile Exposure
(ng kg bw-1 day-1)
Adult
Child

PFOS
PFOA
PFHxS
MeFOSA
EtFOSA
FOSA
MeFOSE
EtFOSE
∑PFC

1.3
1.0
1.3
0.1
2.1
0.2
0.7
1.0
4.4

3
2
2.6
0.2
5.2
0.4
1.3
2.2
9.6

Parameters

Adult

Child

Weight
Dust Ingestion rate a
Air Inhalation Rate b
Dermal Uptake Rate c
Dermal Surface Area c

76.7 kg
0.56 – 100 mg day-1
15 m3 day-1
0.1 mg cm-2
1668cm2

17 kg
20 – 200 mg day-1
8.7 m3 day-1
0.1 mg cm-2
570.75 cm2

20
8.5
73
0.2
2.1
2.3
31
22
99

43
19
190
0.5
4.5
4.8
79
51
220

a

RIVM, 2008
Allan & Richardson, 1998
c
EFSA Journal, 2008
b

Discussion and Conclusions
The results (Table 1) indicate that child exposure to PFCs from non-dietary intakes exceed adult levels
by around 20 fold. This large difference is primarily a result of the low body weights of children
resulting in a larger body burden normalised to body weight. Also children spend a large fraction of the
day in a classroom environment, where the concentrations of PFCs were identified to be higher than
other indoor environments. Error! Reference source not found.[sic] illustrates the relative
contributions of different microenvironment categories to overall exposure for both adults and children.

Figure 5 Contribution of microenvironments to total exposure.

Comparison of our mean exposure estimates with the TDI value of 150 ng PFOS kg bw -1 day-1 and 1500
ng PFOA kg bw-1 day-1 recommended by the EU (EFSA 2008) indicate that adult exposure via dust, air
and soil presents a minimal risk, contributing 0.7% of the EU TDI value for PFOS, and <1% of the
PFOA TDI. Our estimates of the mean child exposure constitute 13% and 0.6% of the EU TDIs for
PFOS and PFOA respectively. We also compared our non-dietary exposure estimates with UK dietary
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intake estimates of 1 - 10 ng kg bw-1 day-1 for PFOS and PFOA, for adults, and <0.05 – 40 ng PFOS kg
bw-1 day-1 and <0.05 – 30 ng PFOA kg bw-1 day-1 for children. In relation to exposure determined from
this study the results for children indicate that exposure via dust, air and soil could be just as significant
as dietary intake. Our average estimate of ∑PFC non-dietary intake for children is 99 ng kg bw-1 day-1
(220 ng kg bw-1 day-1 upper-end value), and lies within the range estimated for the German population by
Fromme et al.2009 of 1.75 - 350 ng kg bw-1 day-1, (however the PFCs included in the Fromme et al.
study are not identical to those monitored in this study). For adults, non-dietary exposure is not as
significant but will contribute as much as 10 - 30% of that received via the diet.
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4.1b Experimental investigation of indoor air
pollutants
C Tan, Q Chen, X Zhang, K. Finney, V Sharifi, J Swithenbank
SUWIC, Department of Chemical & Process Engineering, Sheffield University

We spend some 90% of our time inside buildings where we control the quality of the environment for
health, thermal comfort, security and productivity. The quality of indoor environment is affected by
many factors, including design of buildings, ventilation, thermal insulation and energy provision and use.
Maintaining the quality of the environment in building can have considerable consequences on both local
and global environment and on human health. In recent years, the air-tightness of building has become an
issue, as part of a drive to provide thermal comfort and reduce energy consumption. However, as
dwellings are made more airtight, internal pollution sources (such as heating and cooking) can have a
greater impact on the indoor air quality and occupants may experience adverse health effects.
The main objective of this EPSRC funded research study was to investigate the indoor air pollutant
emission in relation to energy use in the residential buildings with special focus on the particulate matter.
The experimental programme consisted of measurement of various indoor air pollutants e.g. NO 2, VOC,
CO, PM10 and PM2.5 in both urban (residential flat near Sheffield City Centre with gas cooker) and rural
(stone built residential house in Hathersage with electrical cooker) areas. Tests were carried out in
different rooms including kitchen, lounge, bedroom and outdoor environment. Emission rates in various
rooms were also measured.
Most of the particles collected from the indoor environment at Hathersage (residential building with
electric cooker) were within the range of 1.1 to 2.1µm. The morphology of the particles collected from
indoor environment in this house (bedroom, kitchen and lounge) mainly comprised of salt crystals,
mineral fibre, skin flake, dust fragment, biofilm, bacterium and mould fungus spore. The chemical
compositions of the particles collected were mainly Fe, Na, Zn, S, B, Ca and Si. The indoor and outdoor
NO2 concentrations were very low. PM2.5 emission rates ranged from 5 to 22 mg/hr. The average PM2.5
concentration during the whole period of measurement at Hathersage was 16µg/m3. This value was
slightly higher than the value obtained using Andersen Impactor (8–9µg/m3). The PM2.5 spikes due to
cooking activities in the residential flat (with a gas cooker) were much higher than the residential house
where an electric cooker was used. The average concentration of the indoor PM2.5 in the kitchen of the
flat was approximately 40.6µg/m3. In the kitchen with the electrical cooker, PM2.5 emission rates ranged
from 5 to 22 mg/hr. In the kitchen with the gas cooker, PM2.5 emission rates were about 7–54 mg/hr.
The CO concentration in the kitchen of the residential house in Hathersage fluctuated between 0.9 and
1.3ppm. In the flat, the average indoor CO concentration in the kitchen was 2ppm. CO emissions in the
kitchen with the gas cooker were much higher than in the kitchen with the electric cooker. CO emission
rates from the gas cooker were 0.3–2g/hr. The indoor and outdoor NO2 concentrations were the same in
the residential house in Hathersage. However in the flat near Sheffield City Centre, the indoor NO 2
concentration was approximately 3.5 times higher than the outdoor concentration. The NO2 emission rate
was as high as 65mg/hr. In both sites, the concentration of indoor TVOCs was higher than the outdoor
environment. The TVOC emission rates in the kitchen of the residential flat were higher than in the
house. Some of the results obtained from our study are presented in the following figures.
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Our study showed that the indoor air quality in the residential flat near Sheffield City centre was
generally poorer than the outdoor air quality. Furthermore, indoor air was strongly influenced by the
outdoor sources of pollution.

Mass size distribution of PM10 collected from the bedroom (a), kitchen (b) and outdoor environment (c)
of the rural residential house in Hathersage

Morphology of the particulate matter collected from the bedroom (a and b), kitchen (c and d) and the
outdoor environment (e) of the residential house in Hathersage
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Chemical composition of the PM10 samples collected from the bedroom, kitchen and the outdoor
environment of the residential house in Hathersage
Indoor and outdoor concentrations of NO2 and TVOCs measured at both sides
Rural residential house

NO2 µg/m3
3

TVOCs µg/m

Urban residential flat

Indoor

Outdoor

Indoor

Outdoor

10.2

10.8

47.1

14.7

221.5

42.6

430.7

65.4

Top 20 VOCs compounds found in the samples taken from indoor and outdoor environment (a)
residential house and (b) residential flat near city centre
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Emission rates of PM2.5 during the cooking in the kitchens of a) rural house (electric cooker) and b)
residential flat (gas cooker)

CO emission rates during the cooking in the kitchen of the residential flat near city centre

Indoor emission rates of NO2 and TVOC in the kitchens of the house (rural) and the flat (urban)
Rural residential house

Urban residential flat

Average emission rates of NO2

mg/hr

-

65.5

Average emission rates of TVOC

mg/hr

13

42.7
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4.2 Discussion
Research presentations
The next presentation was “Experimental investigation of indoor air pollutants”, given by Jim
Swithenbank. The research described was carried out in properties in Sheffield, close to some
roads where traffic management systems led to vehicles braking and accelerating to a greater
extent than would be expected in the absence of such traffic management schemes.
Therefore, the identification of brake dust in the bedrooms within (some of) the properties being
investigated was considered not to have been wholly unexpected. A further question raised the
possibility of evaporation of oils from cooking causing sudden increases in particles in the
immediate vicinity.
A presentation entitled “Exposure to perfluoroalkyl compounds via air and dust” was given by
Emma Goosey. Perfluoroalkyl compounds, or PFC, are commonly found in the home and
workplace due to their widespread use, including in furniture for stain-proofing, in fire-fighting
foam and in cleaning agents. Studies in the USA have evaluated PFC concentrations in human
milk and blood, and found levels of PFC to be greater in blood than in milk. When asked her
opinion on the evidence for injury to human health due to PFC, the presenter replied that
toxicology studies in man have suggested fertility and developmental effects in babies,
although the results were not conclusive. However, during the Buncefield Oil Storage Depot
Incident in 2005, fire-fighting foam containing PFC was used to help extinguish the fires and,
since this time, reports have been received from local farmers stating that reductions in fertility
in cattle have been noted since 2005 and that some newborn calves have had birth deformities.
This suggests that since mammals have been affected in this way from possible PFC exposure
[if the reports and associations are valid], similar effects in humans may also be possible.
The next presentation was “Experimental investigation of indoor air pollutants”, given by Jim
Swithenbank. The research described was carried out in properties in Sheffield, close to some
roads where traffic management systems led to vehicles braking and accelerating to a greater
extent than would be expected in the absence of such traffic management schemes.
Therefore, the identification of brake dust in the bedrooms within (some of) the properties being
investigated was considered not to have been wholly unexpected. A further question raised the
possibility of evaporation of oils from cooking causing sudden increases in particles in the
immediate vicinity.
“Children‟s exposure to secondhand smoke in Malaysia” was the topic presented by Emilia
Zainal Abidin.3 The talk was concerned with evaluating the efficacy of smoking restriction
legislation that has been implemented in Malaysia, and comparing the effects of the legislation
with those observed in parts of Scotland, using cotinine as a biomarker of second hand smoke
exposure. No comments or questions were raised on this presentation.

3

Abstract not available
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4.3 Posters
4.3a Meteorological condition and building effects
on indoor/outdoor (I/O) air quality in London
Mr Mohd Shukri Bin Mohd Aris (preferred forename Shukri)
Environmental Research Group, King’s College London
Supervisors:
Professor Frank Kelly & Dr. Benjamin Barratt
Environmental Research Group
School of Biomedical & Health Sciences, King’s College London

Background and Objectives
The contributions of outdoor pollutant penetration and indoor sources have been proposed to be a major
concern of the IAQ exposure. The concentrations of indoor contaminants are often higher than those
found outdoors. The biologically relevant exposure time is seldom known, especially for mixtures as
complex as those found indoors. Long-term continuous monitoring of gaseous pollutants is being carried
out at adjacent internal and external sampling points at two diverse sites within London in order
investigate the transport and chemical transformation of outdoor pollution indoors in both naturally and
mechanically ventilated buildings. The findings from this study may potentially be used in the
establishment of a London Indoor Air Quality Network
The objective of the study was to monitor and analyse indoor/outdoor (I/O) data to assess the effects of
meteorology, seasonality and building activity on the transfer of outdoor air pollutants into buildings
with extremely diverse locations and use. Monitoring began in August 2008 and is ongoing. Site details
are shown in Table 1. This part of the study investigated the influence of wind speed and direction
conditions at each site. The effect of building closure was also investigated at the urban background
school site. Analyses were carried out using the ‗openair‘ package within R statistical software
(www.openair-project.org.uk).

Study description
Continuous indoor and outdoor monitoring was carried out at the 2 campaign sites. NOX and O3 were
monitored at the Greenwich background location and NOX was monitored at the Corporation of London
roadside location. At Greenwich, the indoor sampling point is in a frequently used classroom. At
Corporation of London, the indoor sampling point is in the entrance foyer of the local authority offices,
permanently staffed during office hours.
Long term I/O gaseous monitoring were recorded and analysed. Diurnal hourly means and
meteorological condition (wind speed and direction) were used for data analysis for the whole period and
seasonally. Differentiation between I/O long-term gaseous monitoring between site closure (school
closed during holiday/half term) and school open was used to determine the building effects on I/O
gaseous pollutants movement.
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Result
A.

I/O [pollutant] species by meteorological condition (wind speed & direction) & seasonal
variation.

i.

Corporation of London (roadside site)

From Figure 2, hourly mean NOX outdoor concentrations majority came from west to easterly direction
with the wind speed ranged between 0.1-4.9 ms-1. NOX outdoor concentration distributed between 300–
700 µgm-3, whereas NOX indoor concentration ranged 250–650 µgm-3. It clearly seen from color contrast
from frequency plot NOX concentration outdoor and indoor have similar pattern of meteorological
effects. It may describe majority of NOX outdoor has been transported into indoor.
From I/O linear correlation (Table 2), the finding showed a strong correlation in all seasons with r 2>0.86.
However there is no significant difference between seasons (autumn-winter-spring-summer) with
p>0.05. The correlation may support the explanation regarding NOX outdoor transportation into indoor,
and this phenomenon continuously happened along the years without any seasonal effects
ii.

Greenwich (urban background site)

In contrast at Greenwich urban background site, hourly mean NOX outdoor was distributed mostly
between south-east to north-westerly direction. Whereas for NOX indoor, the concentration have been
distributed quite fairly within 0-2 ms-1 wind speed. The NOX indoor concentration was also recorded
higher than outdoor with mean ranged 60-100 µgm-3 and 40-80 µgm-3 respectively. From this contrast
phenomenon between NOX I/O, it may suggest that there is no effect of meteorology condition in NOX
transportation outdoor-indoor at urban background site.
In terms of I/O seasonal linear correlation (Table 2), urban background site also showed different results
with contradict correlation. In most of the seasons, I/O NOX indoor has weak correlation (r2<0.3) with
NOX outdoor. It may suggest that high concentration of NOX indoor has been related with indoor source
(building activity or appliances).
B.

I/O [pollutant] species with building activity at Greenwich (eg: O3)

From Figure 3, I/O pollutants at Greenwich have been observed by using time variation analysis between
site closure (closed during school holiday/half term) and school term. During school term, hourly mean
O3 indoor was recorded ranged 5– 18 µgm-3 from Monday to Friday but not during the weekend.
However, very minimal indoor O3 concentration has been recorded during school closed (ranged 0-4
µgm-3) from Monday until Sunday except for Tuesday (mean O3 was 10 µgm-3), it was probably due to
irregular opening by the duty staff at school. This phenomenon may suggest the role of building as
protection from O3 outdoor penetration into indoor.

Conclusion
The meteorological condition and building effects for gaseous pollutants species (NOX and O3) were
evaluated at roadside (Corporation of London) and urban background (Greenwich) from August 2008August 2009. From Figure 2, majority of NOX indoor in mechanical ventilated office located at roadside
was transported from outdoor. This observation was proven by strong I/O correlation at roadside.
However, at Greenwich site did not show any meteorological effects to describe any potential outdoor
source has been transported inside the building. From time variation analysis for O3 (Figure 3) have
shown rapid decreased of indoor O3 concentration during site closure which identified the building
effects as protection from outdoor source penetration.
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Discussion
Indoor monitoring will continue at both these campaign sites and future monitoring will include analysis
of I/O particulate matter (PM) concentration. I/O PM in-vitro oxidative potential will be undertaken in
order to disintegrate between particulate and gaseous assessment in a range of ‗typical‘ London building
types.
Table 1: Study site details including sampling description & indoor/outdoor parameters
Site

Site Location Category

Corporation Upper Thames Roadside
of London Street,
Wallbrook
Wharf

Indoor
Sampling
Point

Sociodemography

Type of
ventilation

Office and main
entrance with
security staff.
Office open
hours is between
0900-1800

A mechanically Ground floor
ventilated office lobby and
building in a busynearby
roadside location ventilation
exhaust

Greenwich ECC
Urban
Class operated A naturally
Classroom
(Environmentalbackgroundwith student visit ventilated school
Curricular
3-4 days a week. building in an
Centre),
Office and class urban
Bexley Road,
opening hours is background
Eltham
between 0900- location
1630

Outdoor
Sampling
Point

Measured
parameters

Outside main NOx
entrance

Outside
NOx and O3
building near
store room

Table 2: Linear correlation in seasons between roadside and urban background
I/O correlation, r2
Seasons

Roadside

Urban
background

Autumn

0.8646

0.1848

Winter

0.9358

0.3036

Spring

0.9707

0.1764

Summer

0.7071

0.015
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Figures
Figure 2: Polar frequency plot of I/O NOX at Corporation of London roadside site(left) and Greenwich
urban background site (right)

Figure 2 (A & B): Time variation I/O O3 at Greenwich (urban background) during school open (A) and
site closure (B)
[A]

[B]
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4.3b The association of respiratory symptoms and
lung function with mattress endotoxin levels in adults.
Results from the European Community Respiratory
Health Survey.
4

Bakolis I¹, Doekes G², Heinrich J³, Zock JP , Ramasamy A¹, Nevalainen A5, Jarvis D¹,6 on behalf of the Indoor
group of the ECRHS and the Work Package 10 group of HITEA.
¹Respiratory Epidemiology and Public Health Group, Imperial College, National Heart and Lung Institute,
Emmanuel Kaye Building, Manresa Road, London SW3 6LR, UK
²Institute for Risk Assessment Sciences, Division Environmental Epidemiology, Utrecht University, The
Netherlands
³Institute of Epidemiology, Helmholtz Zentrum Munchen, Neuherberg, Germany
4

Centre for Research in Environmental Epidemiology, Municipal Institute of
Medical Research, Barcelona
5
Department Environmental Health, National Institute for Health and Welfare, Kuopio, Finland
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MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health

Background
Endotoxin, a lipopolysaccharide molecule derived from the cell membrane of many gram negative
bacteria, is ubiquitous in the indoor environment and is present in ambient particulate matter (Heinrich et
al., 2007).
Although exposure to endotoxin has been associated with lower levels of allergic disease and IgE
sensitisation in children, it has also been positively associated with wheeze, peak flow variability and
asthma exacerbations in children, asthma severity in adults and increased respiratory symptoms and
decrements in lung function in animal workers. There is limited epidemiological evidence that these
associations are modified by genetic polymorphisms in the CD14, TLR-2 and TLR-4.

Methods
As part of the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (a multicentre, international study of
asthma, allergy and lung function in middle aged adults) endotoxin levels in mattress dust samples were
measured in 997 adults living in 22 centres in 10 countries. The association of respiratory symptoms,
lung function and bronchial reactivity with these measured levels was assessed using generalized linear
mixed models. Effect modification of the association of health outcomes with endotoxin level by CD14
(rs2569190), TLR 2 and TLR 4 polymorphisms was assessed by the inclusion of an interaction term in
the models (n=620 with genotyping).

Results
Mattress endotoxin levels varied widely between participating centres. No association of asthma
symptoms, forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) or bronchial reactivity to methacholine was
observed after adjustment for potential confounding by age, gender, smoking, household damp and
household mould. There was some evidence however that the association of endotoxin with lung
function was modified by CD14 genotype with no association seen in those with the TT genotype,
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increasing FEV1 with increasing exposure in those with the CC genotype and an intermediate positive
association in those with the CT genotype (p for interaction = 0.005)

Conclusions
In this large epidemiological study there was no evidence that mattress endotoxin level was associated
with respiratory disease. The unexpected finding that the CC genotype within CD14/-159TT (recently redesignated as CD14/-260; rs2569190) was associated with higher FEV1 on exposure to endotoxin
requires replication in other studies
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4.3c Application of new advanced data processing
software for mass spectrometry for determining
complex mixtures of organic chemicals released
from products into indoor air
Gareth M Roberts1, Gerhard Horner1, Nicola Watson2
1
2

ALMSCO International, Gwaun Elai Medical Science Campus, Llantrisant, RCT, CF72 8XL, United Kingdom
MARKES International, Gwaun Elai Medical Science Campus, Llantrisant, RCT, CF72 8XL, United Kingdom

Background and objectives
In many industries, the need to measure trace (S)VOC emissions from construction products and
materials is growing in response to new regulatory requirements for indoor air quality. Such analyses
typically involve environmental (micro) chamber sampling, followed by thermal desorption (TD)GC/MS analysis. These can yield complex data that are difficult to interpret.
To address the new requirements and simplify data, an advanced, automated software package
(TargetView™) has been developed. TargetView can clearly and reliably identify the presence of target
compounds within complex GC/MS data.
TargetView is a post-run software package; the total ion chromatogram (TIC) produced from GC/MS
analysis is processed automatically on completion of the run. (Note: TargetView creates a new file; the
original is unaffected). TargetView works by,
Firstly selectively eliminating the chromatographic background interference, then chemometric
analysis is used to locate target compounds.
Screening for individual compounds, or for a custom library consisting of multiple components,
is possible. Unknown compounds are searchable on NIST, for example.
Ultimately, a simple report is produced which lists the identified components.
Many applications exist where post run screening for specific compounds is required; TargetView can be
configured to detect lists (libraries) of compounds, ultimately producing a simple printed report. The
software has been designed for ease of use, enabling non-expert GC/MS users to analyze and screen real
world samples within a very short time frame. No knowledge of deconvolution or chemometrics is
required for complete operation.

Study description
Circular samples of plasterboard (44 mm diameter) were thermally extracted onto 3.5‖ long x 6 mm O.D.
thermal desorption tubes, using Markes‘ Micro-Chamber/Thermal Extractor™ (μ-CTE™)
Sampling Method:
Micro-chamber temperature, 50°C.
chamber flow rate - 100 mL/min.
sampling period 12 mins onto Tenax® TA thermal desorption tubes.
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Trapped emissions were thermally desorbed and analysed by GC/MS. TargetView was used to process
the data collected. A target library, containing several hundred compounds relevant to material emission
testing (including 'LCI's from the German AgBB scheme), was applied.

Results
TargetView (figure 1) shows a plot of the dynamic background compensated (DBC) TIC (top) and the
selected target compound match-coefficient, relative to time (bottom). The target compound, trimethyl
benzene (selected from the drop-down box), has been detected with a calculated match coefficient of
0.98 (extremely high).

Figure 1. TargetView user interface

Figure 2 shows an enlarged TIC window, with multi-component histogram (HPlot) overlay (red).
TargetView has clearly identified that a co-eluting compound, otherwise impossible to confirm, is the
target, trimethyl benzene. Clicking on the target HPlot line shows both its library and deconvolved
spectra for comparison (figure 3). The match coefficient of 0.98 reflects the spectral similarity.

*

Figure 2. Zoom-in view of TIC window with HPlot overlay Response for trimethyl benzene at 4.8
minutes (*highlighted). Note: multiple components present within single peak.
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Figure 3. Component and target spectra

All spectral compounds can be viewed. Non-targets (unknowns) can be identified by NIST searching.
TargetView also issues a final report of all spectrally identified target compounds (figure 4).

Figure 4. Identified targets arranged by retention time

Conclusions
TargetView clearly shows target compound peaks and also deconvolutes peaks, thereby identifying
individual compounds which might be co-eluting. Both target compound and unknown component
spectra can be cross-searched against a NIST database for confirmation/identification adding to the fact
that the software is intuitive, automated and rapidly generates reliable results.
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4.3d Control of chemical emissions from construction
products
Veronica Brown and Derrick Crump
IEH, Cranfield University, Cranfield, Beds. MK43 0AL

Background
A wide range of substances are emitted from products used for the construction of buildings and
the fitments installed. Incidents of poor indoor air quality caused by emissions of organic
chemicals from some products and possible risks to health associated with exposure to particular
compounds have resulted in a number of actions in many countries to reduce emissions of volatile
organic chemicals (VOCs). In Europe there have been three main types of actions aimed at
controlling emissions to the indoor air;
Europe wide (research, networks and expert groups, standardisation initiatives, Construction
Products Directive)
Member states (mandatory labelling schemes, IAQ research and regulation)
Voluntary labelling schemes.
In 2009 activities within the HealthyAIR European network and the European working group on
harmonisation of emission labelling schemes were described (Crump, 2009; Crump, 2009a). This paper
provides an update of these and related activities and describes research underway within IEH to further
develop methods for assessing emissions from construction and consumer products.

HealthyAir
The network involves experts from The Netherlands, France, UK, Denmark, Sweden and the Czech
Republic and is supported by the European Executive Agency for Health and Consumers. The partners
are active in research, testing of products, standardisation and regulation of emissions from products. The
general objective of the network is to define, initiate and develop activities that improve indoor air
quality and reduce exposure to indoor air pollution sources, in particular of construction products. Three
consecutive steps have been taken to fulfil this objective.
- A State of the art review was prepared on facts and problems related to indoor air quality from three
points of view (the human, the indoor air of the space and the sources contributing to indoor air
pollution) to address the question ‗Why is indoor air quality (still) an issue?‘ This has formed the
basis of a journal paper (Bluyssen et al., 2010).
Information exchange in the form of a workshop, interviews and a conference based forum to assess
whether IAQ is recognised as an issue by the key stakeholders concerned with the provision,
management and use of the built environment (such as architects, product producers, and also the
end-user), and to address how awareness of the issue can be raised. Consideration was given to the
knowledge status of stakeholders on IAQ, the information available to them and its adequacy to meet
their needs, as well as the most effective methods of communicating.
- Defining a possible approach to achieve a step change in IAQ. This includes actions and methods to
improve education and awareness of all stakeholders, development of regulation and policies and the
need for further research.
One significant output of the work has been a series of information sheets that will be available on the
project (www.healthy-air.org) and some partner web sites (including http://ieh.cranfield.ac.uk) designed
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for particular stakeholders to raise awareness about IAQ. These have been translated into languages of
partners and hard copies are being distributed to key groups. This need was identified during interviews
of 105 stakeholders in Europe representing architects, housing managers and product producers. The
information sheets are as follows;
- Emissions of dangerous substances from construction products into indoor air – role of the
Construction Products Directive (CPD) (for product producers).
- Indoor air – can it harm me? (for the general public including use by housing managers).
- Indoor air quality in schools – improving child health and learning performance (teachers,
education authorities, designers and specifiers of school buildings and fitments).
- Health effects on indoor air pollution (for architects and other professionals).
- Low emitting construction products for better indoor air (for producers and specifiers of
products, consumers).

Harmonisation of indoor labelling schemes in the EU
The market leading multi-product schemes for labelling products based on the amount of emission of
VOCs into indoor air are the M1 scheme (Finland), the Danish Indoor Climate Label, the French
AFSSET and the German AgBB. Representatives of these schemes and other experts have been working
with the support of JRC, Ispra to define a framework for the harmonisation of the labelling schemes
(Crump, 2009). This is welcomed by many in industry because of the potential benefits of reduced testing
requirements and associated costs for those producers wishing to promote low emitting products. It is
also supported by DG SANCO and the European Expert Group on Indoor Air Quality and is consistent
with an objective of the European Environmental Health Action Plan.
The introduction of mandatory requirements in Germany for some products and the notification of
proposed mandatory requirements for all construction products in France has added to the urgency for
international action. While the benefits of low emitting products are described in the UK Building
Regulations Approved Document (AD) F there are no mandatory requirements and no voluntary UK
based labelling schemes. However concerns about the construction of more airtight buildings with the
possibility of inadequate ventilation have raised concerns about IAQ and the use of low emitting products
provides one tool to prevent poor IAQ and the associated possible adverse effects on human health (Bone
et al., 2010; Crump et al., 2009).
The first phase of the group‘s work has been completed and a report is in the process of publication (by
JRC). This will form the basis for a planned second phase involving a broader group of stakeholders. The
framework incorporates the use of standards for test methods currently under revision or in preparation in
the International Standards Organisation (ISO 16000-6, ISO CD 16000-28) and in the European
Standards organisation (EN ISO 16000-9, EN ISO 16000-11) including those in preparation in support of
implementation of requirements for Health Safety and the Environment under the Construction Products
Directive in technical committee CEN TC 351. It recognises the importance of evaluating individual
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as well as the total concentration (TVOC) determined by the
environmental chamber test procedure and Phase 2 will include the establishment of an expert group to
define appropriate ‗LCI‘ values (Lowest Concentration of Interest) for a wide range of compounds.
Currently the AgBB scheme has established a list of 164 LCI values but others e.g. France, have a
different list and have used a different approach to establishing values.
The establishment of lists of LCIs along with the requirement to determine carcinogenic compounds with
high sensitivity presents a challenge to existing test methods and the analytical procedures to quantify
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concentrations in air. The common approach is to collect VOCs using sorbents for determination by
thermal desorption followed by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (TD/GC/MS) using approaches
described in ISO 16000-6 and 16017-1. Obtaining sufficient sensitivity and specificity for compounds
ranging from the very volatile to the semi-volatile, using cost effective procedures is a difficult task for
test laboratories and a topic requiring further research to support development of improved test methods.

IEH Research on development of emission testing
Within IEH a PhD research programme is assessing the effectiveness of current analytical methods and
seeking to improve our capability for routine analysis and evaluation of complex mixtures of chemicals
present in the emissions from construction and consumer products. The laboratory has a state of the art
analytical system with the following instrumentation:
Markes TD-100 Thermal Desorber, which features automated sample re-collection for repeat analysis
and electronic mass flow control of split and desorption flows.
Agilent 6890 Gas Chromatograph and 5973 Mass Spectrometer.
The aim of the study is to optimise the use of TD/GC/MS methods to determine the chemicals included
in target lists formulated by member states and voluntary labelling schemes and the list to be defined as
part of the on-going EU harmonisation process. The project will involve developing and optimising
methods for the collection of chemicals on sorbents, the resolution of target chemicals by gas
chromatography and their identification and quantification by mass spectrometry. It is planned during the
project to undertake a comparison of ‗standard‘ (quadropole) MS technology with TOF (Time of flight)
mass spectrometry. The latter is expected to provide significantly improved sensitivity.
Currently the work involves the checking of the performance of the analytical system: selection of GC
column, thermal desorption and MS parameters, detection limits, repeatability, calibration stability, use
of internal standards, re-collection etc.
Later work will investigate emissions from a range of products using micro-scale test chambers. It is
planned to undertake tests using a Markes Micro-chamber Thermal Extractor (µ-CTE) which allows six
replicates of each construction material to be tested simultaneously, and also a Field and Laboratory
Emissions Cell (FLEC). Results of the tests of materials emissions will be compared using manual data
processing and automated data processing using ALMSCO TargetView software.
A further research topic is to investigate the use of different types of sorbents for air sampling in order to
extend the volatility range of compounds that can be quantitatively trapped and released under the
sampling and analytical conditions specified in current standard emissions testing methods. As part of
this the impact of storage times and temperatures on recovery of analytes from the sorbent tubes will be
investigated.
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Sampling, storage of samples and preparation of test specimens.
ISO CD 16000-28 (2010) Indoor air – Part 28: Determination of odour emissions from building products using test
chambers.
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4.3e Carbon monoxide poisoning: are we missing
anything?
Christina Tam1, Ruth Bevan1, Derrick Crump1, Paul Harrison2
1
Institute of Environment and Health, Cranfield University; 2PTCH Consultancy Ltd.

Background
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colourless and odourless poisonous gas formed from the incomplete
combustion of substances containing carbon. It occurs both outdoors and indoors, with human exposure
being principally by absorption via the lungs. A small amount of CO is formed endogenously in the body
through the normal breakdown of haemoglobin (IEH, 1998). Whilst traffic is the principal source of CO
outdoors, indoor sources include gas-fuelled appliances (cookers and heaters), unvented space heaters
(including kerosene heaters) and solid fuel burning stoves. Another major source of CO is cigarette
smoking, which can impact smokers directly, as well as non-smokers passively.
Upon entry to the lungs, CO enters the bloodstream and reversibly binds to haemoglobin forming
carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb), measurement of which is frequently used as a marker of exposure. The
formation of COHb results in a reduced capacity of blood to carry oxygen, leading to hypoxia (WHO,
1999) especially in organs with high oxygen demand, such as the brain, heart and exercising skeletal
muscle. Sustained exposure to high concentrations causes death through hypoxia. Other effects of
exposure include induction of oxidative stress and interference with a number of cellular processes. At
sufficiently high concentrations, CO exposure can affect cardiac status and haemodynamic variables,
with neurological/ behavioural effects also noted. Developmental studies in animals have indicated the
potential for CO to cause decreased birth weight, cardiomegaly, delayed behavioural development and
impairment of cognitive function (COMEAP 2004).
Difficulties associated with the diagnosis of CO poisoning lead to questions concerning the true
incidence of poisoning events and suggest the possibility that cases of CO poisoning are being missed.

Methods employed for measuring CO exposure
The acute health effects of CO exposure have been known for many years. The traditional means of
identifying CO exposure as the cause of a suspected ‗poisoning event‘ has been to measure COHb levels
in blood. However, one disadvantage of this is the length of time that may elapse between CO exposure
and analysis of blood, during which time COHb concentration may well have fallen back to near
background levels. To overcome this, a non-invasive CO-oximeter (finger probe) has been developed for
the instantaneous measurement of COHb concentration (Chee et al., 2008). Other diagnostic markers for
CO exposure have also been proposed or are being developed, including cerebral magnetic resonance
imaging and measurement of levels of N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide; hyperkalaemia, acidosis
and unconsciousness are also considered valuable prognostic factors.

Diagnosis and treatment
The baseline level of COHb (in healthy non-smokers) is below 3%. In healthy individuals, initial
symptoms of acute CO exposure occur at around the 5% COHb level and include decreased work
capacity and compromised neurobehavioural function (see Table 1 for summary of symptoms and signs).
The first signs of CO poisoning are usually observed at COHb levels above 10%, with clinical symptoms
such as headache, shortness of breath and dilatation of cutaneous blood vessels usually being seen at
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blood levels of approximately 15% COHb. More severe symptoms occur as CO concentration rises, and
levels of between 60 and 70% COHb can lead to unconsciousness, respiratory failure and death; COHb
above 80% is rapidly fatal. Chronic CO exposure leading to sustained COHb levels above 10% can lead
to increased heart rate, stroke volume and blood pressure. Delayed effects of CO exposure may include
cardiovascular abnormalities and neurological disturbances (EC 2005).
Table 1. Summary of Carboxyhaemoglobin levels and associated signs and symptoms following
acute exposure
Signs and Symptoms
Percentage
COHb

Healthy adults

0.4–0.7
2

Physiological background concentration
Asymptomatic

5–6

Decrease in work capacity and decrements of
neurobehavioural function
Background concentration in smokers
No appreciable effect, except shortness of breath on
vigorous exertion; possible tightness across the
forehead; dilation of cutaneous blood vessels
Shortness of breath on moderate exertion; occasional
headache with throbbing in temples
Decided headache; irritable, easily fatigued; judgement
disturbed; possible dizziness, dimness of vision
Headache, confusion; collapse, fainting on exertion
Unconsciousness; intermittent convulsion; respiratory
failure, death if exposure is long continued
Rapidly fatal

3–8
10

20
30
40–50
60–70
80
Adapted from EC, 2005

Treatment of CO poisoning is typically carried out with normobaric or hyperbaric oxygen. However,
there remains some uncertainty as to the best course of treatment, and successful removal of CO by
oxygen treatment does not necessarily guarantee full recovery; for example, neurological symptoms can
develop some weeks after intoxication and associated treatment (Cardellach et al., 2007; Lam et al.,
2006).
Numerous case studies have documented the effects of CO intoxication. These highlight the widespread
potential for CO poisoning in all sections of the population, with the level and duration of exposure being
critical factors in eventual outcome. Where there is no reported history of exposure, identification of CO
as the cause of poisoning can be difficult.
Individual susceptibility to the effects of CO may vary considerably, and certain population subgroups –
pregnant women and the foetus, children, the elderly, and health-impaired individuals – have been
identified as being at particular risk. Factors influencing susceptibility include activity levels and oxygen
demand, body mass, lung developmental status, alveolar ventilation, CO uptake, endogenous COHb
levels, reduced oxygen carrying capacity due to blood diseases and anaemia, masked or non-reported
symptoms, and mis-diagnosis.
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Are we missing something?
Misdiagnosis of CO poisoning is potentially a major problem in the UK as well as world wide, due to the
broad ranging, non-specific symptoms of CO intoxication. Confusion with ‗flu-like‘ symptoms is
common. This means that the number of missed cases of CO poisoning is likely to be considerable,
particularly where exposure is chronic and to low levels. A study in the US has estimated that at least
0.01% of all emergency hospital admissions represent cases of occult CO poisoning, so that in the US as
a whole there may be an estimated 11,000 CO poisoning cases going undetected each year (Suner et al.,
2008).
In the UK, approximately 20 million homes are supplied with gas (CLG, 2009), and therefore the
potential for CO poisoning due to poorly maintained or otherwise malfunctioning appliances is
considerable. One published study estimated that at least 39,000 homes in the UK may have a ‗problem4‘
appliance (Croxford et al., 2006). In a further study, the same authors estimated that around 1% of homes
may have gas appliances that could result in householders suffering symptoms of CO exposure (Croxford
et al., 2008). By extrapolation of this data, we suggest that a total of approximately 200,000 homes in the
UK may have the potential for CO exposure from ‗faulty‘ gas appliances. However, it should be noted
that all the homes in the studies reported by Croxford et al (2006, 2008) were located within the London
area and their representativeness for extrapolation to the whole of the UK is therefore debatable.
Documented deaths from CO poisoning in the UK number about 50 a year, with approximately 200 nonfatal poisonings (HPA, 2009). However, the actual number of cases could be much higher, as the
reliability of available data regarding the number of homes at risk of CO poisoning from faulty gas
appliances is limited. Current studies reflect low sample sizes and a limited geographical area, and
therefore the representativeness of the data for application to the UK as a whole is questionable. In
addition, only a few studies, which have not been conducted in the UK, have investigated potential
numbers of missed cases of CO poisoning. There is therefore a need for additional research to inform a
more exact quantitative assessment of the risk of CO exposure and poisoning from gas appliances in the
UK.
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4.3f Aircraft cabin air quality: methodology and
functionality testing
Christopher Walton* & Helen Muir**
*Cranfield Health and **School of Engineering, Cranfield University MK43 0AL, UK

The Department for Transport (DfT), on behalf of the Government‘s Aviation Health Working Group
(AHWG), commissioned Cranfield University to organise, manage and deliver a functionality test of a
variety of air sampling devices capable of detecting a wide range of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
in a cabin air environment. The functionality test was the preliminary stage of a major monitoring study
of the cabin air environment, which is now in progress.
Tests on a range of instruments and equipment were carried out on the ground in a BAe 146 aircraft and
in the air in a Boeing 757. The ground tests in the BAe 146 also involved the release of a volatile test
mixture. All instruments were required to be suitable for sampling on the flight deck of commercial
aircraft in scheduled operation and to be self-contained, intrinsically safe and meet usual regulations for
hand luggage. Instruments selected for the main study were: photoionosation detector (PID); ultrafine
particle counter and two air pumps for sampling using thermal desorption (TD) tubes.
Compounds detected using TD included Benzene, Toluene, Xylene, 1,2,4-Trimethyl benzene, Dioctyl
Pthalate, Tributylphosphate, 2,5-Diphenylbenzoquinone, Tertiary Butylphenol, Trimethylpentylphenol
and a wide range of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Concentrations ranged from 0.02 to 100 μg/m3, substantially
below workplace exposure limits. PID and TD together were shown to be capable of detecting and
characterising the test solvent released as a mixture of Toluene/10% Xylene.
The functionality test identified methods and protocols for the determination of VOCs in cabin air during
flight. These methods are also suitable for detection, sampling and analysis of abnormal elevations in
VOC concentration.
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5 Outdoor Pollution
5.1 Presentations
5.1a MRC–HPA Centre for environment & health: an
introduction (and a brief update on air quality
accountability research)
Frank J. Kelly
Professor of Environmental Health, King’s College London and Deputy Director of the MRC-HPA Centre for
Environment & Health

The Centre which launched in June 2009 is held jointly between Imperial College and King‘s College
London and is supported by a number of staff from St George‘s, University of London. The main
conceptual thrust for the Centre is to integrate individual-level and small-area analyses of environmental
exposures and health – using advanced geographical information systems (GIS) and statistical modelling
techniques, combined with experimental data, biomarker and mechanistic studies, and analyses of large
population cohorts – to tackle environmental health problems of public health and scientific importance.
We take advantage of, and are further developing key databases within each institution. These include
the national Small Area Health Statistics Unit (SAHSU) databases at Imperial College which include
individual-level health data, and data on populations, environmental exposures and sources of
environmental pollution; the London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory and London Air Quality
Network database at King‘s College London and the Child Heart and Health Study in England (CHASE)
Study and the General Practice Research Database (GPRD) at St George‘s.
Aims of the Centre encompass both research and training in environment and health: i) Research and its
application will include a) methods development; b) investigation of priority questions in environment
and health, through two integrated research themes: health effects of sources and emissions of
environmental contaminants, and air pollution and health; c) improving the science base underlying
translation into policy. There is a research focus on vulnerable groups, especially children, the elderly,
and risk of adverse reproductive effects. ii) For training we are establishing an extensive training
programme with 3- and 4-year PhD studentships, Masters courses, short courses, etc all of which is
aimed at fostering the next generation of researchers and research leaders in environmental health.
The Centre‘s research programme has a strong methodological as well as substantive component.
Methodology development and application is in two main areas: i) spatial and statistical modelling, in
which we are aiming to develop improved methods for the analysis of spatial and space-time variations
in patterns of disease and underlying environmental exposures, through use of state-of-the-art GIS and
Bayesian hierarchical statistical models. A particular focus is on ‗mixed‘ level study designs, which use
both individual-level survey data and small-area data to take account of measurement errors and other
sources of bias, and allow improved inference at individual level; ii) with research in environmental
toxicology and mechanisms we are exploiting genomics, proteomics, metabonomics technologies to
develop and test biomarkers of exposure and susceptibility in human in vivo and in vitro models.
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We have a particular focus on oxidative damage, especially the measurement of oxidative potential (OP)
of particulate matter (PM), and its morphological and toxicological characteristics. In other areas of the
Centre we are focusing on methods for the evaluation of toxicity of both ambient and manufactured
nanoparticles.
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5.1b Concentrations of PAHs and their derivative
compounds quinones in ambient air
Juana-Maria Delgado-Saborit, Christopher Stark & Roy M Harrison
Division of Environmental Health & Risk Management, School of Geography, Earth & Environmental
Sciences, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham

Background and objectives
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are amongst the best-known chemical carcinogens occurring
widely in the environment. The main sources of PAH emission to the atmosphere are combustion
processes such as traffic and heating, as well as some industrial combustion processes. PAHs are a group
of many compounds characterised by fused aromatic rings whose individual carcinogenicity varies
significantly. According to their molecular weight and hence vapour pressure, some PAH compounds
exist predominantly in the atmosphere in the vapour phase and others mainly associated with particles.
The more carcinogenic species tend to be particle-associated (EPAQS 1999).
Quinones are an oxidation product of PAHs in the atmosphere, which have the ability to produce reactive
oxygen species (Kumagai and Shimojo 2001), resulting in oxidative stress, which is a causal factor in the
pathology of many diseases (e.g. cardiovascular diseases) (Heitzer et al. 2001).
The aim of this study is to quantify the levels of PAHs and their derivative compounds quinones in gas
and particle phase in ambient air in order to assess their ability to penetrate in the respiratory system.

Study description
Gas and particulate PAH and quinones have been measured using a sampling train consisting of XAD-4
coated denuders, MOUDI sampler and backup PUF-XAD-4 sandwich filters (PUF volume=500 cm3,
XAD4=2.5 g). The MOUDI sampled the size ranges of 3.2-10.0 µm (fraction-1), 1.8-3.2 µm (fraction-2),
1.0-1.8 µm (fraction-3), 0.2-1.0 µm (fraction-4) and less than 0.2 µm (fraction-5) in PTFE filters.
Samples were collected in Bristol Road Observatory Site (BROS) which is located in a traffic impacted
area.

Results
The levels of benzo(a)pyrene in the gas-phase ranged between 0.02-0.04 ng/m3 whilst the levels in sizefractionated particle phase ranged between 0.05-0.016 ng/m3, 0.011-0.015 ng/m3, 0.013-0.030 ng/m3,
0.003-0.019 ng/m3 and 0.041-0.064 ng/m3 for fractions 1-5 respectively. Low molecular weight PAH
were more abundant in the gas phase, with concentrations ranging between 5.1-14.8 ng/m3 for
phenanthrene, 1.2-3.2 ng/m3 for acenaphthene and 3.6-3.9 ng/m3 for fluorene. For comparison,
concentrations of these compounds in the particle phase were two orders of magnitude lower than in the
gas phase (e.g. fraction 5 ranged 0.06-0.12 ng/m3 for phenanthrene).
As regards the levels of quinones, most of them (i.e. 2-methylanthraquinone, methyl-1,4-benzoquinone,
2,3-dimethylanthraquinone, benzo[a]anthracene-7,12-dione and 5,12-naphthacenequinone) were more
abundant in the particulate phase. Methyl-1,4-benzoquinone was the most abundant quinone in both
phases, followed by acenaphthacenequinone and 2,6-ditertbutyl-1,4-benzoquinone. The rest of the
quinones were one order of magnitude lower.
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Discussion
Gas-phase concentrations
The results of gas phase PAH are slightly lower than those measured in Birmingham in summer 1996
(Harrison et al. 1996) and similar to those recently reported by Ras et al (2009) in Spain. However,
results of both campaigns are lower than those reported in Asian cities or in Europe at in the early 2000s
(Zhu et al. 1997; Tsapakis and Stephanou 2005; Chang et al. 2006; Ravindra et al. 2006).

Particle-phase concentrations
The size range that has the highest concentrations of the high molecular weight PAHs is the backup filter
corresponding with the size range (<0.2 µm) followed by the size fraction corresponding to 1.0-1.8µm.
The low molecular weight PAHs, phenanthrene, fluoranthene and pyrene, are the most abundant PAHs in
air and are present on all the stages, especially in the last three stages (i.e. 1.0-1.8 µm, 0.2-1.0 µm and
<0.2 µm). These results are consistent with those reported by others from trafficked sites (Venkataraman
and Friedlander 1994; Eiguren-Fernandez et al. 2003) suggesting the strong impact of fresh vehicular
emissions upon concentrations.
As regards the levels of quinones, Sienra (2006) reported values of 5,12-naphthacenequinone and
benzo(a)anthracene-7,12-dione in Chile ranging 0.49 to 1.12 ng/m3 and 0.47-1.37 ng/m3 respectively,
which are much higher than those measured in a trafficked roadside site in Birmingham (i.e. 0.16 ± 0.15
and 0.20 ± 0.13 ng/m3 respectively). On the other hand, the levels of benzo(a)anthracene-7,12-dione
measured in the same site are similar to those reported in Marseille by Albinet et al (2007), which
covered the range 5-232 pg/m3.

Conclusions
The occurrence of quinones and carcinogenic PAH in association with fine particles and vapour confers
upon them a capacity to penetrate to the deeper regions of the respiratory tract.
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5.1c Impact of outdoor air pollution on survival
following stroke – a population-based cohort study
Ravi Maheswaran Tim Pearson Nigel C Smeeton Sean D Beevers Michael J Campbell Charles D Wolfe
Public Health GIS Unit, School of Health and Related Research, University of Sheffield, United Kingdom
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Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust and King’s
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Nigel Smeeton, Lecturer in Medical Statistics
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Sean Beevers, Principal Air Quality Scientist
Health Services Research Section, School of Health and Related Research, University of Sheffield, United
Kingdom
Michael J Campbell, Professor of Medical Statistics
Funding:
Colt Foundation Research Grant

Background and objectives:
Whilst there is increasing evidence linking outdoor air pollution and stroke, the impact of air pollution on
survival following stroke is unknown. We examined the association between outdoor air pollution and
survival after stroke using a population-based cohort study.

Study description:
We examined all patients who suffered their first ever stroke between 1995 and 2005 in a geographically
defined part of South London, where road traffic contributes to spatial variation in air pollution. Patients
were followed up to mid-2006. Outdoor NO2 and PM10 concentrations, modeled at a 20-meter grid point
resolution, were available for 2002. These modeled concentrations were linked to residential postcodes.
We used Cox regression to examine associations and hazard ratios were adjusted for age, sex, social
class, ethnicity, smoking, alcohol consumption, pre-stroke functional ability, pre-existing medical
conditions, stroke subtype and severity, hospital admission and neighbourhood socioeconomic
deprivation.

Results:
The results were based on 1856 deaths amongst 3320 patients. Median survival was 3.7 years (interquartile range 0.1-10.8). The mean exposure level for NO2 was 41 ug/m3 (SD 3.3, range 32.2-103.2).
The mean exposure level for PM10 was 25 ug/m3 (SD 1.3, range 22.7-52). We found associations
between pollutants and stroke survival. A 10 ug/m3 increase in NO2 was associated with a 28% (95%
confidence interval, 11-48%) increase in risk of death. A 10 ug/m3 increase in PM10 was associated with
a 52% (6-118%) increase in risk of death. Reduced survival was apparent throughout the follow-up
period, ruling out short-term mortality displacement.
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Conclusions:
Survival following stroke was lower amongst patients living in areas with higher levels of outdoor air
pollution. Improvements in outdoor air quality might contribute to better survival following stroke.
Published in:
Stroke 2010;41:869-877
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5.1d Impact of the London low emission zone on
respiratory health in children: preliminary results
Helen E. Wood1, Stephen Bremner2, Adam Briggs2, Isobel Dundas2, Neeru Garg2, Jonathan Grigg2, Yasmeen
Hanifa2, Harpal Kalsi2, Frank Kelly1, Tak Lee1, Ian Mudway1, Alex Nanzer2, Thomas Round2, Aziz Sheikh3,
Grace Tuaf-Toro2, Robert Walton2 and Chris Griffiths2
1

King’s College London, 2Barts and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry, 3The University of
Edinburgh

Background and objectives
A growing body of literature has demonstrated that air pollutants, specifically those derived from traffic,
have negative impacts on children‘s respiratory health, including lung function and development. The
London Low Emission Zone (LEZ) was introduced in February 2008, with the aim of reducing traffic
pollution by deterring the most polluting diesel vehicles from driving within the city. The zone covers
almost the entire greater London area (1600 km2, affecting >12 million people) and is in operation 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. The creation of this zone offered a unique opportunity to investigate the
potential health benefits of a comprehensive traffic-management scheme. The objective of the study is to
quantify the impact of the LEZ on children‘s health in east London.

Study description
A different cross-sectional sample of 8-9 year-old schoolchildren will be studied each winter over a 4year period (2008-12). The study is based in the London boroughs of Tower Hamlets and Hackney as the
modeled impacts of the LEZ have been predicted to be greatest in these areas, and detailed air pollution
and traffic monitoring has been put in place to assess improvements in air quality. Schools were selected
based on their distance from a major road or junction, to provide contrast in exposure to traffic-related
pollution. The schools that agreed to participate were visited by a study team, and Year 4 children with
parental consent to participate undertook a health assessment, which included the following
measurements: spirometry, exhaled nitric oxide (eNO), respiratory symptoms questionnaire (completed
by parents), urine sample (for assessment of exposure biomarkers and systemic response to exposure),
saliva sample (for assessment of vitamin D level, and genetic susceptibility to pollution exposure),
induced sputum (in a subset of children due to time constraints; for assessment of carbon content of
airway macrophages). Health assessment data will be linked to modelled air quality data, to give
individual pollutant exposures for each child‘s school and residential address. We aim to recruit the same
schools year-on-year.

Preliminary observations
In Year 1 of the study (2008-09), 10 schools were recruited, and from a possible total of 363 Year 4
children, 202 participated (56%). By school, recruitment ranged from 23 to 85%; 55% of participants
were male, and the study population was ethnically diverse (Table 1). Of the 203 participants, 147 had
technically acceptable data for FEV1 and eNO. Both measures were highly influenced by ethnic group
(Table 2). The variation in FEV1 was greater than expected and it was calculated that the sample size
would need to be more than doubled for subsequent years of the study. In Year 2 (2009-10), 19 schools
were recruited and 416 Year 4 children participated in the study. These data are currently being analysed.
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Discussion
Schools and children were willing to participate in the study, and the planned health assessments could
feasibly be undertaken in the classroom setting. These data indicate that respiratory function outcomes
are strongly influenced by ethnicity in a cohort of 8-9 year-old schoolchildren in east London. The basis
for the variations in these measures within each study year, as well as over the full study period, will
subsequently be investigated using modelled pollutant exposures based on school and residential address,
as well as by studying genetic markers that may influence individual sensitivity to traffic-derived
pollutants.
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Table 1 Year 1 (2008-09) Recruitment and demographics, by school
School

Bygrove
Harbinger
Holy Family
Lansbury
Lawrence
Manorfield
Mayflower
St Agnes
St Monica's
St Saviour's
Whitmore
TOTAL
(%)

Participants (%)

M/F

White

Black

Bangladeshi

Other

7 (23)
20 (74)
22 (85)

4/3
8/12
10/12

0
5
12

1
1
7

4
14
1

2
0
2

39 (72)
23 (40)
12 (40)
23 (79)
17 (59)
19 (63)
20 (40)
203 (56)
100

23/16
14/9
7/5
9/14
14/3
10/9
13/7
112/90
55/45

1
4
0
15
4
15
4
60
30

4
2
1
7
12
3
11
49
24

23
16
10
0
0
0
4
72
36

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
10

In the first column, % refers to proportion of available Year 4 pupils, i.e. recruitment; in the last row, % refers to proportion of study sample; M,
male; F, female.

Table 2 Year 1 (2008-09) Respiratory function outcomes, by ethnicity (mean ± SD)
Ethnic group

Participants

FEV1 (L)

eNO (ppb)

Bangladeshi
Black
White
Other
TOTAL

50
37
48
12
147

1.60 ± 0.33
1.67 ± 0.23
1.85 ± 0.30
1.67 ± 0.34
1.70 ± 0.31

19.4 ± 20.8
22.0 ± 22.7
12.6 ± 10.3
37.2 ± 54.5
19.3 ± 23.9

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 sec; eNO, exhaled nitric oxide
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5.2 Discussion
Invited keynote presentation by Professor Frank Kelly
Prior to the main presentation, Professor Kelly gave a brief introduction to the MRC-HPA
Centre for Environment and Health. The centre, which is a joint venture between Imperial
College and King‟s College London (with some support from St George‟s University of London),
was launched in June 2009. Professor Kelly explained that the main focus of the Centre is to
tackle environmental health problems of public health and scientific importance. This would be
achieved through integration of individual-level and small-scale analyses of environmental
exposures and health, using advanced geographical information systems (GIS) and statistical
modelling techniques, in combination with experimental data, biomarker and mechanistic
studies and analyses of large population cohorts.
In his main presentation, Professor Kelly gave an overview of recent progress in air quality
research studies that have sought to identify improvement in population health resulting from
actions that reduce air pollution. A number of „real-life‟ examples were presented of short to
medium term interventions that had resulted in decreased emissions and a measurable
improvement in air quality, e.g. the introduction of the London congestion charging scheme;
Dublin coal ban; Atlanta Olympic Games.
During the Atlanta Olympic Games (1996), traffic control measures were implemented to
reduce traffic emissions. A retrospective study was carried out to look at multiple respiratory
outcomes during a period that covered pre- and post-games. The study reported that ozone
levels were reduced by around 30% during the games and that PM10, NO2 and CO were also
lowered; the extent to which this was due to quite modest changes in traffic flow rather than the
weather is debateable. Emergency department (ED) visits during the period were not reduced
(for all ages and for paediatric cases only). It was also noted that this period was associated
with an increase in COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) admissions. Several shortcomings of the study design may have impacted on the reliability of the findings, including the
relatively short period of intervention (17 days), the limited number of monitoring sites, and
behavioural changes that may have confounded ED usage.
Professor Kelly continued by describing the outcomes of the Irish Coal ban. During the 1980‟s,
Ireland experienced severe pollution episodes. As a consequence, in the 1990‟s the
government introduced a ban on the sale of coal in Dublin. A retrospective interrupted time
series study was carried out to evaluate cause-specific mortality and hospital admissions for
CV (cardiovascular), respiratory and digestive disorders in Dublin and eleven other Irish cities
before and after the city-specific coal ban. The study authors reported that the ban led to a
direct fall (70%) in ambient concentrations of Black Smoke (BS) and a significant decrease in
mortality from cardiovascular (14 – 20%) and respiratory (13 – 25%) diseases. In addition,
there was a statistically significant reduction in hospital admissions. The ban was therefore
extended during the period 1995 – 1998. As for the Atlanta games study, there were several
short-comings of study design that may have impacted on the reliability of these findings,
including: the use of rural communities to act as the control population; an apparent long-term
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decline in mortality rates starting prior to the Dublin coal ban; and inconsistencies in registration
of deaths and hospital admissions in the period leading up to the ban.
In his final example, Professor Kelly outlined studies that have been carried out to date to
assess the impact of the introduction of the London congestion charging scheme (CCS). The
CCS was introduced in London in 2003 and during the intervening period a sustained reduction
of around 20% in traffic entering the zone has been seen. A retrospective study has been
carried out to assess air quality change in the congestion charging zone (CCZ) for a period
covering 2 years pre-introduction and 2 years post-introduction. The study found decreased
levels of NOx, NO, PM10, CO and O3, but increased levels of NO2 in ambient air within the CCZ.
There are a number of challenges with this study: the CCS was not specifically designed to
improve air quality; the CCS zone is relatively small in comparison with greater London; limited
air quality monitors were employed within the CCZ; the CCS has been associated with
increased numbers of bus and taxi movements; and changes in typical weather patterns during
implementation were not taken into account.
Professor Kelly concluded the presentation by explaining that within the chain of accountability
there is a need for flexibility. Several key lessons have been learnt from the studies described
and during planning of further intervention studies the following points should be carefully
considered:
Implications of small study populations when considering the impact of interventions on
human health response;
Impact of methods of air quality monitoring and exposure assessment;
Consideration of background ambient air quality levels and impact of weather on air quality
measurements.
Following this keynote lecture, Getahun Bedada5 gave a presentation entitled „Troponin is a
marker for air pollution related myocardial damage‟. The speaker described how a number of
epidemiological studies have shown a link between short term exposure to ambient air
pollutants and traffic and a number of adverse cardiovascular outcomes, including acute
ischaemic heart events, heart failure, hypertension, arrhythmia and changes in heart rate
variability. A recent definition of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) has been defined that utilises
measurement of the biomarker troponin, which has high clinical sensitivity and specificity to
cardiac muscle. The presenter described a study that was undertaken to evaluate the effects of
transient changes in ambient air pollutants on acute coronary syndrome (ACS) in patients
admitted to hospital for chest pain of cardiac origin, using cardiac Troponin T (cTnT) levels for
assessment.
The session continued with a talk from Juana-Maria Delgado-Saborit entitled „Concentrations of
PAHs and their derivative compounds quinones in ambient air‟. PAHs and Quinones are
components of combustion products, and quinones can also be formed through photochemical
reactions. Some PAHs are known to be carcinogenic to humans; e.g. B[a]P can induce DNA
5

Abstract not available
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damage, restrict intrauterine growth and may produce fatal ischemic disease. Quinones induce
oxidative stress, some are mutagenic or act as enzyme inhibitors, and they may affect
reproductive capacity.
The specific study objectives were to quantify PAHs and quinones in gas and particulate
phases, to investigate the size fraction distribution of PAHs and quinones, and to characterise
the temporal variation (diurnal pattern) of PAHs and quinones to assess their sources (traffic
and photo-oxidation). Sampling of air was carried out at the roadside (1 hourly intervals) and at
a „background‟ site (2 hourly samples).
Analysis of size fraction distributions showed that PAHs are predominantly found in the size
fraction <0.2 µm. However, quinones are prevalent in the size fraction 0.2-3.2 µm and some
(e.g. B[a]A-7,12Q) are present in the coarse fraction (3.2-10) µm. Results obtained in this study
suggest that PAHs originate from combustion sources and that quinones are initially associated
with small particles after formation (combustion and photo-oxidation) and then partition to large
particles by vaporization and sorption. In response to a question, the speaker informed the
audience that the results do not change the present assumption that B[A]P is a useful marker of
exposure to total airborne PAHs.
In his presentation „Impact of outdoor air pollution on survival following stroke - a populationbased cohort study‟, Ravi Maheswaran detailed how evidence linking outdoor air pollution and
occurrence of stroke was available from time-series, case-crossover and cohort studies.
Although survival following stroke is fairly low, with around 50% of patients dying within one
year, the impact of air pollution on the survival rate is unknown.
The presenter continued by describing a population-based prospective cohort study that had
been carried out using the South London Stroke Register. Exposure levels were obtained
through high resolution modelling. The study showed that survival following stroke was lower
amongst patients living in areas with higher levels of outdoor air pollution and suggested that
improvements in outdoor air quality might contribute to better survival following stroke.
The speaker was asked whether air pollution was important in the „incidence‟ of stroke. In
response he stated that although several studies have been carried out, it is difficult to count
„incidence‟ as such; one can measure admissions or mortality or both. In a follow-up question to
one of the points discussed during the presentation, it was asked what the patients who were
dying within a year of having a stroke were dying from. The audience was informed that this
was unclear at the moment because cause of death was not recorded on the South London
Stoke Register; however there were several possible causes, including impaired respiratory
systems and cardiovascular related effects. In response to the question whether the patients
presenting in the study had shown a slow deterioration in health or a sudden event precipitated
by peaks in pollutant concentrations, the speaker stated that this had not been investigated but
it could be looked into; however, he considered that numbers would be too low for statistical
analysis. The final question addressed whether ischaemic stroke patients could be
distinguished from thrombotic stroke patients. The audience was informed that this was
included in the sensitivity analysis and that around 70% of the patients seen had suffered an
ischaemic stroke.
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The final presentation of this session was „Impact of the London low emission zone on
respiratory health in children: preliminary results‟ by Helen Wood. There is a body of evidence
demonstrating that air pollutants, specifically those from traffic, have negative impacts on
children‟s respiratory health. These impacts are carried through to adulthood and have been
associated with adult-onset respiratory disease and increased risk of morbidity and mortality.
Exposure to air pollution from traffic in early childhood has also been linked to development of
asthma and acute asthma exacerbations that require hospital admissions.
The London low emission zone (LEZ) was introduced in February 2008 with the aim of reducing
traffic pollution from the most polluting diesel vehicles driving within the city. The speaker
outlined a study which aimed to quantify the impact of the LEZ on children‟s health in east
London. Assessment of respiratory health was carried out on Year 4 children using spirometry,
exhaled NO, and a respiratory symptoms questionnaire. Biomarkers of exposure included
levels of urinary metals, PAH and 8-isoprostane. Susceptibility was addressed through
assessment of gene polymorphisms. Air quality monitoring data were used to model individual
pollutant exposures both prior to and after introduction of the LEZ.
The study findings to date demonstrate that respiratory function outcomes are strongly
influenced by location and ethnicity. However, the project is ongoing and further recruitment
and analysis will be carried out.
The speaker was asked whether the exposure data being used was based on measurements
or modelled data. She confirmed that modelled data were being used, and said that currently
there is evidence to show that the two may not be matching up, but the modellers were aware
of this issue. All models used had been validated against real data. The presenter was also
asked about the possible effect of diet on some of the biomarkers used, as diet may vary
significantly between schools and be related to ethnic group. The speaker considered this to be
an interesting point and noted that most samples for biomarker analysis were collected in the
morning, but the time before the child had last ate could differ. She informed the audience that
information on asthma and rhinitis was covered in the questionnaire and that the children do
not rinse their mouth before the exhaled air test is undertaken.
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5.3 Posters
5.3a Sources and properties of coarse fraction
particles (PMcoarse or PM2.5-10)
Yan-Ju Liu 1,2 & Roy M Harrison 1,*
1

Division of Environmental Health & Risk Management, School of Geography, Earth & Environmental
Sciences, The University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT, United Kingdom
2
Department of Environmental Pollution Analysis and Control, Beijing Centre for Physical and Chemical
Analysis, 27, West Three-Ring North Road, Beijing 100089, P.R.China
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Background and objectives
Pollution by airborne particulate matter has received much attention in recent years due to its impacts on
human health, specifically cardiorespiratory disease manifesting itself as hospital admissions and
increased mortality rates. There has been a tendency to consider the fine size fraction, PM 2.5 as most
hazardous to health because of its capacity to penetrate to the deep lung. However, in recent years,
coarse mass has also been recognized as having specific effects on health, being associated with COPD,
asthma and respiratory admissions, with a suggested association with cardiovascular hospital admissions
(Brunekreef & Forsberg, 2005). Wilson & Suh (1997) have demonstrated that coarse and fine particles
differ in terms of their sources, formation mechanisms, composition, atmospheric lifetime, spatial
distribution, temporal variability and most probably biological effects, and consequently should be
considered as a separate class of pollutant. Brunekreef & Forsberg (2005) recognizing that coarse
particles are a major fraction within PM10 with evidence for health impacts independent of those of fine
particles, have suggested that coarse particles should be given special consideration for study and be
regulated separately from fine particles. Until now, the vast preponderance of literature has dealt with
PM10 with a considerable volume of papers on PM2.5 but relatively little attention has been given to
PMcoarse. In this paper we make use of co-located PM10 and PM2.5 measurements to estimate
concentrations of PMcoarse and seek to elucidate some of the key processes affecting this pollutant.

Study description
Hourly or daily co-located PM10 and PM2.5 measurement data were downloaded from several UK data
sources including UK Air Quality Data Archive at www.airquality.co.uk; the London Air Quality
Network at www.londonair.org.uk; Scottish Air Quality Network at www.scottishairquality.co.uk; Welsh
Air Quality at www.welshairquality.co.uk and Northern Ireland Air at www.airqualityni.co.uk. Out of 95
monitoring sites simultaneously reporting measured PM10 and PM2.5 concentration data, TEOM
FDMS/GRAV QUARTS(named after FDMS later ) and TEOM ratified measured data sets,
including 41 sites in total providing ratified FDMS datasets, and 19 sites providing TEOM datasets,
were separately selected for further analysis. The British Atmospheric Data Center (BADC) at
http://www.badc.ac.uk was used to download weather data from the archives of the Met Office - MIDAS
Land Surface Observation Stations Data source. PMcoarse concentrations were derived by subtracting a
PM2.5 concentration from the corresponding PM10 concentration measured by a comparable technique.
The data were analyzed for mean and median concentrations, and the frequency distributions at each site,
both for FDMS and TEOM measured hourly concentrations, which ranged from those which are clearly
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log/sqrt normal to some which appear normally distributed without transformation. Intra-site correlations
were calculated between normal or log/sqrt normally distributed PM2.5, PMcoarse and PM10. For sites with
PM data exceeding 4.5 years in duration, temporal trends of each size fraction were investigated, together
with their relationship to routinely measured wind direction. Our results are currently provisional,

awaiting clarification of the measurement protocols.

Results
Mean, median and frequency distributions of particle fractions
For FDMS measured hourly data, site mean PM10 concentration ranged from 6.5-34.5 µg/m3 (median: 532 µg/m3), PM2.5 from 3.8 to 29.2 µg/m3 (median: 2.0-27.0 µg/m3), PMcoarse from 0.8 to 16.9 µg/m3
(median: 0-15.0 µg/m3). Most sites (> 90%) measured by FDMS had higher PM2.5 than PMcoarse
concentrations for mean. Site mean of TEOM measured hourly concentrations ranged from 11.4 to 40.0
µg/m3 (median: 9.2-37.0 µg/m3) for PM10, 6.8-20.5 µg/m3 (median: 6.0-20.0 µg/m3) for PM2.5, and from
3.2 to 20.0 µg/m3 (median: 3.2-17.7 µg/m3) for PMcoarse . There are 93% TEOM measured data
possessing higher PM2.5 than PMcoarse concentration.
Two kinds of frequency distribution were observed (Figure 1a and b). For most sites, the distribution is
close to log normal (e.g. Figure 1a). Some distributions show evidence of multi-modality (Figure 1b).

Correlations
Intra-site correlations between PMcoarse, PM2.5 and PM10 were separately calculated for all FDMS or
TEOM hourly measured data using normally distributed data, after log or square root transformation if
required. Hourly FDMS measured PM2.5 concentrations at all investigated sites were significantly
correlated with hourly PM10 at level of p=0.01, with the average correlation value of 0.79 and the
variance from 0.43 to 0.92, and 98% of sites returning a correlation coefficient value exceeding 0.5.
Similarly, hourly TEOM measured PM2.5 concentrations at all investigated sites were significantly
correlated with hourly PM10 at level of p=0.01, averaging with 0.83 and varying from 0.77 to 0.91, all
data returning a correlation coefficient value exceeding 0.5. However, for correlations of PMcoarse with
PM2.5 only 2% of FDMS measured sites possessed correlation coefficients higher than 0.5, with the
average of 0.10 and variance from -0.32 to 0.58. There are 37% TEOM measured data possessing
correlation coefficients higher than 0.5, with the average of 0.38 and variance of -0.18 to 0.58. Most sites
thus showed a weaker correlation of hourly PMcoarse concentration with hourly PM2.5 concentration.

Temporal distribution of PM concentrations
Across the measurement period for 9 sites, annual PM10 concentrations at most sites obtained their
highest value in 2003 and a slight elevation in 2006, dropping slightly in 2008, and raised again in 2009
(see Figure 2). Apart from this, there was a PM10 concentration increase in 2002 for LondonBloomsbury, an obvious drop in 2003 for Bexley-Thamesmead, different from any other monitoring sites
during the same period. Concentration of all three metrics at the kerbside/roadside site of London
Marylebone Road are higher than other six sites (Figure 2).

Wind dependence of concentrations
Figure 3a shows the wind direction dependence of concentrations at London Marylebone Road in 2003.
This pattern is a familiar one for Marylebone Road in which high concentrations are associated with
winds passing along the road (as represented by directions of approximately 80 and 260º) and winds
from the southern sector which lead to recirculation of air in the street canyon causing concentrations to
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be elevated on the southern leeward side of the canyon where the monitoring site is located. Figure 3a
shows a tendency for an increase in the coarse to fine particle ratio within those sectors associated with
the emissions from road traffic.
Figure 3b shows a pollution rose from the Bexley - Thames Road South site in 2007. In this case there
are very strong elevations in concentrations of coarse particles on wind sectors of 60 and 90º. These
appear to be indicative of local coarse particle sources for which no explanation is currently available.

Conclusions
Mean, median and frequency distribution of particle size fractions
Most sites (> 90%) had higher mean PM2.5 than PMcoarse concentrations. A few sites showed higher
PMcoarse concentration than PM2.5, implying a local source of coarse particles.
Correlations
Several previous studies have shown a weak correlation between PM2.5 and coarse particles (Brunekreef
& Forsberg, 2005; Wilson & Suh, 1997). The correlation between PM10 with PM2.5 was always observed
to be higher than with PMcoarse in this study.
Influence of wind direction on measured concentrations
It is clear from Figure 3 that local sources such as a major road can have an appreciable influence on
concentrations of PMcoarse. The data from Bexley - Thames Road South (Figure 3b) suggests the
influence of local point sources of coarse particles but the nature of these is yet unknown.
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Figure 1 Examples of frequency distributions of log PMcoarse, showing (a) a log normal distribution, (b)
evidence of bimodality
Figure 2 Temporal trends in PM2.5, PMcoarse and PM10 at UK sites from 1998-2009 (19= Bexley - Slade
Green(or London Bexley); 20= Bexley - Thames Road North; 21= Bexley - Thames Road South; 22=
Bexley - Thamesmead; 23= Bexley-Belvedere; 27= Camdon-Bloomsbury (or London Bloomsbury); 37=
Greenwich and Bexley - A2 Falconwood; 40= Harwell; 51= London Marylebone Road(or WestminsterMarylebone Road)
Figure 3 Pollution roses for PM2.5, PMcoarse and PM10 (a) London-Marylebone Road; (b) Bexley Thames Road South
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Figure 2 Temporal trends in PM2.5, PMcoarse and PM10 at UK sites from 1998-2009 (19= Bexley Slade Green(or London Bexley); 20= Bexley - Thames Road North; 21= Bexley - Thames Road
South; 22= Bexley - Thamesmead; 23= Bexley-Belvedere; 27= Camdon-Bloomsbury (or London
Bloomsbury); 37= Greenwich and Bexley - A2 Falconwood; 40= Harwell; 51= London
Marylebone Road(or Westminster-Marylebone Road)
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Figure 3 Pollution roses for PM2.5, PMcoarse and PM10 (a) London-Marylebone Road; (b) Bexley Thames Road South
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5.3b Lowering the hazardous emission in the
atmosphere in cullet quenching for foam glass
Olga V. Kazmina, Boris S. Semukhin, Vladimir I. Vereshagin

The efficient disposal of industrial waste reclamation and lowering of industrial discharges in the
atmosphere are closely connected with technical and economic problems of resource and energy savings
and with environmental aspects as well. The foam glass production is one of the effective routes of
industrial and domestic waste reclamation. At the same time, the problem of glass-recycling is relevant
as ever because the glass is still one of the most difficultly recycled components of solid domestic
wastes. In 2001, the percentage of glass-recycling for developed West European countries ranged from
24 to 92%. For all that, profiled cullet is effectively used while mixed glass wastes are stored on
domestic waste grounds.
The amount of missing cullet for foam glass manufacture is produced by the traditional glass technology
in industrial furnaces. The glass manufacturing is connected with the significant amount of gaseous dust
air and smoke discharges which contain end products of fuel combustion (CO2, NxOy and others) and
dust in the form of solid particles (B2O3, Fe2O3, As2O3). Therefore, account for a number of technological
and economic features of glass manufacturing, the foremost task is to provide the preliminary synthesis
of the quenched cullet from the natural or anthropogenic raw materials using the energy saving
technology escaping the power-intensive process of glass melting. The low-temperature synthesis of
quenched cullet is, on the one hand, is economically feasible due to the absence of such power-intensive
procedures of glass manufacturing as fining and homogenization of the glass mass. On the other hand,
this is the way to diminish hazardous emissions in the form of furnace end gases.
A method for producing foam glass via the intermediate product (quenched cullet) synthesized by
thermal treatment of the mixture of the certain composition at temperatures not exceeding 950оС was
developed at the Department of Silicate and Nanomaterial Technology of Tomsk Polytechnic University
(Russia). This product acts as the raw material for the following sponging and obtaining foam-glasscrystal products with the pre-set characteristics.
The mixture for obtaining quenched cullet is treated in granules by the standard equipment – rotating
furnaces - which is simpler in servicing as compared to the glass furnaces of uninterrupted operation. The
treatment of granulated mixture provides a rapid and uniform bakeout of granules, increase of chemical
activity and preservation of chemical homogeneity of the mixture. In doing so, the mixture transition to
the molten state occurs gradually without a complete destruction of granules because the rapid growth of
the liquid phase results in the complete diffluence and fritting. Solid carbon-bearing materials (coke,
smoke black, anthracite, coal) and liquid materials (glycerine with liquid glass) can be used as gasifiers.
According to the phase composition the quenched cullet represents a vitrified product with the crystal
phase the amount and size of which define the density and strength of the end items. It has been stated
that the content of the crystal phase of the quenched cullet does not exceed 30 mass%, and the size of
crystal inclusions in the end item is at the micro- and nano-scale level. Research has shown that
controlling the synthesis of quenched cullet one can obtain the foam glass of high mechanical strength in
preserving low density and heat conductivity. For this provided are the conditions for formation of
nanoclusters inside the interpore partitions of material at transition stages of ‗order-disorder‘ and
‗disorder-order‘. The structure of the end item is regulated at the micro- and nano-scale level. The
boundaries of possible structure control are defined by the following:
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Chemical and granulometric composition of the initial mixture and the nature of its major glassforming component;
Mixture preparation technology which switches on mechanisms and effects of its mechanical
activation that facilitates the surface amorphization of the glass-forming component;
The mode of the mixture thermal treatment and the intermediate product – quenched cullet – the
microstructure of which is made up of nanosized structural elements.
The structure of the foam glass obtained is a superposition of short-range order areas from regular
polyhedrons of the tetrahedron type with the face size of 0,7645 nm unified by links in the range of 20100 nm that is confirmed by results of the x-ray structural analysis. X-ray data calculations showed that
scaling the foam glass volume enables the spatial structures of the large-scale levels-blocks to
hierarchically subordinate by logarithmic dependence. As a result, the structural foam-glass elements of
d =170 nm were formed. The experimental verification was obtained by means of electronic microscopy.
The calculated values of hazardous emission in the atmosphere produced by the glass furnace at
temperatures above 1500оС and rotating furnace at temperatures not above 950оС are on a par 3,2 and 1,8
nm3/s, correspondingly. Thus, the suggested low-temperature method of the quenched cullet synthesis for
the foam glass is the most ecological because it reduces hazardous emission to a half on the average. The
foam glass in itself satisfies the high standards of health protection and the environment at all stages of
production, treatment, application and further utilization. The utilization of this material in construction
and interior finish assures the absence of toxic substances and health hazard.
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6 General discussion and close of meeting
Discussion and future steps
Professor Maynard began the final discussion session by commenting that several of the
papers presented over the two day workshop, starting with Roy Harrison‟s paper „Assessment
of exposure to airborne particulate matter‟, had been about the difference between ambient
concentration and personal exposure, and asked which of the two we should actually be using
to express coefficients reflecting effects on health. If the coefficients relating personal exposure
to effects on health are significantly different from those for ambient concentrations and effects
on health, then we could be underestimating the health impacts of air pollutants, even after 20
years of accumulating evidence of effects. Professor Maynard opened up this point for
discussion.
Richard Atkinson commented that he considered that we are currently limited by a lack of
studies dealing with personal exposure, but overall he thought that personal exposure is the
right direction to go. Professor Maynard agreed with this, as associations with personal
exposure would provide convincing evidence, whereas with ambient concentration there is
always a doubt that something else is intervening. He concluded that the closer one can get to
actual exposure, the better. Heather Walton pointed out that time-activity diary information
provided an intermediate step for understanding how personal exposure may vary between
different population groups. A further comment was whether by adopting personal exposure
monitoring there would also need to be a move towards regulations based on this [rather than
as currently on measured ambient concentrations].
Professor Maynard also questioned how we should express people‟s exposure in terms of
„toxic load‟; that is, to how much one has been exposed, multiplied by for how long one has
been exposed. He considered that this hadn‟t really been pressed very hard in the
epidemiology studies. He gave the example that for lung cancer the concept of „pack-years‟
was utilised, but in air pollution nothing similar to this was currently used. He went on to
comment that with some of the data shown, „high peaks‟ in concentration were apparent which
when combined with length of time exposed may have huge impacts for certain pollutants, such
as some irritants. The idea of doing time series studies looking at both concentration and peaks
may be more innovative than just looking at 24-hour averages. He reminded the audience that
in Canada, a study had been carried out looking at the relationship between CO levels and
myocardial infarction which included peak hourly CO concentrations in the day. Although in
toxicological studies this is common practice, it hasn‟t transferred to the air pollution research
field. Frank Kelly responded to this point by saying that such measurements are costly to do;
however, he would be using one-hour estimates in one of his projects in order to reflect „rushhour‟ peaks more accurately.
The next point of discussion highlighted by Professor Maynard was that of reducing one‟s own
exposure, for example, by changing cycling routes. He commented that much of the official
advice given was on reducing air pollution, but that there had been some interesting talks about
reducing personal exposure that may be of interest to policy makers and the research
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community. In addition he pointed out the new uses of existing databases that had been
described in some of the presentations, for example the South London Stroke Register.
Professor Maynard also highlighted the considerable increase in nanotoxicological studies and
hoped that the continuing need for good epidemiological studies would be recognized. He
particularly commented on the HPA Annual Research Lecture by Eric Wichmann and
complimented the work done by him and his Institute. Professor Maynard made the observation
that the UK had not made equivalent investments in large research institutes but perhaps there
will be such investment in the future.
Professor Maynard concluded the discussion session by thanking the organizers and all the
contributors, including those giving posters on the first day.

Closing remarks
Dr Crump closed the meeting by thanking DH and HPA for their support of the conference and
in particular Professor Maynard for his advice and assistance with organizing and conducting
the proceedings. Finally he thanked all the contributors for making it such a successful and
enjoyable meeting.
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Annex II workshop programme
2010 annual UK review meeting on outdoor and
indoor air pollution research
At CMDC, Cranfield University, 13-14 April 2010
Institute of Environment and Health, Cranfield University
PROGRAMME
Tuesday 13th April
09.30-10.30

Registration & Coffee

10.30-10.40

Welcome and Introduction – Derrick Crump & Bob Maynard

10.40-11.10
matter’

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Assessment of exposure to airborne particulate
– Roy Harrison

11.10-12.10

Research Presentations
1. The effect of commuter route choice on the particulate exposure of an urban cyclist
– Alison Tomlin
2. An investigation of the effects of long term exposure to air pollution on
cardiorespiratory morbidity in a large population cohort – Richard Atkinson
3. Measuring children's exposure to air pollution - validation of a microenvironmental
model through personal monitoring – Anna Molter

12.10-12.40

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘The role of particulate air pollution in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease’ – Terry Tetley

12.40-13.00

Discussion

13.00-14.00

Lunch

14.00-14.10

Introduction to the DH Policy Research Programme – funded research on air
pollution
– Ursula Wells

14.10-15.30

DH Policy Research Programme Nanoparticles Research Seminar
1. Nanoparticles and atherothrombosis: resolving the paradox – Rodger Duffin
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2. Quantitative and kinetic measurements of carbon nanotubes transport across
pulmonary epithelium – Ian Matthews
3. Long fibre retention in the pleural space as the basis of pleural pathology in
exposure to long nanotubes and other fibres – Ken Donaldson
4. Factors that may affect the nanotoxicology of hard materials for surgical
applications
– Vijay Krishna Raghunathan
15.30-16.00

Tea

16.00-16.30

Discussion of the DH Nanoparticles Research

16.30-17.15

Poster Presentations

17.15-18.00

Poster Viewing

20.00

Meeting Dinner (Mitchell Hall)

Wednesday 14th April 2010
09.15-09.20

Introduction to the HPA Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture

09.20-09.50

HPA Annual Air Pollution Lecture ‘Relevance of ambient particle mass, number
and composition for human health’ – Erich Wichmann

09.50-10.50

Research Presentations
1. Quantification of health impacts of airborne particulates: comparing estimates
based on personal exposure and outdoor concentrations – Mike Ashmore
2. A study of the concentration-response relationship for the effects of ozone on health
– Richard Atkinson
3. Genotoxic effects of particulate matter from a heavy duty diesel engine using diesel
fuel and minimally processed food grade rapeseed oil – Alex Charlton

10.50-11.20

Coffee

11.20-11.40

COMEAP, past, present and future - Jon Ayres

11.40-12.40

Research Presentations
1. Experimental investigation of indoor air pollutants – Jim Swithenbank
2. Exposure to Perfluoroalkyl compounds via air and dust – Emma Goosey
3. Children’s exposure to secondhand smoke in Malaysia – Emilia Zainal Abidin

12.40-13.00

Discussion

13.00 -14.00

Lunch
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14.00–14.30 Invited Keynote Presentation ‘MRC–HPA Centre for environment &
health: an introduction (and a brief update on air quality accountability
research)’
– Frank Kelly
14.30-15.50

Research Presentations
1. Troponin is a novel marker for air pollution related myocardial damage
– Getahun Bero Bedada
2. Concentrations of PAHs and their derivative compounds quinones in ambient air
– Juana Maria Delgado-Saborit
3. Impact of outdoor air pollution on survival following stroke: a population-based
cohort study – Ravi Maheswaran
4. Impact of the London low emission zone on respiratory health in children:
preliminary results – Helen Wood

15.50-16.20

Final discussion and future steps

16.20

Tea
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